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HEARING ON H.R. 3344, THE CRIME AWARENESS
AND CAMPUS SECURITY ACT OF 1989

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
Washington, DC

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in Room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Pat Williams [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present. Representatives Williams, Hayes, Lowey, Po-
shard, Coleman, Good ling, and Gunderson.

Staff prestnt. Richard Jerue, staff director, Colleen Thompson,
clerk, and Michael Lance, minority legislative associate.

Chairman WILLIAMS. As we open this hearing on the Subcomrnit-
teP on Postsecondary Education, we bid you all a good morning.
The hearing will come to order.

Today the Subcommittee on Po3tsecondary Education meets to
hear testimony regarding H.R. 3344, the Crime Awareness and
Campus Security Act of 1989.

This legislation, as many of you know, was introduceti by our col-
league and the ranking member on the full Education and Labor
Committee, Congressman Good ling It is a problem that concerns
him, you, Congress, and I think all Amer;cans, and we commend
Bill for his leadership on this matter.

Colleges are places devoted to learning. Yet all too often, events
occur on campus that detract from that basic mission. Recently
this subcommittee has been struck by the recurring reports of ;nci
dents of crime taking place on the Nation's campuses.

The Washington Post carried a series of articles on *his topic last
month, and although I recognize that colleges and universities are
committed to making their campuses as safe as possible, these
recent reports have raised some questions about what steps have
been taken thus far, and what actions can be taken in the future to
assure that colleges remain communities where learning takes
place in a safe and secure environment.

Today we will hear frcm a number of witnesses on this toift. We
will hear from co:lege officials concerning the steps they 1-ave
taken and plan tc., take, and we will hear from parents and stu-
dents concerning their fears and, in some cases, their personal
tragedies.

(1)
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From these witnesses, we will inevitably learn more about this
topic that concerns all of us, and we will have a better understand-
ing about what needs to be done and what can be done.

I want to, in advance, thank all the witnesses, and teil you
that your entire testimony will be made part of the hearing record.
We would ask you to summarize your testimony as best as you are
able to do in the short time frame that's available to us for this
hearing.

Let me now turn to Mr. Coleman, the ranking member of this
committee.

Mr COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As ranking Republican
member of our subcommittee, I want to welcome our witnesses
today to this hearing, and I look forward to heariag your testimo-
ny.

I particularly want to say a word of we' me to the parents and
to the students who will be here today .stifying about their own
experiences I know you have traveled far in some cases, and your
testimony is important to this legislative process.

We're going to try to move this bill and my colleagues listening
to your testimony, I think, will be moved by it. As a father of a
daughter who is just completing her first year at college, I find the
concerns of campus crime and campus security striking very close
to home.

Ironically, just last night, I visited with my daughter on the tele-
phone She was very upset. She said that at 9.30 on campus last
night, a girl was taped by a man in a ski mask. She was very upset
about it because it occurred ve-y close to her dormitory.

This was a second incident cf this nature on this campus in the
last week. As far as we are concerned, spring break, which starts
tomorrow, cannot come too soon for us.

I want to emphasize that the committee stall' has worked very
closely with the highe- edlycation community in drafting this bill,
and especially to Bob Atw, 11, who be testifying, who represents
the umbrella organization of the American Council ,.)ri Education.

In looking at the testimony that has been submitted, the infor-
mation that Towson State provided to the committee, I think is
very important about violent student-to-student crimes. Their con-
clusions are that 80 to 85 percent of all campus crimes and violent
acts, azcording to its surveys, are cases in which one studeut vic-
timizes another student.

In a great majority of these cases, perhaps as many as 95 per-
cent, these crimes and acts of v;olence are committed under the
fluence of alcohol or drugs.

So, this is an area that, pretty frankly, at first, when Bill Good-
ling mentioned the bill, I was notreally felt that perhaps we
should be involved on this subject, as a Federal matter.

Obviously, it's an issue of concern to all campuses and localities,
but the more I looked at it, the more information that I received,
surely if w-,'re providing billions of dollars for student assistance
aad aid, then perhaps we do have a responsibility to parents and to
students to assure that at least there is some infjrmation available
for them to know in how to gauge on their selection of where
they're going to shool and w hat their schools are doing for them
in protecting them.
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So, I look forward to the witnesses today, and surely see this as
an educational effort by the witnesses for this panel this morning,
and thank the chairman very much for holding this hearing.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. Both on this committee, the
Postsecondary Education and in the Full Education Committee,
there have been policy differences as how to best improve educa-
tion in the United States, but throeghout the history of this com-
mittee, we have avoided, for the most part, party differences, that
is, partisan, political differences.

For more than a decade and a half, Bill Good ling has consistent-
ly been the member on this committee, as well as the full commit-
tee, who has avoided partisanship, undert-tood there will be policy
differences, but never let politics enter it.

I must say, as we are hearing your legislation today, Bill, that
for a decade and more than a decade and a half now, you have
been one of the great supportei s of education and innovation for
education in the Congress, and this committee is more than pleased
to hear your legislation, as we nave heard ot iers through the
years, and to recognize you now for an opening statement.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate those
kind remarks, and I also appreciate the opportunity you're giving
us today to have a hearing on H.R. 3314, the Crime Awareness and
Campus Security Act of 1989.

Last year, a Pennsylvania family, Howard and Constance Clery,
who are sitting before us this morning, came to nit and asked me
to introduce a campus security bill at the Federal level to increase
the safety of our college and university campuses.

Mr. and Mrs. Clery had been instrumental in the passage of a
Pennsylvania campus security bill after the ery tragic and avoid-
able death of their daughter in her dormitory roori at Lehigh Uni-
versity.

I agreed to introduce this legislation because I feel that H.R.
3344 is basically a consumer right to know bill. Students, members
of the faLulty, employees of postsecondary institutions should be
aware of crimes committed on campus, and should be familiar with
campus security policies to inake 'nformed decisions about their
own safety.

Since the passage of the Pennsylvania law, three other states
hat, e adopted campus seLurity legislation, and similar legislation
pending in an additional twelve states. Unfortunately, these state
bills are nut uniform in either their requirements or their stand-
ards.

Furthermore, we haNe no comprehensivP data oil campus crimes.
Only 352 institutions uf higher education voluntarily provide such
data at present to the Federal Government. H.R. 3344 simply re-
quires all postsecondary institutions, which participate in Title 11'
student financial aid programs, to provide annual crime data
through the uniform clime report of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation.

The bill also requires annual reports which outline campus secu-
rity policies and campus crime statistics for the most recent three
academic years. These annual reports must be provided to all cur-
rent students, members of the facult., rnd employes of the insti-
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tution, and they are to be made available upon request by appli-
cants or parents of perspective students.

Importantly, the bill also requires interim reporting of crimeo in
a manner that is timely, and will aid in the prevention of similar
occurrences, and because of the correlation between alcohol and
drug use with violent campus crimes, provisions of the bill focus on
campus policies regarding the possession, use, and sale of alcoholic
beverages and illegal drugs on campus, and the campus enforce-
ment of state and Federal laws regarding these violations.

Now, it is very important to understand that we are not, and I
repeat, not asking for any names of victims or perpetrators of the
crimes, just statistics, and, therefore, do not infring,. in any way on
the privacy rights currently protected by statute.

We have brought together three panels of witnesses to provide
the subcommittee with a broad perspective on this legislation. We
will hear from representatives of higher education institutions, of
campus security offices, of administrators directi, responsible for
student affairs.

We will also hear the testimony of parents uf students tragically
murdered in Cheir dormitory rooms, and from two students who
were victims of violent campus crimes. We will hear the testimony
o the president of an urban university.

We will also hear the testimony of a president of a liberal arts
.:ollege in Pennsylvania, who will comment on the impact of the
Pennsylvania campus crimes statue, which has now been in effect
for almost two academic years.

I welcome you all, and in particular, I welcome the parents and
students who have come here today to testify about it afters of
great pain Ernd enduring sorrow.

I want ti say finally that Congr, ss cannot legislate the safety of
young perple that are in institutior.b of higher education, nor can it
mandate sanctuaries which are free of the violence of the larger so-
ciety, but Congress can encourage those colleges and universities
that benefit from Federal student aid programs to establish effec-
tive security policies, and to provide timely information about
campus crimes.

There can be no more fitting memorial to the victims of campus
crime, such as Jean Llery, Karen Nieswand, Dana Getzinger, Kris-
:in Eaton-Pollard, than legislation which seeks to prevent the re-
currence of such tragedies by providing information to other stu-
dents, and othei members of the campus community, so they will
be able to make informed decisions about their own sclety.

I, again, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hearings.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. Let me turn to either of our

other two members to ask if they have an opening statement. Mr.
Poshard.

Mr POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for hold-
ing Viis hearing. I think this is a- :mportant issue to study and get
at some of the different aspects ol campus crime and its causes.

I know back in Illinois where I live, several of the campuses have
undcrtaken a night each spring that they call, "Take Back the
Night," because you wouldn t think that on a campus there would
be such fear of crime.
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You would think it would be a safe place for all of our children,
but on too many campuses, it isn't. "Take Back the Night" is just
one example of something e ry pragmatic that the students are un-
dertaking to try to counter the effects of crime where they live on
campus.

Date and acquainta- rape, alcohol and drug abuse, all of these
things contribute t1/4. the fear on college campuses today. I think it
is ap;dopriate that we understand and undertake to know what the
responsibilities of parents are, of students, and Le administration
and the university itself in regard to crime on campus.

Fo, I think this is an important hearing and an important bill. I
thank you, again, Mr. Chairman, for allowing us to participate in
this hearing.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you,

as my co'leagues have done, for scheduling this :.earing. I have no
statement and, in the interest of time, and the dtsire to hear this
impressive list of witnesses to deal with what I tonsider to be an
important issue that certainly demands the atteln of our Con-
gress, and I want to hear them, so I won't, I have no prepared
statement.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. Our first witness
today is California Congressman Mel Lev ine, Flo is very interested
in a specific matter with regard to campus cr Arne. He's spent a good
deEl of time, as has Mr. Goadling, considering the issue. 1 under-
stand he may be prepa -ing legislation himself.

Mel, we are delighted you re going to be our lead-off witness
today. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE MEL I.E INE, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. LEVINE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I want to com-
mend you and Mr. Goodling and the bipartisan membership and
leadership of this subcommittee for taking the lead in calling at
tention to this extremely important issue, and I very mach appreci
ate your inviting me to testify on this crucial subject today.

Az you indicated, particular aspect of this issue is an area that
I've been deeply concerned about in working w ith some friends and
constituents in my own district now for a year or so.

I will be in the next couple of weeks, actually, introducing a bill
on this specific aspect of this problem which I will outline in the
course of my testimony

The issue of campus crime, as you are focusing on 't, as Mr.
Goodling is focusing on it, as the subcommittee is focusing on it, is
extraordinarily important, and in particular, I'd like to focus on
tht .ssue of rape and sexual violence on college campuses.

As I indicated about a year or so ago, I became painfully aware
of this problem through work that I've been doing in my own cum
munity with the Santa Monica Rape Treatment Center, which is
located in my district in Santa Monica, California.

Since this center was founded at Santa Monica Hospital in 1974,
the Rape Treatment Center has provided free medical, psychologi-
cal, and legal assistance to ot,er 12,000 victims of sexual assault
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Many of these victims, it turns out, have been sexually assaulted
on college campuses.

The Rape Treatment Center, I think it's fair to say, is universal-
ly acclaimed in my community, and beyond it as an outstanding or-
ganization dedicated to helping victims who have experienced the
trauma and brutality of sexual assault, and I want to commend
their efforts to you.

Mr Chairman, a recent national survey estimated that as many
as one out of six college women have been the victim of rape or
attempted rape during the preceeding year. These are shocking fig-
ures.

These sexual assaults are a violation of the student codes of con-
duct at colleges and universities and can lead to a disciplinary
hearing at these colleges and universities. If the student accused of
the asse ult is then found guilty at the disciplinary hearing, a
number of penalties can be invoked by the achooi, including sus-
rnsion or expulsion from the school

Unfortunately, Federal law currently prohibits universities and
colleges from informing victims of t' _ outcome of the disciplinary
hearing, because it is considered to be a "student record" requiring
confidentiality under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act.

If a college endz up disclosing such a result, that college runs the
risk under law, as it is currently written, of losing its Federai fund-
ing Because an institution cannot provide a victim with the result
of a disciplinary hearing involving her assadant, the trauma to the
victim becomes dramatically increased.

She then doesn't know whether her assailant has been expelled
ci .7spended from school, or whether any disciplinary action or no
disciplinary action at all was taken, in which case she runs the risk
of again running into her assailant on the college campus.

Without information about the outcome of the proceeding, it is
impossible for the victim to make informed choices about her own
future plans and really her own current security.

Several administrators from various campuses have expressed
great concern about their inability simply t) inform victims of the
outcome of administrative proceedings, which involve serious
charges of bodily harm to these victims.

In addition, when victims are told that they cannot be informed
of the outcome of the disciplinary proceeding involving a particular
assailant, some then become discouraged from participating in the
process.

Sandy Paganuchi, the sident conduct officer of the campus of
the University of California at Berkeley, stated that "The Buckley
Amendment is extremely frustrating for me and fo: victims who
feel there has been no closure in these cases."

Under the Buckley Amendment, Mr. Paganuchi is not permitted
to reveal anything t.o anyolie including the victims about a hearing
or about the disposition of the hearing. Each year between two to
five sexual assault cases are referred to his office for a formal hear-
ing.

0-e recent case in California involved a 16-year old victim who
was brutally raped, and then thrown by her assailant out of a
thr -*story window causing her to sustain further injuries.



It's crucial, I believe, Mr. Chairman, and members, to amend the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act in a limited way that
will allow victims of such assaults to learn information about the
results of the disciplinary hearings in, olving their own particular
case.

Without such an amendment, sexual assault victims will contin-
ue to feel victimized by a system that was established, in fact, to
protect them, but which is not operating in that fashion. Fewer
and fewer victims will come forward to report crimes of violence
and their assailants will remain unpunished and undeterred.

As I mentioned, I's been working on this issue in order to devel-
op legislation for a , .r or so, and I had written to the Department
of Education last week seeking their views on the subject, and re-
ceived a response from them only yesterday. It was a timely re-
sponse, but I only received it yesterday. As a result of this, I will be
incorpot sting some of their suggestions into a draft bill that I've
already had legislative counsel prepare. That bill should be intro-
duced next week.

This bill, as introduced, will address the problem I've outlined by
allowing postsecondary institutions to release the results of discipli
nary hearings to victims of violent assault.

My legislation will giNe colleges or universities the leeway to re-
lease this information, but will not require them to de so, thus
avoiding any possible conflict with state privacy laws.

Mr. Chairman, victims who have already been traumatized by
Lampus rape, sexual assaults or other vioient crimes deserve to
know thc results of the disciplinary proceedings of their assailants.

I look forward to working with you and the members on both
sides of the aisle of tt.'s subcommittee to develop a legislative solu-
tion to this aspect of the broad problem that you are considering
today, and again, I want to thank you Nery much for the opportuni-
ty to testify.

Mr Chairman, just in conclusion, I would like to submit for the
record a booklet that was prepared by two of the key people, par-
ticipt.nts of the Santa Monica Rape Treatment Center. Aileen
Adams, their legal counsel, Gail Abarbanel, their chair.

It's a booklet entitled, "Sexual Assault on Campus; WI' ' Col-
leges Can Do," and it spells out very well the issues involved in
this very difficult situation inuding definition of rape and campus
rape, incidence and prevalence of rape, discii-linary hearing proc
esses, legal responsibility of colleges in sexual assault cases, and a
range of recommendations for better sexual assault policies on
campuses.

It includes a number of references on the subject, including the
study that I quoted earlier about one out of six students having
been assaulted on campui and I would ask unanimous consent to
include this in the hearing record.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Without objection. Questions. Mr. Coleman.
Mr COLEMAN. Mel, thank you for your very outstanding testimo-

ny. Let me ask you a question. If your bill is introduced and re
ferred to a committee, have you sought an opinion as to whether or
not it will come solely to this committee, or would it be judiciary as
well as perhaps hers.
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Mr LEVINE. It is my understanding that in the way that I have
this drafted, it ti ill go solely to this committee. I don't have total
assurance on tt 4 I haven't spoken to the parliamentarian, but leg
counsel believes it will go tc yf committee exclusively.

Mr. COLEMAN. Good. Thank you very much.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Mr. Poshard.
Mr. POSHA .D Mel, I just want to make sure I understand the

intent of ycur bill. The healing process that needs to take place
after these crimes are corm. .ted against an individual requires
that individual to bring some kind of closure, is that correct?

MT. LEVINE. That's correct.
Mr. POSHARD. And that's what is not happening under the cur-

rent law.
Mr LEVINE. The combination of closure and information that the

victim will need to know in order to make some import3nt judg-
ments about how she conducts her day-to-day activities and pro-
vides security for herself on campus.

Mr POSHARD. So this is a psytholcgicllly sound approach that
you are taking with your bill, then, for the healing process to take
place?

Mr LEVINE. I would suggest it's both psychoLigically sound and
physically essential.
MT. POSHARD. Thank you.
Mr. LEVINE. Thank you.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Mr. Goodling
Mr. GOODLING. I, too, want to thank you ;or your testimony. It

sounds like something that could be easily amended to the bill that
is before us .1day I would want to make sure that it wouldn't inad-
vertently kick in the revealing of names publicly because then it
would defeat, I think, probably what you're trying to do and what
I'm trying to do.

Mr LEVINE. Just on that point, Bill, and I appreciate it, it's obvi-
ously one of the most sensitive aspects of the balancing act that
we're both tryiag to accumplish here. The way I've drafted the leg-
islation, .he victim would be required to keep in confidence the in-
formation pertaining to both the assail krit and the disposition of
the case.

That has been recomrn,rided to me and it sounds like a sound
recommendation as the ,say to ensure that the confidentiahty will
be maintained.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much
Chairman WILLIAMS Mr. Hayes.
Mr HAYES. Mel, do you have available copies of your statement?

I would like to--
Mr LEVINE. I'm honored that you asked, and I'll be happy to

make one available to you.
Mr HAvEs. Ha e you noticed any increase in racial violence on

the campus at the university in Santa Monica, too?
Mr LEVINE. Well, this comes beyond Santa Monica, but I have at

least anecdotal evidence in terms of disLussions that I've had with
campus administrators of substantial concerns with regard to
racial violence.

I don't have numbers, I don't have statistical results, but I have
certainly heard very disturbing reports, -id I belie,e that the eon-

I 2
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cern that underlies ;our question about violence stemming from
racial crimes clearly plays into the effort to curb violer....e on cam-
puses from racially motivated incidents or sexually motivated inci-
dents.

Mr. HAYES. Is it solely left up to the university to police its own
campuses or are local law enforcement authorities involved?

Mr. LEVINE. I would assume where the crime violates a statute
aad doesn't simply violate campus disciplinary proceedings, local
authorities would share jurisdicticn with campus authorities.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. As a point of notice, I believe

Mr. Good ling's legislation would amend the Higher Education Act,
and although Mr. Levine's legislation is not fully prepared yet, it
appears from y uur testimony, Mel, that you would amend the Gen-
eral Education Provisions Act.

It is not unlikely thus that the bills will, if it is the judgment of
this committee to move these two pieces of legislation, they viould
probably move on separate tracks, even though they affect some-
what the same difficult issue.

We thank you for being before us today.
Mr. LEVINE. Thank you, Mr Chairman, and thank all of you, and

good luck with these deliberations. I appreciate you holding them.
Thank you.

Chairman WILLIAMS t panel number two, Mr. Atwell, Mr. Cas-
well, Ms. Siegel, and Mr. Tuttle will Join us at the hearing table.
We will wait just one moment for the loom to clear and new people
to enter.

Robert Atwell is the president of the American Council on Edu-
cation. Mr. Atwell, it is always nice to see you before this commit-
tee. Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT H. ATWELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, JAMES E. CASWELL, CHAI^MAN,
TASK GROUP ON CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATORS,
WASHINGTON, DC; DOROTHY G. SIEGEL, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, TOWSON STATE UNIVERSITY , CENTER FOR THE STUDY
AND PREVENTION OF CAMPL OLENCE; AND DOUGLAS F.
TUTTLE, CHAIRMAN, GOVERN RELATIONS COMMITTEE,
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION CAMPUS LAW ENFORCE-
MENT ADMINISTRATORS, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Mr. ATWELL. Thank you, Mr. Cha'rman. I'm pleased to appear
before you today on behalf of the American Council on Education,
which represents over 1,500 public and private two-year and four-
year colleges and universities.

If I may digiess for a moment, 'Ir. Chairman, the proposed legis-
lation that we just heard about would seem to me on first hearing
to be a reasonable revision to the Buckley amendment, and I
simply wanted to anticipate a question and say that.

For purposes of this hearing, Mr. Chairman, I will also draw on
my experiences as a formei college president, and as the father of
several former and current college students. I du have a staLment,
which I would, with your permission, like to have included in the

1A ti
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record of these proceedings, and then I would like to make four
very brief points.

First, concerning what the Amr.ifmn Council on Education is
doing and has done in respect to campus crime, secondly, what col-
leges and universities are doing; thirdly, the limitations of what
colleges and i.niversities can and should do; and finally, a few com-
ments and concerns with respect to H.R 3344.

T..:riing then to the first point, being concerned dith the per-
ceived increase of crime on campus, the ACE issued in 1985 a re-
source document achieving reasonable campus security, setting
forth some sugg?et. practices wnich campuses were urged to
follow.

In 1988, we reissuee that statement under a letter from me call-
ing attention to recent developments. We also published in 1988 a
book by Michael Clay Suith on coping with crime on campus.

Mt Smith is a practicing attorney now with the Department of
Criminal Justice of the Universky of Southern Micsissippi.

Because of the frequent cnnnection between substance abuse and
crime, we also issued in 1988 another resource document, this one
dealing with alcohol and other substance abuse. I'd be pleased to
make copies of these documents available, Mr. Chairman.

For this past year, we have been involved with the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in a joint project on
the quality of campus life.

The full report and recommendations of that project will be
issued in a few weeks. In one of the findings of that report leads
me to my second point, that is that a survey we conducted revealed
that while two-thirds of responding chief student personnel admin-
istrat- -s reported no increase in campus crime in the last five
years, over half of the respondents said that they are taking a
stronger role in regulating student conduct and are more systemat-
ic about enforcerreat activities and awareness programs.

A small but even more recent survey we undertook revealed that
in virtually all cases, the colleges and universities were making
major improvements in security forces and procedures and facili-
ties and programs to enhance student awareness.

The message, it seerno to me, is clear, that colleges and universi-
ties are deeply concerw,d, have been concerned, and are acting ac-
cordingly in both prevellcive and remedial ways.

My third point is more subjective, and grows out of my experi-
ence as a president and a father of students. We can and we must
devote increased resources, vigilance, and creativity to improving
the safety of our campuses.

But I must also say that there are some limits to what we can
do Those limits pertain in the first instance to the rather obvious
point, that while we regard students as the adu s most of them
lawfully are, we also know that many of them are post-adolescents
who often behave foolishly and show a disregard for the rights of
others or for their own safety.

When on a campus, I recall the way students would prop open
secured doors with pizza boxes and rocks, leave their rooms un-
locked, .;tiad otherwise defeat systems for their own p.otection. We
are also limited in what we cart do by the fact that we cannot
expect our collegeE fn '..)e armed fortresses or military bases, where

1 4
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the freedom of moi, ement is curtailed in a way that damages those
features of campus life we consider essential to an academic insti-
tution. Thus, we hai, c to strike a balance between protection and
freedom. That balance is always delicate and rarely comfortable.

I muse. also say that the most successful examples of enhanred
security in my own experience were not those imposed by the ad-
ministration, but those which arose from student initiative.

A night escort system for women students, initiated by male stu-
dents, did more to calm my campus following a rape than anything
we did and we did a lot. That goes to the question of community or
the absence of, or decline in the sense of, community on many cam-
puses.

This is central to many of the issues facing you in this hearing;
indeed, central to many of society's problems. Campuses are, after
all, mirrors of society.

For example, when one looks at the very large problem of date or
acquaintance rape, I must observe that parents and teachers all
share the duty to instill in boys and young men a sense of their
responsibility for the consequences of their own sexuality, includ-
ing respect for, rather than a propensity to exploit women.

Finally, turning to the specifics of the legislation, I would leave
you with several concerns we have, and in respect to which we
would like to work with the committee and the staff.

First, we believe that guidant.e should be provided to ensure that
the data called for :n the legislation is really going to be compara-
ble.

Further, crime statistics for colleges and universities should be
issued in a manner that they can be compai ed with simila: infor-
mation for the surrounding communities, less campus crime statis-
tics be taken out of context, the context of the community in this
instance.

Further, will the Federal law, if it is passed, preempt all state
laws or will some institutions be expected to follow two sets of
laws? Further, the definition of campus should be quite specific.
Does it include the surrounding area?

Finally, what actions would be imposed on students or institu-
tions for failure to report.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate Mr Goodling's willingness, indeed
the entire committee's willingness, to ork closely with us in ad-
dressing the concerns of the higher education community.

I thank you very much.
[Tile prepared statement of Robert H At. ell follows
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

I appear be:ore you today not only as president of the American Council on
Education, an association representing over 1,500 colleges and universities, and as a
former college president and administrator, but also as the father of seven children
who have attended or currently are enrolled in coll^3e.

The personal consequencez of campus crime have been the subject of many
conversations with ail clvIhm. And I can tell you from experience that this is one
of the most difficult thirgs a cohege president or at, dr offic'41 must deal with
not the numbers or reports, but the personal side, the anguish and anxiety of crime
victims and their fam s.

There was a rine hen the college campus was perceived as a sanctuary, a
place where teaching, Itrning, and social interchange took place in an
environment that posed miunial danger to physical safety and the security of
persona. r.operty. Those days are no more. As with society in general, crime on
campus has escalateil from an infrequent occurrence to a subject of major concern

The higher education commuaity has been responsive to the changing
secunty :weds n canpils and to heightened public concern about campus safety
The American Council on Education, along with other higher education
associations, has taken the lead in focusing the attention of college and university
administr.tors on the nevti far ini:troved security. In December 1985, and again in
August 1988, we mailed to all collegm and universities, members and nonmembers
alike, our self-regula ion statement on "Achieving Reasonable Campus Security,"
which provides a checkdist of suggested practices. In addition to various upd ,.. vs on
the suoject in our ti.minionthiy newsletter, we have published, in conjunction with
the Macmillan Pubhshing Company. a book by Professor Michael Clay Sinah
entitled Coping With Crirne on Campus, which explores both legal issues and
security measures in abundant detail.

Because of growing concern ovet alcohol and drug abuse and their
contribution to clime on ampus, the ACE Office of Self-Regulation has given this
subject special attention. Materials we have developed provide guidance to our
constituents regaluii.6 Jeative responses and potential liability for failure to deal
with these issuei ad..quately. We feel that these documents provide a substantial
reservoir of informatipr. from which institutions can draw to determine whether
their c.arnptis regulations and security structure are adequate. (With the permission
of the chair, I would Vice to submit copies of these documents for the reLord )

In addiaon to offerinp advice and guidance to our member& ACE also has
attempted to identify some of the general trends and patterns in campus crime, arid
what schools are doing in respase.
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Over the past year we have been working with the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching, under the leadership cif Dr. Ernest Boyer, on a jmnt
study of the quality of campus life. As part of that study, ACE conducted extensive
surveys of college and university presidents and, together with the National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators, of student life officials to
determine the major problems fachig their campus communities. The full report
and recommendations will not be released for another few weeks, and I will see that
the committee receves a copy for the record at that time. But let me preview a few
of our findings.

The surveys show that the level of awareness of and concern about campus
crime among administrators is exceptionally high. This is evident despite the fact
that of the 355 chief student affairs administrators responding to the survey, 65
percent reported either no -.lunge or a decline in the number of alines reported on
campus in the last five years. Seventy-rune percent reported no change or a decrease
Lit the severity of crimes on campus in that period. However, at the same time, a
majority of respondents in.:...ated that crime has increased in the surrounding
comm u nity.

The survey also showed that campuses are taking a stronger role in regulating
student cohduct. Fifty four percent of the student affairs administrators said they
an more explkit now in the regulation of student conduct than five years ago and
are more systematic about enforcement.

Recently the ACE Office of Public Affairs surveyed campus security directors
at 22 institutions from all sectors of higher education to ascertain the extent of and
response to crime on amp u s . While the limited number of institutions surveyed
iNJuld not make this group representative of all of higher education, we found that
in virtually every case, the colleges and universities were making major
improvements to buildings, grounds, and security forces to enhance safety, and were
offering an increasing number of educational programs to raise student and staff
awareness about security issues.

The trends in campus crime in this small sample were consistent with the
larger survey, with only one-third of the schools that had five-year statistics
reporting an inc.ease dyer that period. Michigan State University one of the
nation s largest institutions - noted a 40 percent decrease in crime in the last two
ycars. I would cie happy to provide you with specific examples of what schools are
doing to enhance campus security, but I would note that 18 of these 22 colleges and
urio,eisities publish their crime statistics and make them available to the public in a
v anety of ways, from annual reports to press releas, to articles in student and
faculty publications Two oilier campuses make the statistics available upon request
but do not publish them.

In the eyes of the law, a umversity is an institution for th advancement of
knowledge and learrung Individuals who meet the required qualifications and
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who abide by the institution's rid:, are permitted to attend and are presumed to
have sufficient maturity to conduct their own affairs.

Colleges and universities are no longer held liable, under the in loco parent*
(m the place of the parent) doctrine, for injuries sustained by students unless the
college has not fulfilled certain duties imposed by law. Although the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit has ruled that a college is no longer considered "an
insurer of the safety of its students," some courts have imposed a duty upon
institutions to warn students or otherwise protect them from potential criminal
activity.

College and university administrators have devoted increased resources,
vigilance, and creativity to assuring, to the extent possible, a reasonably safe
environment. Individual institutions have responded to the need for greater
security by employing a variety of strategies. Perhaps easiest and most visible have
been the steps taken in the design, maintenance, and operation of the institut.on s
buildings and grounds, including increasingly sophisticated lock and key systems,
increased illumination, and security phone boxes. Security forces have grown in
number, with expanded screening, training, and supervision by the institution.
Data regarding security incichmts are gathered and appropriate administrative
responses are formulated. Lastly, many campuses educate and remind students and
other members of the college community on a recurrent basis about security risks
and procedures.

Colleges that undertake to expand their security systems through such steps
are in many instances confronted with the contrary desires of their students tu
move about the campus unimpeded by safety measures. Security on campus must
be balanced continually with the needs of physical access and the reactions of the
student body Indeed, increased education of students is one of the key elements in
an institution s safety program. That is why colleges now routinely offer
educational and training progams for students and staff on such topics as sexual
assault prevention, alcohol and drug abuse prevention, dormitory safety, and .i.eft
prevention, as well as providing counselling services, escort services, proper.,
identification programs, campus watch programs, and special policing efforts.

First and foremost, we care deeply about the welfare of our students, and we
would like to protect them as best we can. You will hear later from college
presidents about specific campus programs, but I can assure 1,AL that most of our
colleges and universities are working very hard to do that i.ght now spending
more and more dollars on increased security measures, utAiiisoring more and mule
educational programs, encouraging more positive social activities, and attempting
to help students cope With the aftermath when a crime occurs.

Of course, students have a concurrent responsibility to exercise good
judgment and pursue reasonable actions as means of providing greater secunty Lot
themselves and those ar aid them. Or. ,.ampuses, as elsewhere, uafety cannot be
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assured .f individuals and groups do not adhere to a common desire to achieve a
safe environment. I can remember all too well from my time as a college president
how students would prop open otherwise se. -c dormitory doors with pizza boxes,
leave their rooms unlocked, and otherwise fail to observe normal, sensible
behavior Those - -mined to ignor the rules of safety or to abrogate security
systems designed to protect them probably will always find ways to do so. We
..annot expect our colleges to be "armed fortresses '. where the freedom of students
almost all of whom are legally adults - is curtailed in a way that either interferes
with their rights as citizens or damages those features of :ampus life we consider
essential to an academic ins:.tution We must strike a proper balance between the
piotection and security uf members of the campus community and the appropriate
amount of freedom.

Colleges and universities have some essential qualities - not easily
understood and frequently disquieting to some that make for a precarious balance
between sometimes c aiflicting values To elaborate, we regard students as the
adults they lawfully a. e, capable of making their own decisions and assuming
responsibility for their own safety Yet, I know from painful experience that many
are rather naive potadolescents who often behave foolishly and show a disregard
for the rights ot others or their own safety

The answer to this paradox is not a return to m loco parentls or the
conversion of colleges into very secure and highly disoplaned military bases And
the answer most definitely is not ik.) delude ouraelves or our students into thinking
that campuses are sanctuaries irrik,crviocis to crime or above the law Rather, the
answer lies in strilung a very delicate balance between deterrence and security, on
the one hand, and the assertion of individual rights and responsibilities on the
other Learung too heavily on the former does considerable damage, in my
judgment, to the very nature of the academic enterprise, and overdoin3 the latter is
irresponsible. The colleges and universities I know best are trying very hard to
achieve that balance.

I want to say also that the most successful examples of enhanced campus
aecurity of which I am aware are those where the students themselves are involved
A campus rape at the institution over which I presided caused those of us in the
admmistration tc. respond by improving lighting, initiating a campaign to get
peopk to lock doors, and to undertake a va..ety of other rather obvious measures
But what really made a difference was the formation by male students of a night
escort system for women moving around the campus.

I cite that by way of saying that ultimately what we need is a sense of
o mmunity, a conviction that we are all in the same lifeboat and all bear ac

ponsibility for each othei .iealth, safety, and well-being The loss or atsence of
ommuruty Ls seen by Ernest Buyer and by large numbers of presidents in u ir recent

survey as tha rout of some of the problems you are examining in this hearing It is
obviously central to many of the issues confronting the larger society While one
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can look more easily at the way individuals manifest the absence or loss of
community, it is important to understand that the problems will persist until some
of the underlying causes are adciressed.

That leads me to a related issue with which I am particularly concerned, and
that I would like to say more about: date and acquaintance rape.

Date and acquaintance rape increasingly have become a significant part of
campus dime. In response to the overall problem, many institutions have adopted
official pol:des condemning rape and other sexuai assaults, spedfically prohibited
sexual assaults in student coaduct codes, established procedures to be followed it
rape occurs, and implemented educational programs on sexual assault.

But when it comes to date or acquaintance rape, even innovative and
persistent educational programs will be of limited effectiveness if others who are
pprt of the equation parents, educators, religious leaders, the media do not
re ognize and dssume their own responsibilities. This problem is rooted in
behaviors and attituies picked up long before people get to college behaviors and
attitudes that are then acted out by often immature post-adolescents. For example,
parents have a duty to instill in their sons a sense of their responsibility for their
own sexuality that includes respect for rather than exploitation of women.

Mr Chairman, Representative Goodlirg has 1-roposed legislation that would
require all colleses and universities that receive Title IV funding to report crime
stitistics to me ail and to make those statistics, as well as .nfoimation about campus
security practices and procedures, ava lable to students, employees, and applicants
for enrollment.

We would like to c--itinue to work with Mr. Goodling and his staff, and the
members of this Snbcommittee, 1'; insure that sudi legislation indeed will
contribute to the prevention of campus crime. As we look at the bill, several
questions and concerns come to mind, and we would welcome the opporturuty
discuss them with you in more detail. For now, let me list several.

o Although the FBI's Unifo.m Crime Report is indeed uniform in its
result, the actual method each institution chooses for reporting particular t_rimes
does not appear to be uniform, according to the experience of several Pennsylvania
college p:esidents with whom we have spoken. Sufficient guidance should be
provided to ensure that the data published is, to the extent possible, comparabl.,

o Crime statistics for colleges and universities should be issued in sut.h a
manner that they can be compared to similar information available for local
communities surrounding the campuses. Evidence seems to indicate that campus
crimes are significantly fewer than crimes in the surrounding community. Crimu
figures for college campuses should not be placed out of context.
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o It is undear what stature the cime reporting legislation enacted in
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Louisiana, and F. A-Ida will have in the face of the bill
being considered. Will the ferler .1 law preempt all state laws, or will some
institutions be required to follow two sets of procedures?

o Wha does the definition of 'campus" in the bill mean? For example,
would an urban L.mpus of oommuter students be required to report I nmes
ot.curring on the city streets surrounding it? What about a campus-!-ponsored
program in a nearby high school? What about housing owned by the college or
ur.iversity, some of which is occupied by students and the rest by residents of the
community?

o What sanctions would be imposed on institutions if thel .ail to report?
Would then students lose financial aid?

We appreciate Mr Good ling's willingness to work closely with us in
deceloping this legislation, and we look fcrward to workmg with him and the
members uf this Subcomnuttee addressirig the Loncerns of the higher eduk.ation
community

Ir. conclusion, Mr Chairman, I would note that every institution has t h e
obligation, for moral as well as legal reason.,, to develop policies, procedures, and
programs that protect students and employees from crimt. ,n campus. I will
onhnue to urge higher echiLation administrators to make the reduction of k.ampus

cni a lugli pnonty, and to address Lt problem by implementing effective security
mea.ures and appropnate eduiational programs We certainly owe our students
and their families no less
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Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. We'll hear now from James
Caswell with the National Association of Student Personnel Ad-
ministrators. Mr. Caswell is the chairman of the Task Group_ on
Campus Safety and Security. It is nice to see you here today.
Please proceed.

Mr. CASWELL. Thank you. My narm. is Jim Caswell, and I am
vice president for Student Affairs e Southern Methodist Universi-
ty in Dallas, and I am pleased to be here in representing NASPA,
the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, to
present testimony on H.R. 3344.

NASPA represents some 5,000 professions in the student affairs
butsiness in this country, representing about 1,000 colleges and uni-
versity campuses.

In my brie! _emarks today, I want to share our views on current
practices, why we support this legislation, describe some of the ac-
tions colleges and univers_..ies are taking to increase the level of
awareness about safety and security issues on the campuses, and
make suggestions for how to strengthen the proposed legislation.

Last year NASPA distributed copies of a preliminary report of
the Task Group on Campus Safety and Security to our membership
and to college and university presidents.

We recommended that institutions of higher education (1) report
all criminal activity, (2) analyze that data from crime reports and
intervene in problem areas, (3) develop standards of safety and se-
curity witb. the context of each ind:vidual campus envirGnment,
and (4) promote discussion of these problems and possible solutions
or remedies among administrators.

The proposed legislation is one important step toward improving
the information about the prevalence of crime un campus. Colleges
and universities are concerned about the safety and security of
their students and staff.

Consistent with the institutional missio r' .0 campus needs,
many colleges and universities have upgrade security systems, im-
proved landscaping and lighting, offered shuttle bus and escort
services, installed emergency telephone systems, and instituted a
wide range of educational programs.

Educational programming efforts are one of th( post important
steps colleges ancl universities can take. Examples include general
safety and security awareness, self-defense and assault prevention,
data rape programs, hazing polkles. and alcohol and substance
abuse programs.

But, in spite of all these efforts, colleges and universities cannot
guarantee individual safety, because, in the final analysis. personal
safety is a personal responsibility. Colleges and universities face a
difficult challenge in teaching about safety and security.

We believe that a combination improved crime reporting, edu-
cational efforts aimed at safety and secu:ity awareness, and a
greater sense of individual responsibility will help to address the
problem.

The task of developing a greater sense of individual responsibil-
ity begins before a student comes to the campus. Hopefully, par-
ents, churches, secondary s,..lools and others are helping to develop
the students' awareness.
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There is a general myth that the college campus is an enclave
separate from the rest of society and, therefore, safer. Toe other
variable is that many of our clientele are late adolescents, an age
when many think of themselves as invincible to a wide range of
health hazards and risks.

This is further complicated by the fact t. the campus popula-
tion changes every semester with students leaving ard new ones
arriving Efforts at improving awareness about campus safety and
security are an Jrigoing activity that is never wmplete ca. Finished.

NASPA will be pleased to work with Mr. Good ling and others to
make revisions in the legislation. We believe that it is important to
answer the questions raised by Dr Atvvell. There are some specific
suggestions we will enter into the w ritten record, and I have left
those with the subcommittee.

We are primarily interested in making the legislation appropri
ate for all institutions of higher eduLation and would suggest tl-at
many of the specific references be deleted from the legislation.

NASPA and its members will continue t. provide leadership and
focus attention and energy on the issues reluted to campus safety
and security Our annual conference begins today in New Orleans.

Over 2,200 professionals will participate in ni, etings and pro-
gram sessions There are approximately 12 different sessions on
topics specifically related to campus violence and safety and securi-
ty issues and many more topics re!ated to improv ing the quality of
community iife on campus.

In addition, next fall NASPA will sponsor two national telecon-
ferences on enhancing campus community. Campus Responses to
Racial Harassment and Intimidation will be broadcast on October
5th, and Effective Approaches to Campus SeLurity will be broad-
cast on November 1.

We will continue , assist colleges and univf_rsities in their ef-
forts to coordinate institutional responses to promote the safety
and well-being of the caTnplls ...ommunity By induding the modifi-
utions suggested, we beliew the legislation will not be overburden-

ing
Thank you f( . the opportunity to testify on behalf of NASPA
[The preprced statement of James E Caswell follows.]
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Introduction

My name is Jim Caswell, Vice President for Student Affairs,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, and I 1

pleased to P resent testimony on House Bill 4 3344 on . self
of NASPA, ths National Association of Student Personnel
administrators. NASPA represents over 5,00; student affairs
administrators on over 1,050 college and university
campuses.

The issue of caepus safety and security has been of concern
to NASPA and its members for many years. The association
and its members have been involved in a wide range of
programs designed to enhance the student's overall
educational experience inside and outside of the classroom.

In my brief remarks today, I want to share our views on
current practices, why we support the legislation, describe
some of the actions colleges and universities axe taking to
increase the level of awareness ibout safety and securitl
issues on the campuses, and make suggestions for how to
strengthen the proposed legislation.

NASPA Views

A safe campus environment is charaoterized as an environment
in which students, faculty, and staff are free to conduct
their daily affa"le without fear of physical, emotional, or
PsYchological harm. A secure campus is one where programs.
Services, personnel, and other institutional resources arc
systumatically coordinated to proucte the safety and well-
being of the campus community. Security is a community-wide
responsibility that demands the cooperation and support of
all the institution's ratmb,:srs. This support is best
enlisted through enlightened administrative leadership and
efforts aimed at developing the values of citizenship among
all nembera of the campus community. The soon to be
relehsad report Campus Climates In Search of Community,
prepnred by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
TeacIting, outlines some ateps for colleges and universities
to ccnsider.

Last year HASPA distributed copies of a Preliminary Report
of the Task Group on Campus Safety and Security to our

es --

1-- .1
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members and to college and university pteeidents. We
recommend that institutions of higher education:

1. Aepost all crimtnal acti-ity.
2 Analrzo tho data from crime reports and intervene

in ptoblem areas.
3. Develop standards of safety and security witnin

the context of each individual campus environment.
4. Promote discussir of problems and possible

solutions or remedies; among administrators.

This proposed legislation is one important step toward
improling the information about the prevalence of campua
crime. However, information in and of itself will lot make
our campuees gofer. It requires the cooperation and
partit.tpation of both individuals - including students:,
faculty, staff members, and guests and the institution - the
college or univerLity. Colleges and universities can and
'should increase the level of safety and security awareness
among itu atudente, faculty, and staff.

Campus Practices

Colleges and ,niversities are concerned about the safety and
security of their etude:Its and staff. Consistent with the
institt.tional eission and campus needs, many colleges and
universities have upgraded 'security systems, improved
landscaping and lighting, offered shuttle bus and escort
services, installed emergency telephone systems, and
instituted a range of educational programs. Educational
programming effo.t ro nne of the most important steps
collever and universities can take. Examples include
general safety and security awareness. snlf defense and
assault prevention, date rape programs, hating policies, and
alcohol and substance abuse programs. 4t. in spite of all
'hese efforts, colleges and universities cannot guarantee
individual safety, because in the f..nal analysis' personal
safzty la a personal responsibility.

Collegea ar" universities face a difficult challenge in
tcaching at. at safety and se-urity. We believe that a
comb.natiL.n of Improved crime reporting, educational efforts
aimed at safety and sccuxity awarenees, and a grater sense
of individual responsibility .:111 help to addrets the
problem. The task of developing a greater sense of
individual resq.cnsibility begins before a student comes to
the campus. Hopefully, parents, churches, secondary schools
and othe:s are helping to develop the students' awareness''.

There is a general myth tl.at the college c.epuses are an
enclave separate from the rest of society a.,d, therefore,
aafer. The other variable is that mans of our clientele are
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late adolescente, an age when many think of themselves as
invincible to a wide range of health hazards and riSkS.
This is further complicated by the fact that the c
population changes every semester with students le= and
new ones arriving. Efforts at improving awareness about
campus safety and security are an ongoing activity that is
never complete or finished. Within this context, colleges
and universities must also weigh the need to provide an
environment and atmosphere that allow for freedom and ease
of access for many members of the larger community to
benefit from opportunities to visit and in some cases
utilize campus facilities and services.

Suggested Modifications in the Legislation

NASPA will be pleased to work with Mr. Goodling and others
to make revisions in the legislation. We believe that it 18
important to answer the queations raised by Dr. Atwell.
There are some specific suggestions we will enter into the
written record, and I have left those with the SUbcommittes.
We are primarily interested in making the legislation
appropriate for all institutions of higher education and
would suggest that many of the specific references be
dele:.'d from the legislation.

Conclusion

NASPA and its members will continue to provide leadership
and focus attention and energy on the issues related co
campus safety and security. Our annual conferenc:r begins
today in New Orleans. Over 2,200 professionals will
participate in meetings and program sessions. fhere are
approxizately 12 different sessionS on topics specifically
related to campus violence and eafety and security issues
and many more on topics related to improving the quality of
community on campuses. In addition, next fall NAM will
sponsor two national teleconferences on enhancing campus
community. Campus Responses to Racial Harassment and
Intimidation will be broadcast on October 5, 1990, and
Effective Approachee *1 Campus security will broadcast on
November 15, 1990.

Ws will continue to assist colleges and universities in
their efforts to coordinate institutional resources to
promote the safety and well-being of the campus community.
By including the modifications suggested, we believe the
legislation will not be over-burdening. Thank you for the
opportunity to teutify on behalf of NASPh.
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Proposed Changes

Section 3 (e) (1) DISCLOSURE OF CAMPUS SECURITY POLICY AND
CAMPUS CRIME STATISTICs revised wording to ... ahall prepare
and pablish throagh appropriate publications disseminated to
current students and ataff and upon request to any applicant
for admission or employment an annual report containing the
following information regarding iti campus security policies
and campus crime atatisties":

Rationale: Requiring institutious to provide mailings
.5 expensive and duplicates having the informatioL published
in appropriate publications.

Section 3 (e) (1) (A) (iv) Delete this provision.
Rationale: The most effective communication media and

methods used should be determined by the college or
aniversity. As campus circumstances change the media used
to communicate 'All change.

Section 3 (e) (1) (E) revise wording to ..."policiea
con-crning security, acceas to campus facilities, and
security considerations ased in the maintenance of campus
facilities."

Rationale: The liat are only examples and may or may
not apply to all colleges and universities.

Section 3 (c) (1) (C) revise wording to ..."policies
eerning aecurity in r- mpus residencea and access to

_apt:a residencea by stL -ta and questa." Delete Aections
(1) - (vi) or revise to state "including for example",

Rationale: The list containa examples which are too
prescriptive and may not pertain to all institutiona.

Section 3 (e) (1) (E) delete or revise. It all eampusee are
required to submit the uniform crime rt-wort, then making the
report available for inspection should be sufficient. It
will not be possible for institutions who have not
previously 5ubm4.tted the UCR to have data for previous
years.

Section 3 (e) (2) ReVi5e. The definition of "campus" is
very prsblematic. Please refer to the questions Mr. Atwell
raised in his testimony regarding definition of campus.
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Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Caswell, and before moving
on to the next wil-ness, I'd say to you that the chair would be inter-
ested in receiving any compilation of the findings that come out of
your conference.

If' you would be good enough to share that with us, it would be

Mr. CASWEIL. I would be happy to do that.
Chairman Willi Ards. Thank you. Dorothy Siegel is from Towson

State University, north of Baltimore. She is executive director of
the Center for the Study and Prevention of Campus Violence.

Thanks for being with us, and please proceed.
Ms. SIEGEL. Tha' you. I am also vice president for student serv-

ices at Towson Stat University. The Towson State University's
Center for the Study and Prevention of Campus Violence began
collecting data on the frequency and prevalence of campus crime
and violence in the Spring of 1985.

We knew anecdotally from colleagues across the country that
more and more time, in fact, a disproportionate amount of time
and energy, was being devoted to adjudication and resolution of
problems on campuses relating to violence.

From 1985 through 1988 the Center has conducted three annual
surveys by Chief Student Affairs Officers, Directors of Residence,
and Campus Police. These figures are the three-year means.

What we learned first was that we were able to document the
existence of violence on campus. Up until that time, it was really
anecdotal. We found that on an average there were three sexual
assaults reported in schools throughout the country, an average of
eight physical assaults, and there were also violence of other types.

The Center has just completed a study funded by the National
Institute of Justice to assess the links among alcohol, other drugs,
and campus crime. Almast 2,000 students fr.rm across the country
responded.

We learned the following, one-third of the respondents reported
being victim of at least one crime during their university experi-
ence, nearly 10 percent reported having perpetrated such a crime.
Students who perpetrated the crimes reported heavier drug usage
than those who did not commit such crimes.

Students who have been victims of crimes use drugs and alcohol
significantly more than those who have not been victims. The most
common crimes were theft and property vandalism. Twenty-six per
cent of the population reported being such victims, 11 percent re-
ported being victims of physical assault/battery-robbery, and an-
other 7 perccart reported being victims of sexual assault.

We all know from common figures and FBI statistics that all
crime is underreported, ...ad we so believe that all such crimes have
been underreported in our studies.

There is also, r we know, 20 percent of the crimes, as we've
mentioned, comes . Jrn intruders from outside. Over 80-85 percent
of all campus crime, according to our surveys, is studempto-student.
Well over half are reported to be related to alcohol and drug usage.

We have found no significant difference in the amounts of
camus crime on campuses that are urban, suburban, or rural. The
printed information that colleges need to provide must not imply
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that a campus can be rendered safe, magically, by the institution's
good intentions, rules, or policies alone.

Although a reasonable security policy may be in place, it is the
students who win have to make their community safe. Colleges
need to provide information as described in the bill. They also must
educate about prevention, intervention, they must stimulate an at-
mosphere of shared responsibility for community welfare.

No community of adults can b- .,afe without active involvement.
Because the majority of crime and violence is intra-campus vio-
lence, student-to-student, we cannot addr2ss the issue sufficiently
with even the best security systems if it is the students, whom we
protect and must protect against who choose not to use it.

Colleges, indeed, need to li _ the Nation in addressing the Na-
tion's problem of crime in its communities. I would like to make
one addition 31 comment, and that is, I'd like to offer my support
for Congressman Levine's intended legislation to serve victims of
violence.

[The prepared statement of Dorothy G. Siegel follows]
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Towscn State Universi4 s C.2,1tei foi the Study and Prevention
of Campus Violsnce began .,...,11acting data on the frequency and
prevalence of campus crime and viclence in Spring, 1985. We knew
anecdotally from colleagues across the country that m,re and more
time in fact a disproportionate amount of time and en.rgy was
being devoted to adjudication and resolution of prAlems on
campuses relating to violence.

From 1985 through 1988 the Center has conducted three annual
surveys by Chief Stude.-,t Affairs Officers, Directors of Residence,
and Campus Police. These figures are the s-year means Responding
institutLois report the following numbers:

average cf 3 sexual assaults reported each chooi year.
Respondents believe this figure to represent only 30% of those
assaults that actually take place:

average of 8 physical assaults reported each school year.
Respondents believe this figure to represent only half of
those assaults that actually take place.

The Center has just completed a study, funded by the National
Institute of Justice, to assess the links among alcohol, other
drugs, and campus crime. Almost 2000 students from across the
country responded. The following information was obtained.

Over 36%, roughly 1 in 3, report being the victim of at least
one crime during their university experience.

Nearly 10% reported having committed such a crime.

Students who tommit these crimes report heavier drug usage
than those who have not committed a crime.

4).
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Students who have been the victims of campus crimes report
significantly heavier drug and alcohol use than individuals who
have not been so victimized. Students who have committed a campus
:rime, however, report the highest inc)dence of drug and alcohol
use.

The most common crimes reported (in order of frequency) were:

Theft/property vandalism 26% of th, respondents who have
been victimized report this crime.

Physical assault/battery-robbery 11% of the respondents who
have been victimized report this crime.

Sexual assault, including rape 7% of the respondents who
have been victimized report this crime.

Over all, g0-85% of all campus crime and violence, according to
our survey, is student-to-student crime.

Well over half (roughly 60%, but estimates vary up to 95%) of all
campus crime and violence is alcohol-related

Respondents indicated that, proportionally, there was no
significant difference in the amount of campus violence/crime,
be the campus, urban, suburban, or rural. (We have not
separated out those urban Institutions with dormitories versus
those without )

Our NIJ-funded, Victimization otudy generated data that make
it possible to construct an at-risk profile for students with
respect to their likelihood of being both a perpetrator or victim
of campus crime

Victims are most often female, white, slightly over 21, work,
own a car, use more alcohol more frequently than other students

Perpetrators tend to be.

Male, white, slightly younger than 19, residents on
campus, members of fraternities, members of athletic teams, use
more alcohol more trequently than other students

More than anything else in our studies 3 statistics stand out.
W the relatively small percentage reported ot what is believed
to be the actual number of violea: crimes committed, and (2) the
preponderance of aloohol and other drugs in both the Commission of
Violent Crimes on Campuses and, the Victimization by Violence, and

,..%0
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finally and perhaps most significantly is the overwhelming
percentage of crime and violence that is student-to-student
engendered.

We conclude that there is a Janger to assuming colleges can
employ a.,y security yet devised t.Lat will successfully function in
a community of adults w)en those aau.ts do not want or, at any
rate, willfully undermine that system

The printed information that c.ileges provide must not imply
that a campus can be rendered safe, magically, by the institution's
good intentions, rules, or policies alone. Although a reaslnable
security policy may be in place, it is students themselves whc will
make their =unities safe Colleges need to provide information
as describe_ in the bill They also mu3t educate about prevention,
Intervention, they must stimulate an atmospher i. of shared
responsibility for community welfare No community Qf adults can
be safe without active Involvement

Because the ma;ority of crime and viulence is ultra campus
violence student to student we .411l 11t address the issue
with even the Lest security system 1, It is the students, whom we
protect and must protect against, wh-) cl,00se not to use it

We deal, aftei .11, with a population that we both love and
fear Students remember, dre the ones who animate, perhaps our
must frustratiag dichotomy they are mo,t often their c,wn enemies
Our surveys tell ,A=., the clime And viol&nce is student-
to-student Pnd yet, th e,;. students also y that more
lightL outsid, will ,11min3te calnpu viult.nce Nelther _tudents,
nor aumiLi:trator, are ,dires:ing whlt might be
the cehtr,1 1;;J,- 1,)w 1 we h, 1.1 _tp ztud,W ; from

.21%0

27-929 0 90 c
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Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. Our final witness on this panel
is Mr Douglas Tuttle, Chairman of Government Relations Commit-
tee with the International Association of Campus Law Enforcerne,tt
Administrators in, I believe, Connecticut.

I look forward to hearing your testimony.
Mr Turrix. Good morp'ng, Mr. Chairman. My name is Douglas

Tuttle I am the director of rublic Safety for the University of
Delaware I also chair the Government Relations Comm;.ttee for
IACLEA, as you noted, the International Association of Campus
Law Enforcement Administrators.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to present the views of
IACLEA concerning H.R. 3344. I recently spoke on campus security
at the National Conference on Law and Higher Education, spon-
sored by the Stetson University College of Law.

I've brought copies of my remarks concerning a checklist for theaidit of campus security programs for background information,
and would be pleased to submit those for the record at the conclu-
sion of my testimony.

The public reporting of crimes and campus crimes statistics is
only one component of an effective campus crime Jevention pro-
gram No institution can ensure that the members ot its communi-
ty will be absolutely free from harm at the hands of some third
party.

What colleges and universit s should do is ensure that their
campus security programs pro.,de the members of their communi-ties with the information and resources necessary to reasonably
safeguard themselves against personal harm and property loss.

The concept of reasonable campus security was presented, and is
a resource document released by the American Councii on Educa-tion in 1985 Any assessment of a campus s...curity program must
be grounded in comparison with some sort of a yardstick, and
IACLEA supports the concepts in he ACE document as the frame-
work for such a yardstick.

In 1984, IACLEA published a rciource document entitled "De-
partmental Self-Study. A Guide foi Campus Law Enforcement Ad-
ministrators " The publication and distribution of information con-
cerning reported campus crimes is re( ,,gnized as an integral part of
the process of educating members ui ,ampus community regard-
ing strategies for crime prevention.

Does the department submit crime data to the Uniform Crime
System is one of the questions raised in the IACLEA self-studyguide.

IACLEA supports the concept of H.R. 3344. Indeeci, IACLEA has
endorsed the participation of campus law enforcement agencies in
the UCR system for many years. IACLEA supports the public dis-
semination of campus crimes statistics as a means of dispelling the
myt3-.3 which persist on both sides of this issue.

College and university campuses are neither "ivory towers" nor
havens for criminals. They are reflections of the greater society,
and the more accurately the risk of campus crimes portrayed, the
Tnore effectively students, faculty and staff will be able to guardagainst it.

As a means of gathering accurate statistics regarding campus
crimes, IACLEA supports the designation of campus security per-
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sonnel as certified law enforcement officers, with the authority to
investigate allegations of criminal conduct and to file charges, as
appropriate, with local prosecutors.

Without formal law enforcement authority, the security person-
nel on many campuses lack the basic tools which are required for
adequate crime reporting. It has been stated that only 352 of the
Nation's colleges and universities voluntarily provide crime statis-
tics to the Uniform Crime Report.

A more accurate statement would be that we do not know how
many colleges and universities report their crime statistics to the
UCR, because of the variety of law enforcement authority, if any,
of campus security officers.

Three hundred and fifty-two institutions report directly or
through a state clearinghouse that an unknown number of others
report through their local municipal police agencies. For example,
the University of Delaware's crime statistics were reported to the
UCR for 1988, as they h.- been for 16 years, but they were consoli-
dated with the statistics of the city of Newark.

Similarly, in 1988, the UCR contains no entries for the universi-
ties of Pittsburgh or Pennsylvania or Temple University. Their sta-
tistics were reported through the cities of Pittsburgh and
phia.

In 1988, Delaware state legislatiun provided for the appointmcnt
of unic i.ity police. The jurisdiction of the university police is de-

as the university campuses, and the University of Delaware
will appear in Table 7 of the Uniform Crime Report for 1989.

It. must be pointed out, however, that those on-campus crimes re-
ported to the university police will not appear in the UCR report
for of Newark. In order to maintain the integrity of the
data in the UCR, une must avoid "double counting" of repurted of-
fenses

I cite the experience of the University Gf Delaware as an exam-
ple of the means by which the issue of campus crime awareness
can bt vffectively a, , essed at the state level, and an illustration
of the technical nature of crime reporting.

It is in recognition of these technical requirements that IACLEA
requests your consideration uf three specific modifications to H.R
3344.

Section 485(eXIRE) enumerates categories of crime to be report-
ed, including "drug abuse" and "alcohol abuse." These are not en-
tirely consistent with the UCR classification system. Furthermore,
drug and alcohol offense statistics, along with many other P.,t. 71
crime reports, are generally indicative of the level of proactive law
enforcement activity within a community.

The Part I crimes of murder, rape, robbery, aggraated assault,
burglary, larceny, motor vehicle theft arid arson are gcnerally
brought to the attention of the police by °.ictims, while many of the
reports of Part H offenses are officer-initiated.

As it is, the Part I crimes, which are published in the UCR, it is
requested that Section 485(eXIXE) refer to the reporting of "a mini-
mum of those offenses included in Part I of the most recently pub-
:ished edition of the UCR."

This would establish clear and consistent minimum stanch.. ' for
the repurting of campus crime which wuuld remain up-tu-da.. as
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enhancements to the UCR program are implemented, hut would
not preclude any institution from reporting other categories of of-
fenses.

Section 485(eX2) requires the publication of interim reports on
crimes, which are reported to campus security or local law enforce-
ment authorities. Such t reporting requirement is inconsistent
with the UCR in which an agency reports only those offenses
which occur within its area of jurisdiction. It is requested that the
phrase "or local law enforcement authorities" be deleted.

Sectioil 485(eX4Xb) defines the term "campus" to include "any
building or property owned or controlled by student organizations
recognized by the institution."

Such a definition would require campus law enforcement agen-
cies to report crime which occurs )utside of their jurisdiction,
crime which they %rot*: lack tL .thority to respond to, even if it
was reported fo them direct! Tt is requested that Section
485(eX4Xb) be deleted.

In addition to these proposals pt ining to crime categt,ries and
jurisdictional authority, IACLEA requests your consideration of the
following revision in the interest of economy.

Sectior 485(e)(l) requires the preparation. publication, and distri-
bution of an -nnual report containing certain information regard-
ing campus security policies and crime statistics.

The ir,ent of the section would be unchanged if the words "anar-' report containing" were deieted. Institutions would still be
requir i to prepare, publish, and distribute the specified informa-
tion to stude s, employees, and upplicants upon request, but would
not be required to create a new document for that purpose.

In the case of Louisiana, state law requires the publication of
campus security information in the catalog. Many institutions al-
ready publish an annual Guide to Policies or similar document
which could easily be revised to meet the requirements of this Act

Thank you for the 'mportunity to address the issue of campus :.-
curity and H.R. 3344 in behalf of IACLEA. I would at this time like
to submit a copy of my remarks concerning campus security audits
and some background iticormation regarding the security program
at the University of Delaware.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement ol Douglas F Tuttle follows j
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and Chairman, Government Relations Committee
international Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administratofs

concerning: Campus Security and
H.R. 3344, The Crime Awarennss and Campus Security Act

Good morning. It is a pleaJure to have this opportunity to
audress the Subcommittee on the sub)ect of Campus Security and to
provide my observations relative to H.R. 3344, the "Crime Awareness
and Campus Security Act".

My name is Douglas F. Tuttle. I am the Director of Public
Safety for the University of Delaware. I have 18 years of
experience in campus security at the University of Delaware, having
held the positions of Security Patroluan, Corporal, Investigator,
Crifue Prevention Officer, Lieutenant, ani Associate Director prior
to my appointment as Director in 1985. I am a graduate of the
University of Delaware, the New Castle County Police Training
Academy, the National Crime Prevention Institute of the University
of Louisville, and the FBI National Academy. I have consulted in
the area of ca-pus security for institutions of higher education,
both public and private, in Delaware, the District of Columbia,
Maryland and Pennsylvania; and I serve as the elected Chairman of
the Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators of
belaware, District of Columbia, Maryland and Northern Virginia for
1930.

I also presently chair the Government Relations Committee of
IACLEA - the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators and I am pleased to be able to present the views
of IACLEA concerning the proposed legislation.

I was invited to speak on the topic of Campus Security in
,anuary of this year at tne l'th annual National Conference on Law
and Higher Education which was sponsored by the Stetson University
College of Law. A copy of my remarks concerning a checklist for
the audit of campus security programs is enclosed as background
information. This material has also been submitted for publication
In the Campus Law Enforcement Journal. What I have proposed, in
essence, is that the public reporting of campus crime statistics
is only one component of an effective campus crime prevention
program, and it is in its orientation toward crime prevention and
community service that a campus security program differs most
sigtiificantly from traditional public sector policing. No

institutior not even a prison) can ensure that the members of its
communIty will be absolutely free from hary at the hands of sone
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third party. What colleges and universities should do is ensure
that their campus security programs provide the members of their
communities with the ioformation and resources necessary to"reasonably" safeguard themselves against personal harm andproperty loss.

The concept of "reasonable campus security" was presented in
a Self Regulation Resource Document which was released by the
American Council on Education in December, 1985. Any assessment
of the adequacy of an institution's campus security program must
be grounc.ed in a comparison with some sort of "yardstick", and the
International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators
(IACLEA) supports the concepts set forth in the ACE docurfent as
providing the framework for such a "yardstick". In 1984, IACLEA
published a resource document for the aslessment o. campus security
programs entitled Departmental Self-Studv; A Guide for Campus
Enforcement _Administrator*. A review of this guide willdemonstrate that it is still quite current today, and that the
publication and distribution of information concerning reported
campus crimes has long been recognized as an integral part of the
process of educating members of a campus community regarding
strategies for crime pievention. "Does the department submit crimedata to the Uniform Crime Report system?" is but one of 76
questions wnich are raised in the section which deals with Records
Management, Crime Alalysis and Evidence Control.

The International Association of Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators supports the concept of H.B. 3344. Indeed, IACLEA
has endorAed the participation of campus law enforcement agencies
in tne bCR system for many years. IACLEA supports the public
dissemination of campus crime statistics as a means of dispelling
the myths which persist on both sides of the issue: the myth that
campuses are sanctuaries from the ills of society, and the myth
that campuses are nngaging in a great crime "cover-up". College
ard university campuses are neither "ivory towers" nor havens for
criminals, they are reflections of the greater society and the moreaccurately the risk of campus crime is portrayed, the moreeffectively students, faculty and staff will be able to guardagainst it.

As a means of gathering accurate stati3tics reom.-ding campus
crime, IACLEA supports the designation of campus security personnel
as certified law enforcement officers, with the authority tc
investigate allegations of criminal conduct and to file charges,
as appropriate, with local prosecutors. In the absence of some
sort of formal law enforcement authority, the personnel whe are
present7y charged with the responsibility for safety and security
on many campuses lack the basic tools which are required foraccurate crime reporting. It is In this area of law enforcement
authority that, on a national level, it can clearly be said that
"diversity reigns". It has been stated that only about 350 of the
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nation's colleges and universities voluntarily provide crime
statistics through the FBI's Uniform Crime Report (UCR). A more
accurate statement would e that we do not know how many colleges
and universities report their campus crime statistics to the UCR,
because of the variety of bases from which the law enforcement
authority (if any) of campus security officers is derived.

The origin of carnus I-. -forcement is generally traced to
the establishment of the Yale Campus Police Department in 1894,
when two New Haven police off; ars were hired by the university.

officers' power of arrest was derived from their authority as
New Haven Police, a designation which they r,itained in spite of
their change of employers. To this day, the law enforcement
authority of the :ale University Pclice is derived from the New
Haven Police Department. similar situations are common today among
these private colleges and universities which do have "sworn"
security personnel.

Campus officers may be designated as "constables", "special
police", "deputy sherlffs" or the like, or they may be
legis1a-.1vely empowered as police officers in their own right (a
model which is more predominant among public institutions), bu'
the manner in which they submit statistics to the UCR is largely
determined by local custom. About 350 institutions report
"directly" (actually through a state clearinghouse in many - but
not all - states), but an unknown number of others report through
their local municipal police agencies. There is no clear way to
generalize about the manner in which a given campus may report.
The crime statistics for Yale University (whose officers police
authority is derived from the city of New Haven) appear in Table
7 1Number of Offenses Known to the Police. Universities and
Colleges] the UCR for 1988, while those for the University of
Delaware do not. The University of Delaware's crime statistics
were reported to the UCR for 1988, as they had been for the
preeding 16 years, but they were consolidated with the statistics
for the city .' Newark. Similarly, the 1968 UCR contains no
entries for the University of Pittsburgh, the University of
Pennsylvania or Temple University - their campus crime statistics
were reperted through the cities of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

In the ca.-e of the University of Delaware, this situation is
changing. :n June of 1988, state legislation was passed which
amended the chw-ter of the University of Delaware and provided for
the appointm,nt of "University Police". Previously, campus
security ofiicers had derived their law enforcement authority from
their appointment as "Special Constables" or, since 1980, as
"Special Police" for th v. city of Newark. The jurisdiction of the
University Police is now legislatively defined as the "University
corpuses", and effective with the publication of the UCR for 1989,
the University of Delaware will appear in Tahle 7. It must also
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bo pointed out that those on-campus crimes which have been reported
to the University Police will be not appear in the UCR report for
the city of Newark. In order to maintain the integrity of the data
in thc UCR, it is important to avoid "double counting" of reported
offenses.

I cite the experience of the UniversIty of Delaware for two
reasons. It is both a clear example ot the means by which the
issue of campus crime awareness can be effectively addressed at
the state level, and an illustration of the '-echnical nature of
crime reporting. It is in recognition of those technical
repirements that the /ntornational Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators requests your consideration of the
following throe modifications to the language of H B. 3344:

Section 485 (e) (1) (E) emmerates several categories of
crime statistics to be reported, includine, "drug abuse"
and "alcohol abuse". These crime categoc.es are not
entirely consistent with the UCR classification nstem,
in that "abuse" is not, in itself, a criminal offense.
Furthermore, drug and alcohol offense statistics (along
with driving %Alder the influence and many other "Part II"
crime reports) are generally indicative of the level of
proactive law enforcement activity within a community.
Unlike the "Part 1" crimes of murder, rape, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary, larceny, motor vehicle
theft and arson (the UCR "Index" crimes which aro
published in Crime ih tha_Allited jStates) which aro
generally brought to the attention of the police by
victims, many of the reports of "Part II" offenses are
officer-initiated. As it is the numbers of "Part I"
crimes reported to police agancies which are preaentiy
published in the UCR, it is requested that Section 485
(e) (1) (E) refer to the reporting of "a minimum of those
offe1ses included in Part I of the most recently
nublished edition of the Uniform Crime Reports for the
United States as printed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the United states Department of
Justice". such language would establish clear and
consistert minimum sta.Idards for the reporting of campus
crime - standards which would remain up to date as
enhancements to the DCR system aro implemented, but which
woul(4 not preclude an institution from reporting other
categories of offenses which may be of particular
interest to a given campus community.

Section ,85 (e) (2) requires the publication,
institutions of higher education, of Interim reports on
crimes which are reported to campus security or local
law enforcement authorities. Such a reporting
requirement is inco-sistent with the Uniform Crioz
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Reporting system, in which an agency reports only those
offenses which were reported to have occurred within its
area of jurisdiction. It is reasonable to expect that
certain crimes which occur in the vicinity of a college
or university will be of concern to the members of the
campus community and will be reported in both the campus
and the local media. It is not reasonable, however, to
require an institution to report off-campus crimes uttzu
its security officers lack the jurisdictional authority
to investigate. It is therefore requested that the
phrase "or local law enforcement authorities" be deleted.

Section 485 (e) (4) (B) defines the term 'campus' to
inc_ude "any building or property owned or controlled by
stuclont organizations recognized by the institution".
As noted above, suh a definition of 'campus', would
place an unreasonabi_ burden upon campus law enforcement
agencies in that it would require that they report the
incidence of crime which occurs outside of their
jurisdiction - crime which, in all probability, they
would lack the authority to respond to even if it was
reported to them directly when it occurred. It is
therefore requested that this Section "(4, B" be deleted
in its entirety.

In addition to the foregoing proposals pertaining to the
specifics of crime categories and )urisdictional authority, IACLEA
requests your consideratior of the following revision in the
interest of econory:

Section 485 (e) (1) requires the preparation,
publication, and distribution of an annual report
containing certain information regarding campus security
policies and crime statis,ics. It is our belief that the
intent of the section will be unchanged if the words "an
annual report containing" were deleted. Institutions
would still be required to prepare, publish, and
aistribute the specified information, through appropriate
publications and mailings, to all current students and
employees and to any applicant for enrollment or
enployment, upon request, but would not be required to
create a new document specifically for that purpose. In
the case of Louisiana, state law requires the publication
of campus security information in the catalog. Many
institutions nay already publish on an annual basis a
"Guide to Pollies" or siniiar document which could
easily be r lsed to meet the requirements of this Act.

In conclusior, I ..culd like to comment briefly on the ca:rpus
ce-urity program of tI.e University of Dela,rare. Tb_ legislation

establis'aed the lniversity of Dela are Police as a distinct

4t A
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law enforcement agency in June of 1988 was not the beginning of a
professional campus security program at that institution, but
rather the end result of many years of in-house development (a
brief chronology of the evolution of the department is enclosed).

Presently, the Police Division of the University of Delaware
Department of Public Safety has an authorized strength of 47 sworn
officers. These men and women are fully trained and certified in
accordance with tha Delaware Police Training Act. The University
Police work in concert with the 18 officers of the Department ofPublic Safety's Security Division, and are assisted byapproxinctely thirty Student Aides who function in non-lawenforcement roles. An excellent spirit of cooperation exists
between the University Police and t,e Newark, New Castle County,
and Delaware State Police Departments. The Crime Prevention Unit
of the Department of Public Safety publishes informational
literatu"e and conducts numerous safety awareness programs in the
residenc, halls, at the meetings of student organizations, and at
conspicuous sites across campus, and distributes monthly Crime
Update posters to all residence halls (a photocopy of a typical
Crime Update poster is enclosed) . Another campus safety awareness
neasure is the publication of summaries of certain Newark area
-irines In the "Police Report" section of every edition by the
student newspaper, The Review.

The University of Delaware has Implemented a comprehensive
r.sidence ha'l security program which Includes the installation of
security screens on first floor windows, 24 hour card-lock building
.:cess controls, time-delay door alarms to discourage the propping
-pen of building exit doors, telephone systems which permit gueststo announce their presence so they may be admitted by the
residents, and Public Safety foot patrols in residence hall are,sring evening hours. Other programs of a campus-wide natuce
include a network of rore than 200 indocr and outdoor emergency
telephones, the allocation of more than $1C,000 annually for

overents to exterior lighting, a free carpus bus service whichcoerates on a regular schedule until 2:00 a.n. (4:00 a.m. on
a-d the availability of a Public Safety escott service

1,ring th-oe no.,rs of darkness when the buses are not in operation.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to address the issue
cz-Tas security and H.B. 3344 on behalf of I%CLEA, and to share

.-h you tbe experience of the University of Delaware and its
--pus sifety and security progrars. I would be pleased to respond
tc 7iesti:-: which t-e -,-b:rs of the Subcorrittee ray have.
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The following mateLial was presented as a portion of a program on
Campus Security at the National Conference on Law and Higher
Education which was sp..nsored by the Stetson University College of
Law in January, 1990, anu has been submitted for publication in the
May/June 1990 issue of CaMpus Law EnforceMent Journal.

A CHECKLIST FOR THE AUDIT OF CAMPUS SECURITY PROGRAMS

Douglas F. Tuttle
Director of Public Safety
University of Delaware

Crime on America's college and university campuses,
particularly violent crime, has been described as one of the best
kept secrets of modern times. Largely through the personal efforts
of Howard and Constance Clery, whose daughter was murdered in her
Lehigh University dormitory room in 1986, the issue of campus crime
has been brought to the attention of the national media, several
state legislatures, and the Urited States Congress. With
increas-ng frequency, Institutions of highe- education are finding
themselves cast in the role of defeadant in lawsuits alleging that
they failed to provide "adequate security" for their students,
staff, or visitors.

A college or university which finds it necessary to establish
ti-1 "adequacy" of its security programs in court, or which desires
to, take proactive steps to increase the security of its community
aild thereby reduce the likelihood of litigation, is faced with a
-ajor hurdle. How does one assess the adequacy of campus security
programs? It seems that campus security has become a real, within
which there is currently more "pop" advice than sch,lazly
literature. Articles which discuss the pronems and purport to
offer solutions are appearing with regularity :n USA Today. Qop;
Mouseke4ing, Glamor Magazine, and Readers' Dlr.gtt, while expeics
and crime victims appear on nationally televieed talk shows to
discuss their e,,periences and the great campus crime "cover up".
Laws modeled on Pennsylvania's Act 73 (The College_and_UhlYrsitY
Security Information Act) have 1,een adopted in Florida, Tennessee,
and Louisiana, and arc under consideration in at least a dozen
other states. Federal "campus security and crime awareness" bills
(HR 3344 and S 1925) were Introduced in the Jnited States Congress
in the fall of 1989. The general thrust of all of these pieces of
legislatioh is that parents, students (and prospective students)
and institutional staff have a "right to know" about campus crime
statistics and the policies regarding safety and security which are
in effect at a given college or university. As such, the
legislative ":.-Iution" to campus crime has been essentially
descriptive In nd
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Measui of the effectiveness of "crime prevention" programs,
perhaps more so than any other area of law enforcement or security
endeavors, are particularly troublesome to construct. In essence,
one is attemptIng to measure the absence of something (crime), and
correlate the lack of tt...tt undesirable event with the efforts
devoted to certain programs. Unfortunately, the measurement of
crime is an activity which depends upon voluntary reporting. A
crime prevention program which is effective in raising the
awareness of a campus community of the need to report crime, is
likely to generate an increase in crime statistics. The assumption
on the part of the crime prevention oft.cer is that an informed and
aware community is a safer community - but what college or
university administrator wants to deal with the negative publicity
of "rising crime rates"? Has the headline of any campus newspaper
ever proclaimed "Crime Reporting Up 25% - University Tops state in
Campus Safety Awareness"?

What is needed, if campus safety and security programs are
truly to be enhanced, is a prescriptive approach to the issue.
The first comprehensive effort In this vein by an organization of
institutions of higher education was the 1984 report of the
Community security Standards Committee of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities in Massachusetts. Derived
from a survey of then-current security practices among AICUM
members, the report set forth 35 "standards" which expressed what
an institution should be doing in order to make its campus
"reasonably secure". The AICUM report also served as the basis
for the statement of "Guidelines for Achieving Reasonable Campus
Security" which was issued by the American Council on Education in
1985. At its November, 1989, meeting in Washington, D.C., he
Student Affairs Council of the National Association of S ate
Universities and Land Grant Colleges also addressed the issue of
campus security. Tn a statement listing seven steps which should
be taken by college and university officials who wish to move
toward the goal of a safe and secure campus environment, the
Council recommended for adoption by the NASULGC Senate a framework
wt-_-h constitutes the latest step in tnis prescriptive approach.

The AICUM, ACE and proposed NASULGC statements of campus
security standards and guidelines are uniformly grounded in the
concept of "reasonableness". No college or university campus is
a sanctuary from the ills of society, and no instftution (not even
a prisol) can ensure that the members of its community will be
absolutely free from harm at the hands of some third party. What
colleges and universities should do, is ensure that their campus
security programs provide the members of their communities with the
mformation and resources necessary to "reasonably" safeguard

themselves against personal harm and prop,r,y loss. But what is
a "reasonable" approach to campus secuii,y, and how can an
ilf_titution defend against claims which allege th,t Its security
pr,)gram is inadequate: cne answer is to conduct a formal Campus
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Security Audit before the inst,tution is faced with litigation
arising from a tragic criminal incident.

The following is intended to serve as a "checklist" for
structuring the audit of a.1 institution's campus security programs.
Just as no two campuses are identical, no two seLurity audits will
proceed along exactly the same paths. Several of the items listed
call for decisions which must be made by key administrators prior
to the init z.ion of the actual audit procedure. A campus security
audit is, in itself, simply a descriptive process. In order for
it to be truly effective in enhancing personal safety and reducing
institutional liability, the audit must become the basis for a plan
of action, and that plan must be one which is acceptable to the
community of the particular campus if it is to receive appropriate
philosophical and fiscal support. Few things can be as damning as
an audit report which identifies areas .4here the security programs
of a campus could be improved, but which has simply been placed
upon the shelf and ignored.

The Campus Security Audit

A. Establish administrative responsibility.

No matter who actually conducts the audit, the final report
should be made to a senior administrator who will be
reasonably able to effect (or endorse) any recommendations
which require changes in policies and procedures or increases
in funding. Depending upon the administrative structure of
a given campus, and because the responsibility for all of the
programs which impact on campus security is rarely confined
to a single uni'. it A..), be advisable to designate a pair of
senior administrators.

B. Determine the format of the auait.

1. In-house review.

It may be determined that suMcient talent exists in-house
to assess the adequacy die campus security programs. This
approach assumes that those involved will be able to
effectively "step back" from their daily roles and
responsibilities and fairly evaluate ongoing programs. It is
most successful if the audit team includes several members who
are relatively new to *he campus, having come from a variety
of other institutions, and the existing campus securit'
programs have achieved a fairly high level of sophistication.

2. Outside consultant.

It is essential that the security consultant(s) possess not
only relevant and current technical expertise in the area of
campus security, but the interpersonal skills which will
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facilitate a positive interaction with faculty, staff,
students and administrators. The consultant selection process
should include a clear determination of the standards or
"yardstick" against which the consultant(s) will measure
campus security programs.

3. Accreditation model.

A blend of the other formate, in which one or more colleagues
from other institutions (generally from other states) validate
the results of an exhaustive in-house review and offer further
recommendations. As in the totally in-house format, a
reasonable level of sophistication is required in existing
programs.

C. Determine the "yardstick" to be employed.

1. The Massachusetts "Community Security Standards"

2. The ACE "Self Regulation Guidelines" for achieving
reasonable campus security.

3. The proposed NASULGr "seven steps" toward a safe and
secure campus.

4. The Standards for Law Enforcement Agencies. (published
by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement
Agencies, Inc. - applicable to any campus with sworn law
enforcement personnel)

5. A combination of the above, or another (as yet
unpublished) set of "standirds" which may be adopted by
a recognized organization of edurational institutions.

D. Define the scope of the audit.

Determine what functional and procedural areas are to be
included in the review. In the narrowest sense, an audit
could be confined almost exclusively to the campus security
derartment. A truly useful audit should be more broadly
1,ased, with consideration given to including the following
units, issues, and policies:

1. Security/Public Safety/Campus Police - including the
jurisdixtional and reporting relationship of that

officu with the local police department.

2. Resislential Life/on Campus Housing

3. Phys...cal P1,.-*/Grounds Maintenance
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4. Student Affairs/Dean of Students - including the campus
"judicial" or disciplinary system and the student "code
of conduct"

5. Parking Services

6. Transit and/or Escort Services

7. Facility Construction/Renovation Design

8. Greek Housing (on and/or off campus)

9. Dining Ser/ices

10. Academic Scheduling Office

11. Admissions Office - including new & transfer student
orientation

12. Library

13. Victim Support Services

14. Public Information/Media Relations Office

15. Athletic Department

16. Special Events/Co:.ference Center

17. Risk Management/Insurance Office

18. Telecommunications

19. Personnel Office

20. Student Medical/Psychiatric Services

21. Lockshop

22. Occupational Health and Safety

23. Bookstore/On Campus Retail Establishments

24. Campus Bank/Credit Union

25. Hospital

26. Computing Center

27. Animal Research Facilities

28. On Campus Preschool/Day Care Facilities
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29. Campus Lighting

Ju. Campus Alcohol Policy

Depenuing upon the size and organizational structure of a
given institution, several of the areas listed above may be
consolidated into common administrative units or certain are,
may not be relevant. klthough this list is intended t

facilitate a comprehensive campus security audit, it shoulu
not be construed as ruling out the consideration of other
areas which may be of concern to a particular college ,r
university.

E. Establish the Audit Timetable and Budget.

Once tne scope of the ludit has been defined, a timetable
should be established

- .ch will be achievable, but as short
as possible. The personnel assigned to the audit team will
be taking time away fror their other responsibilities, and
their enthusiasm will wane if the pro)ect loses momentum.
The audit budget should provide for adequate clerical support,
purchase and duplication of materials, and the fees an4
expenses associated with the services of any profession
consults or peer revIewers.

F. Select the Audit Team.

No matter what audit format is selected, it will be necessary
to assemble a team of in-house personnel to conduct a "self-
study" of the institution's existing campus security programs.
It would be time and cost prohibitive to expect outside
consultants or peer reviewers to ferret out all of the details
of security programs which should be reasonably well krwn
(even if not adequately documented) by in-house staff. In the
OonsLltant and Accreditation models, the team would generally
consist entirely of personnel assigned to the operational
units predominantly involved in carrying ou'- campus security
programs. An In-house Rev.ew will require a larger audit tear
which is drawn from a broader spectrum of the campuscommunity. Depending upon the size and complexity of the
institution and the scope of the audit, consideration shouldbe given to including the following individuals (or their
representatives) and constituencies on the audit team:

1. Director of Security/Public Safety/Campus Police

University Counsel

3 Director of Housing/Residential Life

4 Dean of Students
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5. Director of Physical Plant

6. Treasurer/Business Manager

7. Director of Women's Affairs

8. Two representatives of the Faculty

9. A rspresentative Professional Staff Member

10. !. representative Salaried/Hourly Staff Member

11. A representative Undergraduate Resident Student

12. A representative Undergraduate Commuting Student

13. A representottve Graduate Student

14. A representative of the Parents' Association

G. Train the Audit Team.

Page 7

In the Consultant model, the audit team will be doing "fieldwork" fnr the consultant, so it is important for the
consultane to provide the project orientation and guidancenecessary to avoid wasted effort and ensure that the
appropriate data is gathered. In the Accreditation model and
to an even greater extent in the case of an In-house Review,
the members of the audit team must become thoroughly familisrwith the standards or guidelines by which the sennrity
programs of the campus will be measured prior to thei-
involverent in the actual self-study.

H. Complete a Self-Study of the Campus Security Programs

The Self-Study is the key to a worthwhile security audit. It
documents the existing programs and provides the basis fo.r an
evaluation of those programs according to the criteria of the
selected body of standards or guidelines, ehus establishing
affirmatively their "reasonableness". Of course, the Self-
Study is a two- edged sword. It may well document an existing
program which does not perform as intended, or is judged to
fall short of the applicable standard by the preparor of the
audit report. Such discoveries must not be glossed over.
Indeed, if at all practical, they should be addressed prior
to the completion of the security audit. An audit reportwhich documents the fact that shortcomings which uere
identified are already being addressed is another powerful
tool which can be used to defend the "reasonableness" of an
institution's campus security programs. An invaluable
resource for any audit team is a 1984 publication of tho
International Association of Campus Law Enforcement

,
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iministrators entitled Departmental Self-Study: AGuide for
.._ImpuS Law Enforcement Administrators. This 105 oage manual,
which was prepared by Max Bromley and Dr. Leonard Territo of
the University of South Florida, is still in print and
available for purchase from IACLEA.

I. Prepare and Submit tha Campus Security Audit Report.

If the Consultant model has been selected, it is essential
that communication continue during this phase. The consultant
should be updated on any changes in programs which have been
Implemented as a result of the self-study so that they can be
accurately reflected in the report. In the case of an in-
touse review, the audit report will most practically take the
form of an edited version of the self-study document, fr'llowed
ty specific recommendations.

J. Post Audit Responsibilities:

1. Develop and implement action plars to address the
recommendations contained in the audit report.

2. Identify funding needs, available resources, and any
needed changes in legislation, policies or procedures.

Establish a awnitoring procedure which will keep the
security audit report "up to date" without having to
repeat the entire process. Consider the establishment
of a standing committee or personal safety, to include
members of the audit team, which is charged with
submittin,; ar annual report on the "state of campus
securlty".

1
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Chronology of Campus Security Program Development
University of Delaware - Newark, Delaware

pre-1970 Security Officers are commissioned as Special Constables
of the state, with authority to arrest "on and about" the
campus but no formal training

1970 First professional Security Director h ed

Student Security Aide program initiated (students are
hired to perform non-enforcement support functions) -
extensive in-service training is conducted for all
Security Officers and their supervisors - campus shuttle
bus service begins, provided by local school bus
contractor

Recruitment of young college-educated officers initiated
- first campus Security officer attends the Delaware
State Police Training Academy - evening "dorm security"
foot patrol shift initiated - 'Incident reports
documentiny campus crimes are forwacded to the Newark
Police Department for inclusion in city's Uniform Crime
Report (UCR) statistics - pushbutton "combinatie ' locks
are installed on exterior residence hall door - first
applications of exit door alarms (on women's dorms, at
night only)

First "Blue Light" outdoor emergency telephones installed
on tY campus - first campus officers enrolled In New

County Police Training Academy
k. tion of Security Investigator created (requiring

a college degree plus law enforcement or security
ew,-,erience) - first Security Officer assigned to the
' ,ge of Marine Studies' campus in Lewes, Delaware

1,,74 N ght "escort van" service initiated

I f

Crime Prevention Unit established - first edi'lon of
monthly Crine Update published a,4 distributed to all
campus residence halls

First experiment in residence hall card-access systems
using "Proximity Detection Inc." technology

First officer graduates from the Nat,-_.ai Crime
Prevention Institute at the University of uouisyille

0 PDI card-access system install.!d on 6-building West
Canpus residence hall complex - program to Install
"security screens" on windows of first floor resid,nce
hall rooms is initiated on East 7anpus - night escort
van replaced with 18-passenger mini-bus

_
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U. of Delaware Security Chronology (cont.)

19'9 Experimental program initiated whereby selected Security
Investigators are sworn in as "special officars" of the
Newark Polit.z. Department and work with Newarx Police
detectives to investigate campus crimes -University-owned
shuttle bus service initiated

1980 All academy-train(d Security Officers are sworn in as
Newark Police "spe..:ial officers"

1981 Security Department reorganized as the Department of
Public Safety - the Delaware Police Training Act is
amended to require academy training of all University
officers in the "police division" of ;he department

1982 Night escort mini-bus replaced with full-sized bus

1983 Officers in the University's "police division" aro
specifically included in Delaware's "Police Officers'
Bill of Rights" legislation

19E4 First University of Je,nware officer graduates from the
FBI NatiL.nal Academy - :--zurring annual budget of
$10,000 ft): "exterior liyht4ng improvements" authorized

198 Director of r'ublic safety is admitted tc membership in
the Delaware Polic. Chiefs council

198,, Full time position of Training Manager created to
coordinate c.ientaticr, in-service, academy and
specialized training of all public Safety staff

Juxisdictional agreement with Newark Police expands
investigatory authority of University officers

19. Delaware Legislature amends University Charter, granting
authority o appoint "University Police" with full law
enforcemen. authority on the campus - direct access to
the FBI's National :rime Infcrmation Center (NCIC) is
ga1r._4 via a Delaware Justice Information System (DELJIS)
terminal - all residence halls are equipped with card-
access and "Enterphone" systems, propped door al:ta., and
-indow security screens, and are locked 24 traurs a day

19,9 rime statistics submitted for publication in the FBI's
Villform Rebort distinguish the University
Delaware fron the city of Newark for the first time
escort serv4ce expanded to cover Newark AMTRAK station

Additional late night bus is scheduled to meet 1-creased
carTus area rldership demand on weekerds
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Chairman WILLIAMS Thank you. Mr. Atwell, paraphrasing part
of what you said in your testimony, which was that colleges and
universities can and must devote increased resources to the safety
and security of students on the campuses, are you supportive of a
Federal role in encouraging or assisting our units of higher educa-
tion to accomplish that, or do you believe they can do it without,
and will do it without, either Federal insistence or assistance?

Mr ATWELL. I think both of the above, Mr. Chairman. I believe
that colleges and universities are doing a great deal in the absence
of Federal legislation. If the kinds of concerns that we have ex-
pressed in respect to H.R. 3344 could be satisfactory resolved, I
think there could be a constructive Federal role as well.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Ms. Siegel, whut was the methodology of
your study? Yours is the only national study that I, at least, am
aware of There may be others. Two questions. first, are you aware
of any other studies abe.,ut campus crime, and second, what's the
methodology generally of your study?

Ms. SIEGEL. There have been some studiesas a matter of fact,
some that attempted to validate what we were doing, that had been
done by some of the media. I know that USA Today, I think, did its
own, and one of the other magazines.

I'm sorry, your second question?
Chairman WILLIAMS. What was your methodology?
Ms. SIEGEL. Our methodology was to take the listings. As a

matter of fact, we work cooperatively with NASPAwe're a
member organizationand we sent out our surveys to 1,100 institu-
tions.

We received back each year between 350 and 400 responses. We
sent three to each institutions, one to the student affairs person,
one to the chief of police, and the other to the residence director.

We found that within an institution, there are different percep-
tions of how much crime and how much violence occurs.

Chairman WILLIAMS. What percentage of return do you get?
MS. SIEGEL We had approximately 45 percentbetween 35 and

40 percent.
2hairman WILAANts. Was that fairly well divided between the

urban and non-urban?
MS. SIEGEL. Yes. It was a fairly random response. Our second

study, we used a study of college students, a nationwide sample of
6,000 coilege students, a random sample provided 1-,y one of the
Fgencies from which you can purchase it.

We sent out 6,000 of those studies looking far victimizaticn and
its relationship to alcohol and drug usage. There we received 2,000
responses back, approximatt ly 33 percent, and of that cohort, we
found about 150 were not usable We ended up with a net of about

of which our statistics on victimization are based, the one-
third being victims of some kind of crime.

Chairman WILLIAMS. You've been doing this for three years?
Ms SIEGEL. We did three annual studies-1986, 1987, and 1988.

In 1989, we did the vic+imization study !inking it to alcohol and
drilgs and documenting essentially what we suspected we would
find, and we are going this year going to repeat the National
survey.
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Chairman WILLIAMS. I was surprised at your numbers before
explainir.g what I mean, let me say that one crime in America is
one :.-rime too manyone rape, one murder is tragit and is one too
many.

I am surprised at the small numbers, of assaults and other terri-
ble crimes on the campuses. For example, you say there was an av-
erage of eight physical assaults reported each school year. I assume
that is per campus.

Ms. SIEGEL. Yes, and--
Chairman WILLIAMS. You think that's only half, so there may be

16 per campus per year?
Ms. SIEGEL. The thing is that there is a wide range. Aver,...zing it,

unfortunately, doesn't give a good description. We've had a range
of zero to as many as 195 assaults on a given campus, and they're
not as telated to size -r ampus as we would like to believe.

We found in our :al studies that there seems to be better
reporting of crimt ale of the middle-size,.; campuses, between
5.000 and 10,000. 0. 10,000; they reported less. Well, our conclu-
s:_ri as that there was less known about the amount of violence
on very large campuses

Chairmai WILLIAMS Finally, one other point you made that
tood out with me was this. perpetrators tend to be male, white,

-!_ghtly younger than 19, residents of the campus, members of fra-
ternities, members of the athletic teams.

That sounds to me like the well-raised, white athlete, the pride of
America, that is committing these crimes. Is that what ) J u found?

MS. SIEGEL. No, I would not want to make that conclusion.
Chairman WILLIAMS. What would you conclude?
Ms. SIEGEL. First of all, that Audy is only 1,800. We plan to

repeat that study on 10 times its N,olume. I wouldn't feel comforta-
ble with that as a fair conclusion unless we had a much larger
sample *Ilan 1,00 respondents, and so, I am concerned about that.

One of the things I think that we know is that the people who go
-ollege, for the most part. do not have criminal histories. In

words. we've taken cl very successful population who go to
collt-ge. and it's during college years that a successful population
sustained some degiee of violence That's our concern.

That's almost the contradiction, and it's one of the reasons that
people tend to bel. e that they're entering into a safe place. Part
,A the reason for uur dut.umentation is because people do come in
,ssuming that it NNW be a sery safe place. We v.anted to document
this, not to just gise numbers, but to say that we had to make a
sand statement that there was some crime on campus

One needed to take certain precautions in living in a campus
One of our sister urns ersities in Maryland, UMBC, has a film, a
Nery good video called "A Campus is Not a Sanctuary,- for that
purpose because you hase to suspend the belief that all will be
safe That's the first step in safety.

Actually the intention of this bill is to L e full information, and
it is hard to accept, and so it needs to b, repeated on a regular
basis.

Chairman WILLIAMS Finally, let me make a, if I may, a personal
obsemation It's alwais seem to me that if you brought someone to
tht United States who ha,: neser been here beforelet's say you
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brought a martian down here. let him wander around the United
States for about a wee'-, and then you said to him,"Tell me what
this country we put you in does. What are the main things it does
from walking the streets and looking at the mwspapers and watch-
ing television?"

I've always thought that that martian might say, "Well, America
does two things. It spends great time and effort, and apparently
money, putting up detour signs while it repairs its public facilities,
and it spends great time effort fighting crime, particularly its poli-
ticians, who apparently ever since Al Capone have learned that if
you /ant to get three or four cameras at a hearing, you don't have
a hearing on Pell Grants or guaranteed student loans; you have
one on crime.

At least the bridges are going up, though, and the subway sys-
tems are coming in. The crime is not going down. After 50 years,
the politicians fighting crime, presidents have Rose Garden ceremo-
nies of great crime fighters in public life, crime still goes up.

Whatever we've done and have been doing, we're doing it wrong,
it seems to me.

Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Bob Atwell, I'm not Su r:. this is your area of ex-

pertise, but I'm going to ask you the question. You can tell me if
you don't know, but my sense is that originally there was tuL area
of denial by campuses that we really don't have a problem, and
we're really not going to deal with this.

I think now it's out there. I think it's being dealt with. I was
shocked, surprised, when my daughter received last summer before
she went to school pamphlets from the univrsity which explicitly
talked about date rape and all activities associaLKI therein in a
pamphlet form, followed up by another pamphiftt.

When we arrived on campus to check her in, in our room were
several publications by the universi,y. One of them was another ex-
tension of that issue. I received in tae last two months some publi-
cation to parents from the university, and it was devoted surpris-
ingly, oe-third of it, to this issue apain, which are to parents, not
to the students, but it talked about campus activities in a very posi-
tive point, and then mentioned this area of camr us crime and rape
and so forth.

So, I think that some, at least the schools are dealing with it. My
question to you is, what generally is the framework of liability that
institutions of higuer education work in from the civil standpoint?

kre they liable if they don't have certain standards that are met
for security? What is your personal knowledge ar anecdotal knowi-
edge about that and are public instituticas looked a+ in the law as
any d'rcertnt than private institutions because of perhaps towrarit
immun ty or other state issues of that naure?

Mr, ArwELL. Well, Congressman Colemcm, I'm reluctant to prac-
tice law in the District of Columbia without a license, but let me
say that colleges and universities have ended up with some liabil-
ities for things that happen on campus, and a little bit less so for
things that happen off campus, but it v7ries a great dal, and your
question ought to oe directed to somebody more qualifiea than I to
render some legal answers.
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Mr. COLEMAN. All right. Well, I appreciate that direct statement,
and I will try to find somebody, and, perhaps, we should have had
somebody on a panel here to deal with that.

Mr. Caswell, I wonder with your organization being set up like :t
is and being so extensive, why you didn't provide us or why your
organization hasn't done any studies yourself in providing stat:s-
tics, which at least this study that Towson has done has donedo
you have any?

Have your institutions participated in the surveys or summary
results, and would you supply those to us if you have?

Mr. CASWELL. Because the organization is only a two-person
office, we try to cooperate with places like Towson State, and,
therefore, are partners with those kinds of statistical information.
We don't have an organization to do anything.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, I would urg- somebody to take the reins on
this thing, an,- you must have a series of dues o: something, or
apply to someone for a grant, if you, in fact, seem to be Nv,.1 posi-
tioned for this effort.

We don't have a lot of information still, and even Ms. Siegel is
reluctant to make bruad generalizations of her studies, as I think is
intellectually appropriate for her to do because of its lirnitati u, so
I hope somebody will.

Mr. Atwell and his organization night take upon themselves as
well.

I thank all of you for being here.
Mr. PosHmto. The chairman was Alled away on an urgent piece

of busi .ess. I'll man the chair for a little while here until he gets
back. Had you finished, Mr. Coleman; I'm Lorry. Thank you.

A couple of questions, if I may. I was sti.,ck by the consistency of
all of your testimony in regard to the fact that so many of the
pragmatic things which we may be able to do as a result of the
data which would be compiled by this bill, in the end, may not
mean all that much.

Several of you testified that t seems to be an intrinsic problem,
somehow or the other, that we are experiencing here, that it goes
beyond just being able to do some things.

Are we experienting ti problem here that's more societal, univer-
sal? Can we do anything with the data that we may compile from
this bill?

Ms. SIEGEL. I think that it is quite helpful for people to be in-
formed. Nobody can make reasonable judgments or prepare to act
appropriately without information. What I think this bill does is
provide needed information.

That, first of all, it provides information, not only about the
unting of the security officers, and mechanisms for safety in the

durniii,uries, but Also, it asks for statistics so that one can see that
the institution has some history of some problems.

That's a very important thing, and as Mr. Caswell mentioned,
students feel invinciLle. It is very hard to convince them that they
be vulnerable, but our duty is to inform them. What I think you
heard from all of us, rather consistently and without any joint
planning, is that in the end, it will require student active participa-
tion to not prop open doors, to recognize themselves as involved
members of community.
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Safety is a community responsibility, and not something that can
be provided by an institution for its members.

Mr. CASWELL. The answer is certainly yes. It seems to me it is a
societal issue. Institutions of higher education rexive those persons
who come from our society, and if we are talkilig about drugs and
alcohol in the elementary age these days, we receive those at age
eighteen on traditional campuses, and at a higle.er rate in other
campuses. So, yes, it is a societal issue.

Mr. POSHARD. Ms. Siegel, I'd like Isk you, I may, the df
which you had compiled in your study, 80 some odd percent of
crime on campus, the student-to-studr-nt crime, and over 60 percent
of '.hat is somehow alcohol-related.

From my own observationa of campus life, it seems that today
drinking alcohol is almost a right of passage. Why? Are the cam-
puses doing anything to help students learn to be more responsiE...
in their drinking patterns?

I think this has gotten totally out of hand. I think if there is
something we can do, we could lessen the effects of campus crime a
great deal. Are we doing anything?

Ms. SIEGEL. We have surveyed our own students, and we've also
compared our surveys to other surveys on drinking on campus and
use of drugs. We find that first-year students are the greatest abus-
er& As one gets older, we're never quite sure whether we've lostthe abusers, if they have reformed.

All we can say is that there's a higher incidence of drug and al-
cohol abuse in the first year of school, and it decreases in the upper
years Our assumption is, and our studies indicate that if students
come with well-formed habits, there is also some additional newdrinking from a small group oi people for whom new freedom
means drinking and abuse of drinking.

One of our problems is that drinking, despite the change in agein the laws, is looked at by a certain percentage of people as some-
thing to do until you'r. wasted, so that drinkingwe re not just
talking about the presence of alcohol.

In our last survey on victim:zation and perpetration, those stu-
dents who reported being high were close to 60 to 70 percent. Our
own findings in Jur other study showed that about 90 to 95 percent
of all violence was associated with &inking, but were talking
about being high in the study on victimization.

Mr. ATWELL. Yes, if I may comment on this. I think if you goback to the 1960s, and to some degree the 1970s, this was an era on
campus when illegal substan, e use, marijuana and thiif6s of thatkind, were in vogue, and now in the 1980s and 1990s, I thirk alco-
hol seems to be the substance of preference.

I think that it poles a lot of very difficult problems for university
administrations, particularly with this drinking age law problem to
the extent that you attempt to restrict access to alcohol on campus,
at campus events or parties, or what not. You chase the problem
off campus often where the risk., are higher, because they always
involve or often involve driving and drinking.

So, very difficult problems have been posed for college and uni-
versity administrations by the changes in the law, as well as the
changes in student habits.

Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Goodling.
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Mr GOODLING. Just a couple of observations and a couple of com-
ments In listening to the discussion of what car. happen, will any-
thing good happen from legislation of this nature in collecting
data, et cetera reminded me, as a president of a school board, we
had a terrible intersection.

It happened to deposit poor children, at that particular bus stop,
and many of the board members felt it wasn't necessary to take
them on beyond that terrible intersection and drop them off closer
to their homes because five minutes after they're home, they're
going to go right up and go across tbat terrible intersection.

Of course, I had to remind the members of the board that it was
nut our r sponsibility after they got home, but it sure was our re-
sponsibility until they got home. I think it is our responsibility to
make sure that all statistics are available.

No, we can't take those statistics and ilList that every student
,tudy them carefully and pass an examinat on, nor even if they did
that, can we be sure that they're going to pay much attention to
those statistics; many will.

I think the important thing is that you have an awful lot of
,oung people coming to a college campus who, as was men-

tioned several times, beli,nrc it is a safe area.
I always told first and second grade teachers, stop lining these

and parading them and marching them every place they go
because by the time they get t junior high school, we're going to
say, how come they don't accept the responsibility of being inde-
pendent students.

So, I think the statistics are there They'll know those statistics.
Their parents will know those statistics. Employees will know
those statistics They'll also gain knowledge as to certain areas that
seem to be worse than other areas, that maybe that's not the place
fur me to Nk a 1 k ur fur me to walk alone, which I think is very, very
important.

Bob, I did have a little problem squaring something you said
with M. Siegel's report You indicated that campus crimes are
either decreasing ur leveling off, but the community crimes are
going up.

Oi the other hand, in the Towson report, 80 to 85 percent of all
the cr, neL un campus are by people on that campus, and it _eally
has nothing to do ith the surrounding community because then I
want to ask the second question because some urb la presidents
were afraid that this would be particularly onerous on them, and
yet, your report would indicace, M.. Siegel, that there really isn't
any difference between urban and rural campuses.

So, I have a little trouble squaring all of this. Maybe, Bob, you
want to help me9

Mr ATWELL Mr. Goodling, I don't think I intended to convey the
impression that crime was down. I reported on a survey we did in
conjunction with one of the studies to which I referred, the joint
project with the Carnegie Foundation, in which two-thirds of the
responding ...hief student personnel officers reported no increase in
campus crime in the last five years, but over half said they were
doing certain thihgs nonetheless

I would ,.at take that particular survey as the last word on this
ntuat ion a ny ay
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Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Tuttle, you seem to me zoncerned about Sec-
tion 485(e), and you think maybe there's some inconsistencies. I
don't look at it that way simply because we were told by quite a
few people that there is no security force on numerous campuses,
and, therefore, the only report would be from the local enforcement
people.

Mr. Timm. On numerous campuses, that's correct, and that is
one point I made on behalf of IACLEA, is we have long endorsed
formal authority for campus security officers. One of the difficul-
ties in obtaining accurate data on many campuses is that lack of
authority.

The other thing that muddies the water is the variety of bases of
authority, which I touched on briefly. Many major public institu-
tions have statutorily established campus police departments. The
University of Delaware is now one of those, but until last year, we
were special officers of the city. That's common in many places.

Yale University is sort of regarded as the original campus police
department. They found-xl theirs in the last century. They still op-erate as officers of New Haven. They're not an agency in their own
right in the eyes of the law.

Some campus departments are operating as deputy sheriffs, con-
stables. There's all kinds of derivations, and that does lead to dif-
ferent methods of crime reporting. That is one of the reasons you
do only see about 352 institutions in the UCR, but there are many
more that do report. They just report through some peculiar way oftheir own.

Mr. GOODLING. That's one of the reasons for the legislation in our
estimation. We want to try to make sure that the data available is
similar coming from each institution, otherwise, it's not

Mr. Timm& From the perspective of those campuses that have
certified police agencies, thero would be jurisdictional problems. At
the University of Delaware, for instance, 50 percent of the fraterni-
ty houses are on university land. They're within our jurisdiction to
report all crimes that occur in those houses.

The other 50 percent, however, are in the community, and any
calls for services, those siteb are handled by tha city police, not our-
selves.

Mr. GOODLING. But re thosedoes not the institution also have
rules and regulations dealing with those fraternity and sorority
houses that may not be "on campus." In other words, they have to
perform according to rules and regulations set by the university.

Mr Tumz. There are some university regulations dealing with
what one might call corporate conduct of a particular institution, a
particular organization like a fraternity, but there's nothing at the
University of Delaware that holds an individual student responsi-
ble for his or her actions when they're of: the campus.

If a student is charged with shoplifting or underage possession of
alcohol or what have you, in the city of Newark--

Mr. GOODLING But if any of these things take place in that fra-
ternity or sorority house, is there no jurisdiction on the part of the
University of Delaware?

Mr, TorrLE. The only jurisdiction would be for a corporate act.
In other words, a party that was sanctioned by the fraternity. In
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that case, potentially the fraternity should have its recognition
withdrawn by the University of Delaware.

Mr. GOODLING. But the student could be expelled from school,
suspended?

Mr. TUTTLE. The University of Delaware takes actions against
students if they are convicted of a felony anywhere off our proper-
ty, but other than that, presently there are no sa._ tions taken for
students convicted of rniderneanors, whether they're in an apart-
ment or private house, the street or a fraternity house.

Mr. GOODLING. They may get the wise idea thltone of my col-
leges didDr. Merriam will be familiar with thiswhere the facul-
ty decided theis shouldn't be fraternies and sororities. We should
have all coed dorms because that's what life 'is all about. Fortu-
nately, the trustees did not go along vv'th that.

Thank you all for your testimony.
Mr. CASWELL. Congressman, I wonder if I could just make a

follow up point to that that might be considered in the legislation.
Part of what sometimes ..e feel ot. :n the hinterlands is that parts
of the bureaucracy don't talk to each other in these regards.

In the FBI Uniform Crime Reporting Code, I assume, reports
through another part of this g( vernment. It would be very helpful
if this Act is passed, if we could someway communicate so that per-
sons in the higher education community beyond just IACLEA are a
part of the FBI Review Committee, that 'ooks at problems of defini-
tion and reporting relationships.

That would be very helpful to us, because here we are passing
this, but, in fact, the FBI is the group that's doing it, and we need
better communication in thai regard.

Mr. GOODLING. Good suggestion.
Mr. ATWELL. It would be very helpful if we could be on that

Review Committee to look at these issues.
Mr. GOODLING. We should write that down.
Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman. I just have a few brief questions I

want to direct towards Mr Caswell. Just recently, during Black
History Week, I responded to an inv itation to visit a campus of a
university down in southern Illinois, Suuthern Illinois University,
in observance ot that occasion.

I noticed some vans corning in front of the administration build-
ing picking up female students at the entrance. I raised a question
with some of the faculty members and students with whom I
talked, is this a regular kind of service they provide.

They said, "yes. They pick them up and deliver them to the
dorms where they have to go, or their place of residence, which I
felt was a good idea, but it so indicated to me that there mu .,. be a
problem with crime as it relates to students, female students.

I noticed you in your statement, you mentioned the fact that
your annual conference begins today ir, New Orleans. You said
oer 2,200 professionals participate i meetings and program ses-
sions. There are approximately 12 different seasions.

Your organization must be quite an expansive one on tupics spe-
cifically related to campus violence and safety ar d security issues,
and many more on topic related to improving the quality of com-
munity on campuses
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You say, in addition, next fall NASPA will sponsor two national
teleconferences on enhancing campus community, Campus Re-
sponses to Racial Harassment and Intimidation will be broadi.,1,
on October 5, 1990.

My one question is, is that a national broadcast? Is that just
something that your organization is going to broadcast in a certain
area9 Is it a national program that I might advise some people who
are interested to take a look at on that date? Can you get specifics
as to when and---

Mr ArvEu,. I can get the specifics to you, but it will be for insti-
tutions of higher education to buy into, a teleconference that will
bP broadcast across the country for those institutions that will par-
ticipate in it, but, no, it's not on CNN or something like that.

Mr HAYES. I wish it was. In addition, you sayI guess the same
thing would apply to my second questionEffective Approaches to
Campus Security would be broadcast on November 15, 1990.

Mr. ATWELL. The same thing.
Mr. HAYES. Is that the same situation?
Mr. ATWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr HAYES. They can buy into it, but that would be beamed to

different campuses throughout the country?
Mr. ATWELL. Right. We would be happy for you to appropriate

some money for us to do that. We would be glad to do it.
Mr. HAYES. I'm not too sure that we shouldn't give it some seri-

ous considerati!:,.n. The magnitude of a problem, scmetimes if it is
known, cal help get the kind of support ,,.e need to combat what
we know to be a deterrent to our growth in our society.

Mr. Ammar,. We'll work with you.
Mr. HAYES. All right. Thank you very much, M Chairman.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. Thank you, panel, for your

excellent testimony. We appreciate your being here.
Our third panel is Mr. and Mrs. Howard Clery, Security on

Campus, Inc., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, Mr. and Mrs. George
Niesw and, Long Valley, Jerseyforgive me if I mispronounce your
names; Ms. Kristin Eaton-Pollard from Syracuse, New York, and
Ms Dana Getzinger from Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.

We will begin with Mr. and Mrs. Clery.

STATEMENTS OF MR. AND MRS. HOWARD CLEM, SECURITY ON
CAMPUS, INC., BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA; MRS. GEORGE
NIESWAND, LONG VALLEY, NEW JERSEY; MS. KRISTIN EATON-
POLLARD, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK; AND MS. DANA GETZINGER,
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FLORIDA

Mr CLERY Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We're delighted to be here
and speak strongly in favor of H.R. 3344, and we particularly want
to salute Representative Good ling, and I speak for a lot of the \ ii.-
tims who are here at this meeting today, that you have helped US a
lot, sir.

Connie and I have prepared a statement, which was given to
your office, and this testimony, we would hope, would be entered
into the record with your permission. Additionally, Mr. Chairman,
we wculd like you to accept a prepared statement by Mr. Frank

r
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Carrington, our legal counsel, which supplen tits our statements
with information of a legal and policy nature.

We request that Mr. Carrington's statement be entered into the
record, also.

Mr POSHARD. Without objectiuns, all statements mentioned will
bel entered into the record.

Mr CLERY Let's begin our saga and maybe we can tie in what
happened to te Clery family with the lack of information arid col-
lege policies that are far too prevalent in the United States.

Our two sons graduuted from Tulane University, and we were on
the parents' committee there for five years. During the year that
Jeanne was getting ready to apply to colleges, President Eamon
Kelley advised us of a rape in a female dormitory, and then trag-
ically Dr Menckens' daughter was brutally raped and murdered
there, and Dr. Mencken is here with us today.

We were rather pleased when Jeanne decided to go to Lehigh
University because it was only an hour away from 1suitte, and,
of course, Tulane was quite a distance away, and we were already
concerned and our boys had told us they didn't think New Orleans
was such a great place to be, particularly for a girl.

On April 5, 1986, the whole Clery family fell victim to the medie-
val myth that college campuses that .ok safe are safe, and the
policy of a lot of college campuses, if it's negative tu their image, is
what you don't know can't hurt you

Our freshmen daughter, Jeanne, was asleep in hc r dorm room at
6 a m in the morning when she was brutally murdered by a
Lehigh studcnt, who she did nut know, who began ay robbing her
room while she was asleep

What Jeanne didn't know, and ht know students didn't know,
and were never told by Lehigh University, that there had been 38
ialent crimes on campus between 1984 and 1986. Over 50 percent
r,f these crimes were committed by Lehigh students, and that's a
colleg of 4,000 undergraduates on an 800-acre campus.

The murderor entered her coed dorm easily becau,,e three auto-
matically locked doors had been taped opened by students who
'A Pre shacking up Lehigh University later on in the trial admitted
that they never had any punishment for somebody who propped
npen doors They had never heard uf anybody being punished, and
this came from the dean's office

However, Jeanne never knew that the ,tudent's security patrol
it night neglected to secure the lucked doors that might have

her life, and although this patrol stated that they had locked
and secured the doors, testimony in the criminal trial contradicted
that, and these students were hired by Lehigh University

They were paid, and in a sense, agents of the universit, ind 1
guess, the uni.er-nv and Jeanne got what they paid for. imitanum
wage

Jeanne was raped. ,,odurnized, her neck cut, and she tvas stran-
gli ,1 to death by Joseph Henry, who then proceeded to finish rob-
bing her room Jeanne never knew thut every ten days a murder
occurs on a college campus.

Jeanne never knew that one uut of six women students is sexual-
ly assaulted on her college campus, un all cot' .ge campuses. Jeanne
onh, knew that it v, is happening to her, anu all Lehigh University
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had done in their pre-freshman orientation had passed out five
cent plastic rape whistles.

Going that night her murderer told his friends that he was
going out to steal golden boxes. They didn't try to stop him. He was
a drug abuser and alcohol abuser, and evidentially, this was
normal operating procedure.

After he had murdered Jeanne, he returned to his living quar-
ters, and he told his roommate what he had done, and showed him
the goods that he had stolen from a white bitch.

During the next 12 to 20 hours, he bragged what he had done to
four other Lehigh students. The Lehigh campus police wet- now off
the case, and the state police were in charge of the investigation.
They were questioning hundreds of students.

It was interesting. We were not aware, and we found this out in
a preliminary hearing, that it was a policy of Lehigh 'Jniversity
that the Lehigh campus police, who were duly sworn poli.:e officers,
they were prey( rited from patrolling dormitories, fraternities and
sororities, and these are the three most dangerous places on a col-
lege campus.

Campus administrators would like you to believe that the threat
comes from the outside, and I think you have heard today that it
does not come from the outside, it comes from the inside, but to
maintain a pleasant atmosphere, most colleges and universities are
not patrolling the areas that are truly dangerous, and that's right
in the dormitories.

It is interesting also that if you don't patrol dormitories and the
sororities and fraternies, your expenses aren't too high. At Lehigh,
only three-tenths of one percent of their operating budget was
spent on security, probably less than a varsity sport.

Getting back to the anatomy of a murder, Joseph Henry's friends
finally reported him to the state police, who are now in charge of

case. One year later, Jeanne s murderer was found guilty of
mur*Jr one and sentenced to death.

We exiLLted the pre-trial hearings and a two-and-half week
criminal trial. We learned that her murderer abused alcohol and
drugs, that he hated women, and he learnLd to hate whites at
Lehigh.

One of the reasons he was in a rage was that he had just lost the
presidency of the black student's association by one vote that night,
that he had urinated in fraternity punch bowls, and that he had
publicly masturbated in the library to show his contempt for that
institution. They had him on a full scholarship.

We also learned that he had flunked out of Lehigh, was off-
campus for a year, and readmitted in the fall of 1985, that he had a
run-in with the campus police, that he had been fired for violence
at a Burger King in Newark, New Jersey, one month before he was
readmitted to Lehigh and given a job, Lan yuu imagine, in dormito-
ry operations.

They never did any due diligence t find out what his previous
work record had been. Evidentially, SATs tell all to the educational
committee, academic committee in our society.

We also learned that Lehigh had kept Lt many years propped
doors statistics. During the six and a half months Jeanne was on
campus, there were 2,000 propped doors on this campus-181 in

27-929 0 - 90 - 3
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Jeanne's dorm, but Lehigh had never done anything to correct the
problem. They never punished any student who propped open a
door.

During the trial, it was described by the defense attorney that
Lehigh was awash in alcohol from Thursday tin Sunday night. The
university did little to actively enforce the Pennsylvania underage
drinking laws on campus, especially if the 20 udd fraternies that
are all located on campus, and as yod know, 80 percent of the un-
dtrgraduate students are underage, and what a message we send to
our kids when the president of a university says, "Well, kids, have
a wet weekend."

Alcohol is regularly used by 1..any private institutions as distinct
from public institutions as an alcoholic pacifier. Right after the
murder at Lehigh University, the vice president of student affairs,
Marcia Duncan, kept repeating to the press that Lehigh had a good
security system.

A trustee, Mr. Pendleton, was urged by the president of Lehigh
University, Peter Likens, to do a -eport so that he could hand it
oyez to us. It was a one and a half page report that the trust. , had
made only talking to student groups, to nobody involved in securi-
ty.

The thrust of his letter was that, although it was a tragic inci-
dent, Lehigh was not to have any blame put on it, and he spent the
rest of the letter congratulating the vice president of student af-
fairs arid the dean for the wonderful security system that they had
in piece.

Tht president sent me d copy of this whitewash and said he felt
assi.red and he hoped v,e would also be assured, but Connie and I
were far from assured.

As a matter of fact, a year later, we litigated against Lehigh Uni-
versity, and they settled with us in a manner that was satisfactory
to us, and so, we are here before you to try to save lives, to cut
down the victimization that is going on in our college campuses.

We think that Representative Go Aling's bill and his comments
hit it right on the head when he said, "If you knew the amount of
campus crime, which according to you is d.iy to day, it running 5
percent annually higher than the National crime rate, if this was
known by alumni, students, parents, and faculty, universities
would do a hell of a lot more to provide adequate security and to
live up to their role as a part of our total community that must
respond to law, and have nu exceptions made simply because they
are a university."

Thank you very much
[The prepared statement uf Mr & Mrs Howard Ciery follows.]
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surroirr OF

ff CRIMI AWARDaSS M CA.MPtt SIXIIRITI ACT OF 1989^

Background Stranaryi

"One of the hest kept secrets in the country. - is the extent of

serious crier on our university carpuse.. Studerits and their parent& have every

right to knos and determine the degree of safety they wi 1 ha.e during the r

academic career". Representative Richard A McClatchy Jr . Pa

TB( rioior its, of our nation's univesit ies do not readily proside

timely ctxrprehenive and accurat Carpus Sevurity Inforriat ion to their following

constituencies

A Full Board of Trustees - who are potentially legally liat,le

B Faculty members who are potential victim.

C Fz;.loyees who are potential victims

Students sdr... are potential victims

f Prospective students anti parents who are pc te. t .al vict imf

In sailor. of Carpreherisiv. C/1.79,% Se..-urity Infonnati<x-.

The follovirvi are some o the orgar.izat ions arid Irvo it ut ions II

1541.41 of readl'i availabl( and accurate information

A Internat lonal ASNtX tat lon of Camus Law Dlorcerent ktrInistra

tors Arnold Truiillo, President. supports both state and

feieral laws requiring full disclosure "1 would sul, t it and

rt(X.t of my mlleagues ar well voul d It will asi..st w. in reo...t

trig OW Is a -tuolly happenirrj or, ctllege corpuses and it ,,J1,4

ertharbC, r rime p:event ion roemen.t arckanc,"

S A Inlay 9/6/8f,

k.a fk,ynton. Past Presider, of A (II A is gaQted of. siyinq

"vine F.,lexJi e. do, t rei,tt t ir U.* ep f.pt tru fur
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students and concerned about their Images. If Carpus Police

Chiefs were candid. many would say "I would like to report

but my boss says I can't'.

B. University of Washington Police Chief Michael G. Shanahan

regularly reports campus crime statistics in the student ness-

pape As a result. violent Ca...1s crimes have been reducid

by 5C% in the last year. 1989. He feels campus crime reporting

anon, the campus community to take mature safety measures.

Also, the university adminisurators are force o provide adequate

resources to provide a safe environm-.nt.

C. American Cbuncil on Education - Sheldon E. Steinback. V.P. and

General Counsel. "I think if you have lunawledge that something

has happened. and you fail to inform people. you wind up increas-

ing your potential liability". The Chronicle of Higher Educa-

tion. 9/28/88.

D. Centel for the Study Piv.ention of CalIALS Violence. Tovson

State Universit,. Maryland Robert B. Cave. Associate Director.

"University AdminIstratos are learning that an institution's

crime record IS one facet that students are going to look at when

they decide where to attend."

E Presidential Commission for victims of Crime. former member.

Frank Carrington. currently Legal Advisor to the National Victims'

Center, - "Negligence suits by victims of crime versus colleges

and universities are increasing at a substantial rate. Federal

and State Courts are finding that 'hose Institutions have "A Duty

to Inform and based upon campus crime records the} may be held
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liable for Foreseeable Occurences".

F. Boston University - ristopher Queen, Direc-or of Judicial

Programs, - 'I support the Clery Act. It is long overdue:"

Allston Brighton Journal, 3/2/89.

Frequent Argurents Against Passage of Legislation:

The following summarizes the argurents used by University Administra-

tors and Lobbyists:

A It will cost too much to provide this info. n.

B. It forces the institution o pUblish negat iformation.

C. Students and parentz vill not knov how to interpret the crime

statistics.

D. The Campus Security Information Reports vill lead to 7..c.ce

negligence cuits versus the institutions.

E. Institutions in particular reporting state, will be a:fairly

compared to institution, in other states which are not compelled

by lay to report.

Rebuttal to Arguments Against Passage of Legislation:

A. The cost to dissemdnate accurate information is negligible.

- Crime statistics for the pc; -: 3 years are easily given to

students on campus, faculty and employees by using in-house

publications and the student nevspaper and radio station.

- Institutions already flood applicants and their parents vith

tens of thousands of dollars vorth of published material about

the institutions, i.e., catalogues, handtooks, brochures and

letters. 7he Campus Security Information can easily be included

-3-
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In the already being sent out at iCh. COSt.

- Almost all Institut-ors uith a campus police force or security

agency, keep Daily Police Logs It takes approximately 30 minutes

monthly to compile felony statistics for: murder, rape, robbery,

aggravated assault, burglary, arson, etc.

an institution does not have Daily Police logs and summaries,

they do not have an effective security system in place to prevent

campus crime.

B. No One likes to publ is% their dirty linen in public, but federal

and state laws recr Ire businesses, hospitals, etc., to publish

to employees unsafe working conditions and hazardous materials.

Consumer laws also require labeling of products that are harmful

or have serious side effects. ,s1 informed public has a right to

know. Shouldn't the students, f.culty and employees of our

colleges and universities also have a right to know' No student

or parent should have to refer to the F.B.I. Uniform Crime Report

to determine the degree of campus safety. The vast majority of

these people di. not know this report exists and only 12% of

campuses report annually to the F.B.I.

It is very yasy for students and parents to ih =rpret campus

crime statistics. They are not stupid! Research oy the Center

for the Study and Prevention of Campus Violence at Towson State

University and U.S.A. Today's Pulitzer Nominee for their 3 day

series of articles on Campus Violencn reveal that the violent

il-imes per hi,, red students do not chanrit significantly between

Urban, S,burba- And Rural car ises nationally. The reason is.
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students =mut over 50% of the violent campus crimes. In

a+. - 90% of these violent crimes committed by student-, alcohol

and drug abuse a.e .nvolied. Campus underage drinking is at

epidemic proportions and universities are not enforcing the

State Laws already in place. Far too many institutions treat

enforcement of Federal Drug Laws with benign neglect.

Mr. Dallas Martin, President of the National Association of

Student Financial Aid Officers representing 3,100 universities,

sta-ed his organization's opposition to reporting or cancelliny

Federal Student Grants to known student drug abusers or sellers,

in spite cf the fact, that student recipients sign a drug-free

pledge when applying for Federal lerants. (New York Times. 10/8/89)

D. Campus Security Information Reports will not lead to increased

litigation. Institutions crime reports, etc., are usually

subpoenaed by court crder and are hus available to the plaintiffs.

E. Our institutions should be safe places for their students - first

and foremost. The reputations of our colleges - - rersities

do not take precedence over the awareness of its students for

then safety. Institutions of higher len ing usually pride

themse ves for disseminating the truth, be it good news or bad

news. ).,hy do they object and wish to hide the truth concerning

campus Crime,

Outline on Camp.s Crime:

A. 0.11y 10 12% of the colleges and universities report their

criw rates to the F.B.I. for inclusion in the Annual Uniform

trO
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Crime Report for American :olleges and Universities. How many

prospective students and parents even know this very incomplete

report is available',

B. U.S.A. Today Series of Articles got 690 institutions, out of

1,400, to ieport their crime statistics. Here are their

1987 there e reported by Carpus Police Chiefs 285,000

carpus crimes:

31 Murders

600 Rapes - 90% of rapes go unreported and their best

estimate Jas 6,000 rapes occarred.

1,800 Armed Robbaries

13,000 Assaults

22,000 Burglaries

3,300 Drug Law Violations

- 1987 campus crimes were up 5% from 1986. The National Crime

rate went up 1.8% in 1987.

- 1 out of 500 students will be a victim of violent crime.

- Students commit over 50% of the violent crime. Alcohol and

drug abuse were involved in 80% of these cases.

C. The Santa Monica Rape Center and Towson State University Center

for the Study and Prevention of Campus Violence have completed

studies shouing 1 out of 4 to l out of 6 women students are

victim of s,:xual assault while on campus. The most Lumen type

of rape is "acquaintance" rape. The.r surveys alco show 30% of

male students interviewed tx eve it is o.k. to force sex on a
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female sLudent. 15% of rale students interviewed admit to

forcing sex on fellow female students. Campus rape is a

national scandal and growing. Why du most institutions now

have Carpus Rape Centers?

D. It is very tmportant that the Attorney General's Office enforce

H R. 3344. Many institutions do and will repc_t fewer cr mes

than actually took place. Examples:

- Cornell University had a doUble murder in the dormitory

roan of 3 wanen students in 1S, ,. tIornell for years reported

their crire statistics for the F.B.I. Uniform Crime Report.

They did not report the 2 rurders f, incluE in the Report.

Mount Aloysius Junior College in Pennsylvania reported

93 crires for 1987 in the U.S.A. Toda- Report. The Preedent

forced the head or Campus Security to arent the report to

1 crime. Since then, the head of Campus Security has been fired.

- Harvard University - "When Harvard students are the ones

involved in ill^gal activities", however, Harvard police

say they do not always enter arrests in the Daily Police

Blotter. Harvard Police Paul E. Johnson was quoted as saying

"When a Harvard student is arrested, it ray be omitted from the

Log to avoid embarassing the person". Artic'e of 3/17/89 -

The Harvard Crimson by Joshu3 A. Gerstein.

Conclusion:

The reports avallatJe show carpus crire is a hidden national scandal!

One ou... of five students is a victim of crire. The future of our country is

dimiLished -ccordingly

-7-
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We petition you in memory of our daughter, Jeanr.,, 1,410 was tortured,

raped, sodbm zed and strangled in her dormitory roc. ,y a Lehigh University

student whom she did not know and who was a drug and alcohol a),..iser robbing her

room at 62W a.m. in April 5, 1986. Her murderer received the death penalty.

Respectfully aubmitted,

Connie and Howard Clery

-8-
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Clery. Let me express the sorrow
of the members of this committee toward the personal tragedies
that members of this panel have experienced. I know it is a very
sensitive subject for ail of you to be addressing today, and we
thank 3 .311 for the courage that you're shoving

We will go next to Mr. and Mrs. George Nieswand. Are they
here? May I ask, because some of t: members, including mystlf,
of the panel, are going to have to leave shortly after lunch, that as
bes:. you can, rummarize your rem. -Its, if that would be possible,
from hereon in in fairness to the panel that would follow you folks
that need to appear also. Thank you.

Ms. NIESWAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-
portunity to speak h ?. today. I would also like to apolot--* for my
husb....td, who was uable to make it, but he had a pr.. ,,ommit-
ment before the de e of this hearing had been set.

Mr. POSHARD. . Nieswand, could you pull the microphone over
and speak close tc it.

Ms. NIESWAND. Is that better?
Mr. POSHARD. Yes, that is better. Thank you.
Ms. NIESWAND. On December 17, 1983, my daughter, Erin, was

murdered on the campus of Cornell University. A man entered her
dormitory room unchallenged, carrying a 22-caliber rifle. He held
six students hostage for over 30 minutes. He released fot.r of the
students, turned the t.,un on Erin and her r J m mate. Erin died five
hours later in Upstate Medical Center.

We were told abou. the shooting from another Cornell student. It
was three hours before v e received any word from Cornell. We
spent two agonizing hours on the telephone trying to r.ch campus
sernrity at Cornell, as well as the Ithaca police, when finally an
Ithaca sergeant confirmed the fect that, yes, there had been a
shooting, and, yes, Erin was a victim.

Erin had been accepted at five colleges and universities. We felt
that her choice of Cornell was a good one. My hushaad had spent a
year at Cernell receiving his Master's Degree. Wt read all of the
brochures. We assumed, incorrectly, that what the brochures told
us were true.

We believed Cornell ..as offering a safe und secure campus. Un-
fortunately, as I said, we were incorrect. In October Erin's murder-
er entered a plea bargain with the State of Nei,/ York. He pleaded
guilty to manslaughter in the second degree, and guilty to second
degree murder for the murder of my daughter.

In April of 1984, we filed a civil suit against Corner University.
In September of 1990, six years later, we finally got our day in
court In cur settlement with Cornell, we achieved a primary goal
which inspired us to file the suit originally.

We started with a proposition that no amount of money ,:an ade-
quately compensate us, nor can it compensate any parent for the
loss of a child. However, through this litigation, Cornell has been
:Impelled to pay a very suostantial sum in settlement, which clear-

ly is a re ognition by C,ornell that their totally inadequate security
system was the cause of Erin's death.

A!though this fact will be denied by Cornell, and they will assert
that this settlement is not an admission of fault or liability, it must
be remembered that until we started presenting our case to the
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jury and bringing the defects ia Cornell's security to the public,
Cornell had maintained that there would be absolutely no settle-
meat.

We considered the settlement a victory for Erin. It is obvious
that Cornell would not have ente.ed into this settlement if they be-
lieved their security could stand the scrutiny of a public trial.

Parents must eosely examine die security systems of the col-
leges being considered by their children. They must ask hard ques-
tions and not simply rely oa the self-serving platitudes of college
bro:hures.

They must be sure that, the institutions take their set arity poi...y
seriously, and impart that sense of concern on the 'udents. Col-
leges and universities have gone to great lengths to ,,rotect their
libraries, their wmputer centers, their athletic facilities. Why have
they been allov.ul to show any less concern for their students?

Corrections in .arnpus security can only be accomplished by pres-
sure fi cm concerned parents and legislators. We hope it comes to
pass so Viet other parents will not have to ur t-go the agony
which we have endured since I QP.3.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Patricia Niesw d follows.]

lemasaa...:,:reacra.
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Stattment of Patricia 1 Ger ge Hiesvand
137 Black River Rood

Long Valley, r-w Jersey 07853

Before the Sub- Committee on P st Secondary Education of the
Education and Labor Comftittee

United States House of Representatives
March 14, 1990
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On er 17, 1983, my daughter Erin, was murdered in her

dormitory Iom on ihe campus of Cornell University. The murderer

entered her d .mitory unchallenged, carrying a 22 caliber rifle.

Mr. Kim walked through an unlocked door. There was no desk check.

This man was permitted to roam the dormitory for 3 hours. No one

stopped him; no one asked him what he was doing there. He took six

students hostage and held them at gun point for 30 mlnutes. After

releasing four students, he shot Erin and her roommatit Young Hee Su.

Young was killed instantly. Erin died five hours later at Upstate

Medical Center in Syracuse, hew York before we cesld reach ler.

We were told about the shooting from another Cornell student.

For two agonizing hours we tried to get information from campus

security and the Ithaca police. Finally, a sergeant on the Ithacd

Police Force confirmed the fact that Erin had been shot. The fi:st

cm11 that we received from Cornell University came three hours after

the shooting.

In Augu 1983, my husband, myself and Erin left our home in

New Jersey and traveled to Cornell University. Ithaca, New York,

where Erin was to begin her freshman year. Anxiety and excitement

were just a few emotions that ye were all feeling.

Erin had been accepted st five colleges and universities:

Bucknell University, Lafayette College, Lehigh University, Rutgers

Unive,sity and Cornell. The decision to enter Cornell was bel.:e.d on

many ,hings. My husband had received his Master's Degree from

Cornell in 1966 so we were familiar with its acade7.1c rr tation.

Erin was also hoping to contirue her athletic career by plaYibg

;

)2Malareariammalwasam
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basketball for Cornell.

We read all the brochures that were sent to us regarding

available housing and campus security. And, after careful

consideration and research, chose what options were available. We

assumed that Cornell was offering a safe and secure campue. There

was nothing in any of the materials that we received to suggest

otherwise. Unfortunately, wu assumed incorrectly.

In October, 1984, Er'n's murderer entered into a plea bargain

with the State of New York. Under the agreement reached, Mr. kim

pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the second degree for the death of

Young Hee Su and murder in the second degree for Eriit's murder. He

received a concurrent sentence - 12 years fo. manslaughter, 25 years

to life for second degree murder.

In April, l98', we fil,-3 a civil suit against Cornell

University for negligence in the unlawful death of our daughter

Erin.

In September, 1990, 6 years later, we finally were able to

bring our case into court.

In our settlement with Cornell, we achieved a primary goal

which inspired us to file the law suit. We started with the

proposition that no ,mount of money can adequately compensate us,

nor can it compensate any parent, f,r the loss of our daughter.

However, through this litigation, Cornell has been compelled to pay

a very substantial sum in settlment, which clearly is a lecognition

by Cornell that their totally inadequate security system was the

cause of Erin s death.

Althoigh th,i fact will be denied by Cornell, ano they will
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assert that the settlement is not an admission of fault or

liability, it must be remembered that until we started presenting

our case to the jury and bringing the defects in Cornell's security

to the public, Cornell had maintained that there wouln be absolutely

no settlement and that the jury would rule their security was

adequate.

We considered the settlement a victory for Erin over Cornell

and it insensitivity to the sP'Pty of I., st.dents. It is obviouos

that Corriell would not have entered into this settlemeht if they

believeu their security rould stand the scrutiny of a public trial.

The existing laws of New York substantially limit the amount chat a

parent an recover in a case brought for the death of their child.

The amount paid by Cornell is very close to the ma=imum that New

York law would have allowed the jury to award.

Parents must closely examine the security systems of any

college being considered by their son or daughter. They must ask

hard questions and not simply rely on the self-serving platitudes of

college b hures. The; must be sure that the institutions take

their s0,6rity policy seriously, and impart this sense of concern

for s "P, to the students. Colleges and universities have gone to

great lengtns to protect their librar s, computer c.Inters, and

athletic facilitit.s. Whv have ther been allowed to show any less

concern for their students'

Unfortunately, we iii not achieve our uther goal of compelling

Cornell to ._%inge its approach to security. The sar, defects that

existed in Coreell's security in 083 that allowed Mr. Kim to enter

,ar daughter', I 'tituri with a c.:le, apparently continue coley.
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Correctins in campus sec,rity ,an only 1..e accomplished by presauri

from concerned parents and legislators. We hope it comes to pass so

Chet other parents will not have to undergo the agony which we have

endured since 1983.

I ha,e included a opy of a speech that my husbant presented at

commencement ceremonies at Rutgers Uni.ersity in Hey, 1984.

We hope that this statement gives you an insight into what Erin

meant to us and what her death has taken from us.

Attacnment

r)
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"It is only with the heart
that one can see rightly;

what is essential is invisible
to the eye."

The Little Prime
Antoine de Saint Exupery

Please accept this book and the enclosed comments presented at the 1984 Cook
College graduation ceremony as a gift from my daughter, Enn, to you. While ie

visited upon this earth for an all too bnef ame, she toucked many people in gentle
and caring ways. I hope that you will read and learn from these gifts. I hope that
they will make a differvice. . . .

George H. Nieswand
Acting Dean, Cook College
July 9, 1984

n,-;
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THE DEAN'S COMMENTS
1984 Cook College Graduation Ceremony

GevEge H. Nieswand, Acthlg Dean

This past Wednesday morning I took a ride to the Catskills to an old
mndown farmhouse on the side of a hill. It's owned by my parents and a

group of their friends and is a place that is full of memories for me. It's

called Eureka.
I went there to sit on the porch, to be alone, to think about what I

wanted to say co you today. I had actually been thinkingabour it for several

wells . . . about what you might want to hear. . . . about what I should

say. People were more than generous in provjing me with adw.e on both

accounts. But then I decided no . . . what I really wanted was to say
something that I wanted you to hear. To try to say something that you

might carry away with you . . . mac might make a difference to you.

One of my favorite stones is "The Little Prince" by Antoine de Saint

Exupery. For those of you who don't know the story, it's a fairy tale about a

little pnnce from another planet who is traveling the galaxy in search of

some understanding of life and love. At one point in the story he is
provided with a secret, a very simple secret. "It is only with the heart that

one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye."

12212115239252NEEningagatoismaistoorzztanamErmemsesaszessaf
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And so what I'd like to do today is speak to you from the heart. What I
ha'e to say is personal. It's between you and me. It hasn't been reviewed,
edited or polished. There were no advance copies.

This is a wonderful da.: for all of you. It's a t -I.:. for c.iebrating your
accomplishments. It's a time for looking Nith al= tm.ipation and excitement
towards the opportunities that he ahead. It's a time to be thankful.

Last spring about this time my oldest daughter, Erin, was getting
ready t: graduate from high school. She was eighteen, a beautiful girl,
SATs of 12`)C, in the top 5 percent of her class, a member of the National
Iii:nor Society ai.d recipient of ten varsity letters for fidd hockey, basket-
ball and softball. ..9-e had been admitted to Cornell University and was
looking forward to going with the usual trepidations.

I remember a hectic summer of working, spending time with friends
and getting ready to go.

In la:e Ai.ygizt Pat and I packed a borrowed van to overflowing and
took Erin up to Cornell for their freshman orientation week. We helped
her get settled in her room, met her roommate, took them to dinner and
spent the night in a motel. While she dominated our household for
eighteen years, I remember the fewing moming when we left her how
small and alone she looked as she walked away from us down a path
towards one of the academic bu i.gs. It was all that Pat and I could do
ricr to call her back to us. But she was off on a part of her life's Journey, and
it wasn't the ti. ae or place for us to be tagging along.

Like all freshmen she didn't call home often enough for her mother's
sake, but called too often in terms of the telephone bills for which l 17

father was wilting the checks. Pat and I both felt good about the choice she
had made when one day she calle(I during a stressful i.rst round ofexam
tims and said, "You kaow, Morn, even when I don't like it here, I Like it
here."

In October Enn and some of her friends from Cornell decichd to
spend their fall break at Eureka rather than corning home. Pat was
difappointed but decided she could wait until Thanksgiving to see her. I
was assigned the task ot delivering oth f..1 and a high school friend to
the farmhouse. I spe_it a wonderful two day vith them. I'd like to read
what Erin wroto in the journal that is kept there for people tc record their

t )
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Entry in the Fees Book
Eureka: October L3-17, 1983

Eureka was invaded by a group of Comeliax:c on their fall "break."
Mel, 41 Jane and Larnved on Thurnlayevening and anxiously awaited
the arrival of my father and Margaret with food for the weekend.

Friday dawned a beautiful crisp fall day. We hiked to the old farm
and to lookout point. Ron and the rest arrived later on in the day. We
dined on baked no, coniplirnents of Mom, and spent the evening with
cavas and wine. Much to our surprise; and later delight, the Kirchner
klan and friends amved later on in the evening. The house was filled
with laughtm. good food and interesting conversation. Agnm .ven
found an audience for h/ guitar playing.

Saturday the men u _ed iard, replaced the roof, cut wood and
worked on the new outhouse. :,Pa and Mattie took us down to the blue
holeJane lumped in for a six ..ick." Typical.

Sunday was marked by a mp to the farm, laziness in the field and
singing on the porch with Margaret an..I Jane Diane made f;:nle attempts
te frighten us, but we were brave.

Tonight Jane, Melissa. Diane and 1 remain.The table is littered
with books, old Playboys and empc, iiine bottles. Right now we are
arguing as w when to leave tor now for Ithaca. We all want
McDonalds. Till next tine

Enn Nieswand

In NoYember Erin came home for Thanksgiving accompanied by her
boyfriend from Puerto Rico whom she had met at Cornell. They were a
beautiful couple. and she delighted showing him off to all her friends. It
was a wonderful four days spent together w,th family and friends.

Then on Saturday, December 17th, just before midnight, Pat and I
were woken by ihe telephone. It was Erin's roommate sobbing hyste-!:ally
that Enn had been shot in her dormi.ory room by an intruder. Erin died
five hours later at the :ipstare Medicul Ce,...er in S7rac..se before Pat and I
cou:c1 reach her. . . .

"Till next she had written in the journal at Eureka just two
short months ago. . . .

If I can give you something today . . . something that you might
..arry away with you . . . something tha might make a difference to you,
it wouid be a heightened sensitivity and awareness of just how p :ious,

E's
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low wonderful, how beautiful. how frag.le life Ls. Take advantage of the
une that you have. It's finite. Every one of us Ls granted only so much, and
lone of us real!) knows how much that is. Guard thc tune that you've been
;v. en je.alously. Don't squaneer it and don't let others squander tt for you.
-Lye. Continue to learn. Continue to grow. Continue to a..hteve. Con-
inue to become. And don't forget to take the nme to smell the flowers, to
eel the warmth of the sunshine, to hear the softness of the :atm Take the
:me to love another peson.

Before clostng, I would hke to read something to you. The source is
ot kmportant though some of you may recognize it. It was written by an

righty-fr.e ytar-old man who had just learned that he was gotng co dte.

If I had co live my life over again. I'd try to make more mistakes next
time I'd try noc co be so damn p....fect. I'd relax more, I'd limber up, I'd
be sillier than I've been on this cnp. In facc, I know few thinr chat I
would take quite so serious:, I'd be crazier, and I'd certainly be less
hygienic. I'd cake more chances. I'd take more trips. I'd climb . 'ore
mountains. I'd swim more rivers, and watch more sunsets. I'd bum
77, ore gasoline. I'd eat more ic^ cream and fewer beans. I'd have more
actual troubles and fewer imaginary ones.

You see, I was ant of chose people who lived prophylacncall, and
sanely ai.d sensibly. hour after hour and day after day Ch that dm-n't
mean I didn't t- ve my moments. In fact I'd try co have nothing but
wonderful moments side by side I've been one of chose people who never
went anywhere without a thermometer, a hoc wacer bottle, a gargle, a
raincoat an.1 parachute It I had ir to do all over again I'd travel lighter
nexc nme.

If I had my :,ce co live over again I'd start barefoot earlier in
pring and I'd stay the: way lacer in the fall. I'd play hookey a lot mon. d

ride more merry-go.rok. lz I'd smell more flowers. I'd hug m hil.
drer I'd cell more people that I love them If I had my life to hve over
again 9ut. you see, I don't .

as quo-ed by Leo Buscaglia
in The Art of Being Fully Human

In closing, I would like to say to you parents, even though yuu have a
wealth of experience and w :ontinue to see all of the mistakes that yout
children make don't push too hard. Give your daughters d n d sons the

14
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room they need to grow arid b0-.ome themselves. But don't abar ion them
either. They will always be your children.

And to you students, even though you now have all the answers, be
LoIerant of your parents. It's just possible that every now and then they may
Lome up wah a useful piece of advice. And in the excitement of pursuing

,,our own Ilk don't forget them either. They will always be your parents.
And finally to the faculty and staff, I thank you on behalf nf both

parents and students for making this day possible.
It's a wonderful day for all c 7 .1i. It's a time co reflect, to celebrate, to

look forwa7d. It's a time to be thankful.
And so, "Till next nme ".
Thank i ou.

May 25, 1984

C ,, .

C. U
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you very much for your testimony. Ms.
Kristin Eaton-Pollard.

Ms. PoLLARD. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kristin Eaton-Pollard.
I'm from Northampton, New Hampshire, and I'm here today to
speak in favor of H.R. 3344. I'll try to summarize my testimony the
best I can.

I'm a sophomore undergraduate at Syracuse University, present-
ly enrolled in their school of Visual and Performing Arts.

At this point, I would like to mention that since September of
this school year, vot.'ve had seven rapes on our campus. One of our
students was beaten Le death by an unknown assailant, and one of
our janitorial staff was shot to death.

As a resident advisor, a member of the Chancellor's Task Force
on Rape, and the local board chair of the New York Public Interest
Research Group, I offer the committee my account of the rape
crisis at Syracuse I:niversity, and how I have been involved in for-
mulating scme comprehensive solutions to the problem on our
campus.

In the fall of 1988, I enrolled in the freshman class at Syracuse
University, awed by the smoothly written pamphlets and brochures
filled with pictures of a springy green campus.

Less than one month later, on October 2, 1988, my perspective
direction was shattered as I was grabbed from beneath a street

lamp and raped in a park I later learned was notorious for its fre-
quent occurrence of violent ,rime, located only about 100 yards
from my residence hall.

I would not be where I am today, advocating rape awareness, in-
creased security on campuses, and support services for these vic-
tims of violent crime if I had not been a strong eno4h person at
the time to find the s'ipport se- '.:es I needed on the campus by
myself.

When I later complained to the university that I had not been
contacted by their services, or by the local Rape Crisis Center, they
told me I was an exception, but after talking to other survivors on
rny campus, I realized this wasn't so.

t..ri the past year, I've beer: very actively involved with the Syra
cuse University administration, a-1 have 1.:!ped mobilize the uni-
versity into establishing a rape crisis center, i-stalling a blue light
security phone system, and increased residence all security, and
advocating general awareness on my campus.

I've also formed by myself Women for Women, a support group
for these survivors of rape, sexual assault, and incest. I'd also like
to mention that in my grcup I haL e close to 40 women seeking
counseling with me, which is more than Syracw=e University has in
their counseling or psychiatric services combined.

My name on the Syracuse campus has become synonymous with
that of a rape survivor, not just a L-ictim, and a rape awareness ac
tivist.

I've been approached by many victims of sexual aibault in be-
tween my classes, or in the student organizations area who break
down in f ont of me r.nd tell me they don't know what to do, or
where to go for help. The question of where a woman goes when
she has been raped has not and must be answered.
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The programs at Syracuse University should have been initiated
of their own accord a long time ago. The security and support serv-
ices are long overdue. The problem we face with universities today
is an unwillingness to admit a rape crisis exists on their campus.

The fear of losing clientele and pr.,spective students is a strong
factor in this unwritten decision. I'd like to make two recommenda-
tions on how I feel the committee can most effectively initiate the
resolution of this crisis and create a standard of increased aware-
ness.

Because of the recent attention the media focused on the crime
on campus, stndents are factoring the safety of the colleges' envi-
ronment into their process of choosing a school.

My first recummendation is to require colleges and universities
to publish crime s',..atistics and security procedures, resulting in a
prcactive staflarc. or education, awareness, and responsible securi-
ty measures.

The outcome of thi action would be that a college which ad-
dresses the problem and makes an effort will attract prospective
student.,. A college not addressing the issue with a weak security
programs and no follow-up to its victims will lose prospective and
present students.

This will allow students to choose a school not only according to
their educational standards, but also ensuring themselves a safe
environment conducive to their academic goals. Had I been aware

thE threatening Environment at Syracuse, I may have invested
my $17,000 in a university with a more secure living environment.

Secondly, all the security me, sures, within reason, cannot pre-
vE r t the occurrence of some vio ent crimes. Not every t;urvivor of
rape or sexual assault has the courage or perseverance tu speak in
public on the subject of rape and sexual assault.

Unfortunately, I've known many brilliant students who have
dropped out of school after falling vict to such crimes. Without
these necessary support services, wer g Ladents who deserve
to complete their education.

I recommend that specific grants be eet aside to help universities
establish sexual assault support ser. .es on their campus. not only
to provide the support services and counseling, but also be a center
for education and Lwareness.

Each year, coliJges and unive..ities are becom...g more like Fi-
nesses and companies. Choosin,; a school has become a consumer
issue Students deserve to know what the/re paying for and should
know exactly what they're getting.

In closing, I would like to recommend the committee take a
pros.: we stand in recogning the import, e anti the magnitude
of tills issue, and through youi recommenda:Aons, set a stahdard
for universities to follow.

Until we can better educate today's )ounger generations at the
grassroots level 'if the threatening snuatioos on colleges and uni
versities, we must pri 'ect to the best of our abilities the students
fearing fer their safet on college campuses today.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Kristin Marie r',aton-Poliard follows.]
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My name is kris-in Eaton-Pollard. 1 usu.,' sophomore under-

graduate lit Syracuse University, presently es....1.1ed in

the uchool of Visual/ and Performing Arts. A. a Remident

Advisor, a member of the Chancellor's Tusk Force on Raps,

and local board chair of the New York Public Interest

Research Group, I offer the committee mv account of tho .

rape crisis at Syracuse University and how I have been '

involved in formulating some comprehensive solutions to

the problem.

In the f4.71 of .988, I enrolled in the freshman

class at Syracuse University, awed by smoothly written

phamp:ets and b-ochures filled with pictures of a springy

green campus. Llss than (ne morth later, on October 2,1988,

my perspective .nd direction WU9 HhUttered U. i was

grabbed from bon.-ath a streetlamp and rnped in a park I

later learned was notorious for ita' frequent occurenze of

violent crime, located about 100 yards from my residence hall.

I would 11,A be whsre I nm today', advocating cape

Awareness, increased secutity on carnet's, and support

services for victims of aexual usi ult if I had not been

a strong enough peraon to find the support services I

needed myself. When I 1.-ter complained to the universy

that I had n.-..t been contacted by :heir services or the

local Rape Crisis Center, they clsimed I was an exception.

%.; r'
1....,
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--Aftfr talking to other survivors on campus. I realized

this was notiso.

In the past year, I have been actively involved

with the Syracuse University adminis6ration, and have

helped mobilizi the university into establishing a rape

crisis center en campus, a blue light.security phone:

system, and incrersed residence hall security. I have

&leo formed Women for Women, a support group lor survivors

of rape, sexual assault, and inceqt. liy name on the

Syracuee campua has bezome synonTsous with that of a rape,

survivor (not jlat a victin) and 4 rape awareness activist.

On teeny occasions I have been app:oached by victims

of sexual assault, in the student organizations area or

between claeses, who break down and tell me they don't

know what to do or where to go for halp. The question of

where a woman goes when she has, been raped has not been,

and must be, answered. r

I

These are v'ograms the university ehould have

initiated of their own accord a*long timt ago. The security

and nupport sorv:ces are long overdue. The problem we

face with unive,-sities today is an unwillingnens tu adMic

a rape crisis .3sists on,their camdus. The fear of.losing

clientelle and prospective studen:s is a strong factor

in thie unwritt.n decision.

I would like to make two recdmmeadations on how I :feel
I

ths committee can most effectivey initiate the lesolu ion

of this crisis an2 to create a standard of inc:eased a

awarenese.
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-scause of the rcent attention and media focused -4;

on crime on ecmpas, students are,factoring the afety lof the

. mlleges' nvironment into their process' of choaing a

.achool. Hy first recommendation ia to require colleges and

Universities do publish crime statistics end security

procedures, reculting in a pro-act a standard of ducation,

awareness, and responsible ecurity meaeures.

The outcome of this action would be e college which

addrosses the problem and wakes an ffort wi/I attract

prospective atudents. A college mat addressing the issum.;

with weak ecurity programa :nd no follow-up to its'

victims, rill lose prospe,tiva and present etudents.

This will allow tudents to choose a achool not only

acoording to their educational standards, but also

assuring themselves a afe envir'nment conducive to their

academic goala. Had I been ewer,. of the threatening ,

environment at Syracuse, I might have invested my money in

a university with a more secure living community.

Secondly, all the security measures (within 'reason)

cannot prevent the occurence of some violeat crimes. Not

every survivor of °ape has the courage or'perseveranca

to speak in front of Cpngress on the subject of rape and

etal.ual aasault. Unfortunately, I have known many brilliant

stulenta who have dropped out of school after falling 1

victim to suck. crimes. Uithout neccesary support serl.liceS,6

we are losing studenta who deserve to complete their

educatiln. I recommend that apecific grants to set elide

to halp universitiep stablieh saxual assault support servielps.

c
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on campus, to not only provide support service, and

counseling, but also be a center for education and

awareness.

Each year, colleges ond universities are becoming more

like bumlnoomme and compa, leo. Chusing a sLhonI hum become

a consumer isai,e. Students deserve to know whnt they ars

paying for and rhould know exactly what they ur, ,etting.

In LIosing, I would like to recommend thut the

committee take a proa,cive stand in recognizing the Importance

and magnitude f this lartve, una through your rttommoodatl.Ona

et a standard fur universities 7:o follow. Until we can

bettor educate todaya' yo6nger genercaxon how to avoid

threatening situationm ut the grassroots level, wc must'

protec, to the best 'If our abilities those mtooents fearing

for their suft-.), on campueuts to.duy.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you for your testimony. and next we will go
to Ms. Dana Getzinger.

Ms. GETZINGER. Mr. Chairman, I'm here from North P n Beach,
Florida, and I go to the University of Georgia, and I'm -iere in
support of the Crime Awaleness and Campus Seca' ity of 1989.

I ht. ! a prepared state. ent and respectfully request that it be
made part of the record.

Mr. POSHARD. W thout objection.
Ms. GETZINGER. All of my dreams of college came true, but, a

horrible nightmare experienz-e will row be among tht- lifelong
memories that T will carry.

As I near the :md of my college years, I'm still as cimpletely im-
mersed with my colli?ge life as what I w.65 when I began. With each
stage I passed through, I sought to get a., involved as I cou:d.

The University of Georgia has been my utopia with the Kappa
Alpha Theta sorrity, countless great friends and activities, includ-
ing our big time football and baslcetball programs.

I've simply liveci the storybook college world, a truly dream per-
fect college life where I could never have asked for more, but I do
now. I ask you for H.R. 3344.

Colleges and universities, and their environments, are high crime
districts and most students are not aware of that. Rape, murder,
and violent assa, " are all there, and my friends are not being suf-
ficiently warned to take the precautions necessary to prevent them
from bell its next victim.

We're the targets of breaking and entering thieves who literally
see our world as easy hunting grounds Se-ious crime stat;stics
have also been uncovered that prove that the fun filled "party"
dart of college life is equally as thruitening, the crime of students
against students, particularly when alcohol and drugs t.re con-
sumed

Sufficient research, surveys, and studies exist that y
magniti de of the crime statistics and estimates at col, I m
alarmed what they show. Larceny, rape , murder, and violent as-
sault are all happening at colleges and umversiti", all large and
small, both rural and urban.

I've been to uther schools and known enough students frum prac-
tically all th.oughout the U.S. to know with confidence what I'm
here to say. I want to testify at today's hearii g that I believe I
know a significant factor, perhaps the most significant factor of
why the problem exists: students are not aware.

They do not now about the crime, and with equal certainty,
their parents don't Ln...w the true risk that their chiluren are ex-
posed to when leaving hornt and going of7 to college. Your son or
daughter is defenseless if unaware of e t cker that is stalking
students.

If a student is aware, the proper pre.autions can be taken to pre-
vent this vulnerabilit; Tlowever, befcre any problem can have a
solution, the problem iL must be known C:ime at college must
be recorded and must be reported.

More important, it must be known by students and by theil Par-
ents,. This information should be guaranteed by law, and our sa-fety
begins with itawareness. I'm Ir. re be.ause I do nut want any stu-
dent to have to .earn this the way that I did.
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On January 17, 1988, I was awakened by a masked intruder, who
I did not know at the time, his intentions were rape, but he at-
tempted by thrusting a pillow rryer my face and tryii I suffocate
me.

When he was unsuccessful at doing this, he plunged a knife into
the base of my heart. I've been told that my chances of survival
were not good. Pm here to tell you that without this awareness
that any student at any college, their chances are not very good,
without H.R. 3344, Awareness.

I now know that other girls like me were attacked while sleeping
in thefr beds. Before rnd attack, I was unaware. I also now know
trait the volume of theft and other crime around (...Impuses is very
high. Before m) attack, once again, I was unaware.

The conduct, the attitudes, and the al:rtness of students must
change if the crime is going to be stopped. These factors attract the
crime to the campus. Unawareness is vv1-...It makes them easy, unsu-
specting prey.

With H.R. 3344, meny stucit,its and their parents will be spare
the agony that most f this bill's motivated proponents have expe-
rienced. We have a right to know, and we are defenseless if we do
not know.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dana Getzinger follows.]

27-929 0 - 90 -
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Mr. Chairman!

All of my dreams of college cane tr...e. But, a horrible nightmare

experience will now be among the life long memcries I will carry.

As I near the end of my college veirs, I am still as completely

immersed w..th my college life,as I was when i began. Wib' each

stage I passed througn I sought to get as Involved as I could.

My utopia, in picturesque Athens. Georgia, the Lniversity of

Georgia, with my Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, countless great friends

and activities, including our bi time football and basketball

programs, adding to a storybook :,..lete world. A truly dream perfect

college life. I do not think 3n,,ne co,;11 ask for more. I do...Ww'

I aSK you for douse Bill $3344.

C-slleges and 3niversities, a*.1 thei- en,11-2-s, are high crime

districts and most students don't krow it. C'3Pe, murder and violent

assault is there,and my friends 3re 1-, bel-; suffic3entiv warned

to take precaution against being the next .ictim. We are the

targets of breaking and entering thieves w,, literally see our world

as "easy hunting grounds". Scrioas '7.rine statistics nave also been

upcovere,, th,, rove that the I, filled "part'," part of college

life is elually t'-reatening.. -1-e of student against student,

particularly wh.on alcohdl a;-1 tr,:, are cer,uTed.

Sufficient res-arct,. sur,e,s, a-d 1,tudies exist that prove the

magnitude of the cr...ne statistics And estimates at colleges. I am

alarmed at what they show. Larceny. rape. murder. and violent assault

is happening at all colleges and uniNersities, large and small,

rural and urban
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2.

I have been to other schools and know enough students from practically

all throughout the U.S., to know with confidence what I am here to

say. I want to testify at today's hearing that I believe I know

a significant factor, rerhaps the most significant factor,of why

the problem ists: students are not aware' They do not know about

the crime. With equal certainty. I want to tell you t4.t their

parents do not know the true ris's their children are exposed to

when they leave home for college.

Your son, or daLghter, is defenseless if unaware of an attackex

stalking students. If a student is aware, the proper precautions

can be taken to prevent vulnerability. However, before any problem

can hale a solution, the problem itself must be known. Crime at

college must be recorded ani reported. More important, it must be

known by students, and their parents. This informatioa should be

guaranteed by law. Our safety begins with it...AWARENESS.

I am here because I do not want any student to learn this the

way I did. On January 17.1988, I was awakened by a ski-masked,

rape intending intruder thrusting a pillow over my face. Unsuccessful

in suffocating me, he plunged a knifc into the base of my heart.

I have been told my chances of survival wer..- not good I am here

r 'ay to tell you without awareness that any student, at any college,

t ix. chances are not very good...without N.B. i3344, ie. AWARENESS.

I now know other girls, like ne, were attacked while sleeping

in their beds. Before my attack, I was unaware.
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I also nou know the volume of theft and other crime around campuses.

Before my attack. I was unaware.

The conduct, attitudes, and alertness of students must change

if the crime is going to be stopped. These factors attract the

crime to the campus. Unawareness is what makes th m easy unsuspecting

prey. With N.B. #3344, many students and their parents will be

spared the aaony that most of this bill's motivated proponents have

experienced. We have a right to know. We are defenseless if we

do not know.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you very much for your excellent testimo-
ny. I'll be brief in my questioning here. I'd just like to maybe direct
my question to Mr. Clery and M. Nieswand.

Has the legal litigation in which you entered against the two re-
spective univer9ities made any difference in your judgment about
the universities taking this problem more seriously?

Mr. CLERY. We hope so. We found out a lot of disturbing things
through discovery by going that process. Lehigh University, as a
result of the settlement, is spending a major amount of money on
putting a new security system in the freshman dormitories.

It is called an electric card locking service where the doors
cannot be propped, the secondary doors have automatic alarms on
them. The police now patrol the dormitories and fraternies.

So as a result of our litigation, security at Lehigh is, I hope, a lot
better.

Mr. POSHARD. MS. Nieswand.
Ms. NIESWAND. I wish I could say the same about Cornell. As far

as we know, through our findings, the same conditions exist today
that existed in 1983, where a man can enter a dormitory room un-
challenged and not questioned.

Mr. POSHARD. So some changes have not been made?
Ms. NIESWAND. As far as we know, not.
Mr. CLERY. Mr. Chairman, regarding Cornell University, just a

few months ago a Cornell University student and an Ithaca college
student, both underage, were drinking and got drunk, and the Cor-
nell student was beaten to death.

So, this is he third murder of a student at Cornell University,
and they seem to ignore everything that goes on including the
many suicides they have there each year.

Mr. POSHARD. Ms. Eaton-Pollard, if I may ask you a quick ques-
tion. These un:versities I aat have been mentioned here today are
substantial universities, major universities, well-endowed. Syra-
cuse, Lehigh, Cornell, Georgia.

Surely you must have correspondence with people wi eZe un-
dertaking the same kinds of missions that you are at your universi-
ty from across the country. Is this problem equally severe in the
smaller colleges across the country, or the universities, in your
judgment?

Ms. EATON-POLLARD. In New Hampshire, I live about 20 minutes
from the University of New Hampshire, and I know that the prob-
lem there is just as severe as at Syracuse. Syracuse is a big school,
and because oi uur basketball and other things that happen on the
campus, I think media tends to focus on the larger universities.

So, in that respect, the smaller universities don't get the media
attention, and I think that one of the most motivating factors in
Syracuse, then, is all the media focused onthe attention and the
hot seat that Chancellor Agers has been on in the past couple of
months.

I think if some attention was focused to the smaller universities,
and they realized they couldn't hide behind that, then they would
be more motivated. The factor here is INJ need something to moti-
vate these universities.

rn-



On the campus of Syracuse, I feel like I almost have single-hand-
ily motivated the administration to twist their arm to get them to
establish the recommendations.

When I was part of the Task Force, we submitted a whole report
of five recommendations we thought hit this problem from every
angle, and when tl-e Chancellor first released his press statement
on what he felt of tais report, he totaLy watered it down, thinking
that we would go away. Obviously, we haven't.

Mr. POSHARD. I think it is commendable, unfortunate at times
that the impetus for change here has to come from students or par-
ents, as opposed to the university itself, but, unfortunately, some-
times that's where the impetus has to come from.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you. I have been a member of Congress for
14 years, and have sat through hundreds of hearings, and this one
has made probably the biggest impression on me. I commend all of
you. I'm especially proud of these two young ladies sitting here.

Mr. and Mrs Clery, you have an organization that you founded
I wonder wh we haven't really heard about that organization.
Could ycu give us some information about it, and what your goals
are and what you're doing?

Mr. CLERY. Yes. Shortly aftc- the criminal trial was over, and
our litigation with Lehigh University was completed, we estab-
lished Security on Campus, Inc., and it was designedit's an non-
profit organization which we fund ourselves.

It was &signed really initially to increase awareness in the
United Stat.-3 as to the violent nature of our collet campuses, and
that the best kept sec.-et in the United States, including the Penta-
gon, is the amount of campus crime.

Since that time, this is becoming less and less evident. We spent
the first year talking to the media about what happened to Jeanne,
and what we were hearing from victims around the country that
campus crime was rising.

We developed a questionnaire at the request of callers on some of
the media shows. They said, "What questions should we ask when
we apply to a college or university?," and we sent out about 20,000
of those in the first year, and they are pretty tough hard-hitting
questions.

It was very interesting. We heard back from hundreds of them
that when they asked Notre Dame University, Princeton Universi-
ty, Columbia, Holy Cross University, Lehigh, of course, and Bar-
nard and Columbia University, and Smith, the answer was, "Why
are you concerned about security on campus? Is it because you're
away from home for the first time? If you re that unsteady,"this
is the admissions office speaking of those universities"why don't
you con:der living at home and going to a community college."

And Connie, to her everlasting credit, heard that and decided
that she felt the only answer was to get a crime awareness security
information au started in pennsylvania and it has led also to Rep-
resentative Goodling's proposal.

Mr. COLEMAN. I think it is something that obviously the more in-
formation is out about it in hearings like this, the more helpful it
will be to generate an understanding and reaction that people are
having to forge like these young ladies theinsehes on their own
campuses, taking upon them, I'm sure, tremendous pressures and
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burdens and time that could be devoted to what they're supposed
to be doing ir college, in doing these types of things.

I can imagine the time that is spent on it and the emotional in-
volvement. A lot of people, frankly, don't know about it, and I
think when parents and students get mad enough or upset enough
or determined enough, that things like this begin to turn around,
not necessarily by government fiat, and not necessarily by any-
thing, even as good as this bill is, as a sponsor of it, and we certain-
ly hope it passes, but I think it's an attitudinal thing, much like
the attitude of this nation had about drinking and driving, which
was the fodder for late night television monologues for years.

Every stand-up comedian had a story about the drunk out driv-
ing around. We don't hear those stories anymore because it's social-
ly unacceptable. It's not something that people do anymore to get
public comment in a positive fashion, and that started out because
of one or two people, parents, mothers, who lost their children to
this unfortunate situation.

That has, I think, changed the whole attitude in this nation
around. It has developed into legislation by state by state basis. It
has develtiped into Federal legislation on some appropriation bals
and so forth in the past, but the real reason all of that happened
was because of people like you on that issue that came forware and
devoted themselves to try and increase the awa eness and chang-
ing people's viewpoints on this.

So, I want to encourage all of yot to continue to do this. would
hope, and if you had funds, or assistance, to go to campuses and
tell your story. Kristin and Dan...t, I know especially, hearing it
from other students, and going to another campus, I think it will
make a little bit different impression on maybe the people on your
own campuses even, to let peop'e know, and to take this crusade as
far as you can.

You parents, mntinue on in trying to make. something positive
out of these very, very unfortunate tragedies that have struck you.

Again, I thank all of you.
Ms. CLERY. May I introduce some of theexcuse mefirst of all,

I'm Connie Clery, and I would like to have you know that I support
H.R. 3344, and I thank Mr. Good ling from the bottom of my heart,
and for all of the wonderful victims who were so courageous here, I
would like very much the opportunity to introduce them.

The first ones are Tom and Margaret Bayer from Kentucky.
Their son was stabbed to death at the University of Lmnessee in
Knoxville, and they were instrumental in having the law passed in
Tennessee, which was the base for Senator Gore's bill, S. 1930.

I am very proud of that because I think it shows that this is a
bipartisan issue. When a person on a college campus is murdered,
stabbed, assaulted, raped, sodomized, they're not first asked if
they're a Democrat or a Republican. It makes no difference, and
the people all over this country have supported us, written us,
asked us for help, not because of political partisanship.

I would also like to introduce Ms. Jane Ile Riley, whose husband,
Jack, unfortunately was not able to cone, but Jane Ile and Jack are
from California, and their daughter was murdered at Saddleback
Community College, and they were instrumental in getting the leg-

1 Lk
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islation introduced in California, and we're very proud of their
courage.

I would also like to introduce Dr. and Mrs. Wiifred Mencken
from New York, who are the ones responsible for our daughter,
Jeanne, not going to Tulane, because we had just heard that their
daughter had been so brutally raped :4nd murdered at Tulane. So,
our Jeanne vent to where we thought it would be safer.

I would also like to emphasize that, yes, Mr. Poshard, you ore
right. This is an attitudinal problem. It is a problem that has to he
addressed by the colleges, as well as the students, bec...ose they
have to care about students and they have to give them this infor-
mation.

Without this information, the students will not be forewarned in
on:ler to forearm themselves against the crimes around them, and I
want to impress upon you that it doesn t cost any money. This is a
copy of the University of Washington's newspaper bulletin and
they don't even have a bill in the State of Washington.

It costs nothing, and it describes all of the crimes from 1982
through 1989, and on the police briefs, they sayChief Shanahan
said that he a-tributes the decrease in their campus crimes in the
last two years to the reporting of their crime statistics in making
their student body aware.

Thank you so much for hearing us, and I would appreciate your
support of this bill. You would be saving lives all through the coun
try, and it coLld be of someone you know or love.

Mr POSHARD. Thank you, Ms. Clery, and thank you for introduc-
ing the members of the audience to us also who are here. Again, I
wo....ld express the sorrow of the committee at your tragedies, and
also our admiration at your courage "or being here today.

Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am remaining here obvi-

ously because of my non partisan interest in this piece of legisla-
tion. I think it goes beyond party politics, as Ms. Clery has said,
and I want to express my sympathy certainly for the loss of a loved
one as a result of this kind of crime on the college campus, but let
me hasten to say that it's not limited to college campuses, even in
the high school level.

Ms. CLERY. That's true.
Mr. HAYES. We have what I called increased growth in crime in

the corridors A high schools. In fact, in my particular district, I
think there __ some high schools where we have active poike who
police the corridors in order to keep high school crime numbers
down.

It's not just a question of race. I think it is one of attitude, not of
partisan, as you've said, and I really support this kind of legislation
that's being advanced by my good colleague down there, Bill Good-
ling.

I think it is a real step in the right direction to get the Federal
Government involved in helping to tackle this problem. I'm
shocked to hear the lackadaisical attitude on the part uf some of
the college administrators in really deaiing with this problem.

I know they've all suffered from the shortage of funds, as I notice
increase in tuition and things that, students have to pay. It's he-
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cause of the increase in cost of trying to provide education for our
kids at the postsecondary level.

I think we have to really establish our priorities sometimes as to
how we spend our tax dollars, and I think certainly the question of
security has to be considered part of that reason fo- spending that
kind of money, but overall, ,ve don't spend enough money on edu-
cation.

There is a decline in the number of economically disadvantaged
students who even have the opportunity to go to college, particular-
ly from my district, and I can't be unmindful of this. WS ve got less
and less numbers of enrollments of minority students in many of
our universities.

This, I think, we have to be very conscious of and it's not all be-
cause of the kind of attitudes that prevail on the campuses. It's be-
cause they'd like to go, but they can't go, and sometimes you get
rtido just hung up on drugs, and alcohol, and they sometimes don't
know wl,Pt they're doing.

Sometimes I think they shouldn't be admi..ted to these kinds of
institutions if there's closer surv, 'lance of what they are admit-
ting to some of these schools and wkiPt the attitudes and objc.otive
towards some of the kids who enter them.

To rob a kid and kill a kid who is going to school, or rape a
young lady is just hideous. I don't care what the conviction is. It
ioesn't bring that loved one 13,1,k who's lost, that one who has been
abused by one who is prevalent in providing crime, and I just feel
:.:o sorry for you.

I just wanted to express that, and God knows, I'm supportive of
this legislation. I'm really willing to go further, Bill Good ling, if
possible, in order to make dome really effective approach on the
part of the Federal Government to solve this problem.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Hayed. Mr. Good ling.
Mr GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm not going to ask

any questions. I do just want to thank all of you for having the
courage to come and testify. We can introduce legislation and a lot
of people will day it's something else the Federal Government is
doing where they have no business. There's really no problem out
there.

Unless you come and present those problems from personal expe-
rience, of course, we can't accomplish very much on the Federal
level So, again, I thank all of you for coming, and not only those
that were introduced, but I think there are probably others in the
audience l% h o were either victims or had loved on-s who were vic-
tims.

So we thank you very much You add authenticity to what it is
we're trying to say in this legislation, and we appreciate : )ur
coming to Washington.

Thank you.
Mr. POSHARD Thank you, panel, fur being here, and, again,

thank you for your courage.
Our final panel is Father Will.am J. Byron, president of the

Catholic University of America, Washington, D.0 , and Dr. Mary-
Linda S. Merriam, president uf Wilson College, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania.

I

..
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Father Byron, you are first on our list here, so we'll begin with
you, sir. I know you've been waiting a while.

STATEMENTS OF FATHER WILLIAM J. BYRON, S.J., PRESIDENT,
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC;
AND DR. MARY-LINDA S. MERRIAM, PRESIDENT, WILSON COL-
LEGE, CHAMBERSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Rev. BYRON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In addition to being
president of the Catholic University of America, I also serve on the
board of directors and chair the Government Relations Commission
for the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universi.
ties, although I'll be speaking about my individual campus because
I understand that the committee wanted some testimony from spe-
cific campuses.

The Catholic University of America is, as most of you h know,
is an urban campus in the northeast quadrant of the District of Co-
lumbia. We have 3,200 undergraduate students, the majority of
those students live on campus and we have 3,800 graduate and pro-
fessional students, most of whom w' o do not live on campus.

I'm going to collapse this very much. I know the entire testimony
can be entered into the record. I'd simply want to say that we
spend a great deal of time at orientation, not just with students,
but with parents, on the crime prevention issue.

Our student handbook is replete with safety and security infor-
mation. Students who serve as FLoident Assistants or Advisors get
intensive trainiag, and throughout the academic year, throughout
the year, crime-prevention sessions are held in dormitories.

I can speak with some authority on that because I myself live in
a student dormitory. I'm on that campus 24 hours a day, 12 months
a years, with a few wetks off here and there. Our campus is pa-
trolled 24 hours a day. We have an escort service that's available to
students after dark.

We have free shuttle bus service from any point on the campus
to any other point on the campus availdole to the students after
dark. We ticket people who do foolish things. If an automobile is
left unopened, if a door is propped, we give internalthey called
them courtesy crime prevention reminders, but they're tickets.

We also confront persons who are cuspicious who come on the
campus, and in tht_ir presence, write a tickcit which is given to
them, and told that they- will be arrested next time on campus for
unlawful entry, if there s any reason to suspect that they could be
there with intentions that could be harmful.

I will leave for the record the latest report, the 1989 Annual
Report of our Department of Public Safety, which gives the policies
and the statistical data which we typically share with the local law
enforcement officials.

I'd simply close with a couple of suggestions. One is that en-
hanced training programs for institutions with private or, as we
would say on our campus, special police. Funding for such pro-
grams is now available only to state and municipal schools. It's iot
available to independent colleges.

We would like to see an expansion of the Dep.rtment of Educa-
tion residence hall construction funding to pay for what we would
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call "security retrofitting" of exist'ng residence halls, include tech-
nical assistance on security issues when funding new residence hall
construction into the design phase.

I'd also ask that there be created funding programs analoguus to
the "energy conservation" funds that are now availab)e. I would
call fur "safety conservation" funds. They could ht:p pay for costly
capital items such as upgraded security comrr....r. ..:,ns systems.
back-un emergency power supplies, and the like

I, as each of the members of the panel, am movt: t he testimb
ny that you heard. I speak for nlystif, but I kno, I can also apeak
for those of us who are charged with the respontuu.:ity of running
these campuses.

I've been in the business for a long time. I wes president of thr
University of Scranton in Pennsykania before coming here. I even
lived among students there.

I'm with them, we're concerned, and we are supportive of any ef-
forts that can be taken to heighten the awareness of students, the
awareness of students and .heir parentb, because as has been said
by other people in the earlier panels, they do think they are invin-
cible, they do foolish things. and we have to keep reminding them
that that kind of foolish behavior can lead to tragedy.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Father William J. Byron, S.J. fol-

lows:I
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

My name is William Byron, I am president of The Cathol':
University of America, and :..,air of the Government Relations
Committee of the National Associat'on of Indeper.dent Colleges and
Universities. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you
today on H.R. 3344, the Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act
of 1989.

Mr. Chairman, colleges and un" ,,rsities acnoss the country
are deeply concerned about crime on campus. We have, of course,
an obligation to protect the members of our campus community, but
we must also allow an appropriate amount of freeo:m and expect a

commensurate amount of responsibility from the m:ml.ers of that
community.

We try to protect our students as well as societ:, can
protect its citizens, in fact, we try to set a higher standard of
protection on our campuses than society itself does. Perhaps
that Is why society has come to expe t so much more from us. The
presumption is that the campus should be safer than the community
that surrounds it. We cannot do it alone, however, the burden
must be shared with the surrounding community, with local law
enforczment officials, but more Important than anything else,
with students and they'. paeents.

Parents, teachers, and all others who have an impact on
young People's lives must work to encoJragt good behavior on tne
part of students by teaching them the proper values early in
life. We try to insti/1 in oue students the realization that ),,

all have a stake in the well-being of the people who make up our
communities, and that all persons and all property must be
respected and protected.

As Robert Atwell of ACE said earlier in this hearing, we
have been working hard on college campuses to Improve security
measures, to educate students and emp vees about how they can
Wp, to prevent crimes, and to Implement procedures that an
institution follows when a crime actually occurs.

'he Catholic University of Amer)ca is an urtan campus in the
hortheast section of the District of Columbia. CUA has 3200
undergraduate students (more than half reside on campus) and 380''
graduate and professional students (very few of whom live on
campus). Let me share with you some of the things that CUA is
doing to eosure t.he protection of its students and employees.

In 1978-79, we spent S444,000 for security. In 1988-89, our
expenditures for security amounted ',0 $1,150,000. Our security
budget tripled over the decade.



The orientation program for incoming students includes a
required session on security presented by our Direc-or of Public

Safety. The topic: "Personal and Property Safety." Printed
information about security is inserted into the new student
orientation folders. During oriontation, a special session on
campus security Is conducted for parents of our new students.

All new employees receive crime-pr:.:ntion information.

> Our Student Handbook is replete with safety and security
information.

> Students who serve as Resident Assistants or Resident
Directors receive intensive security and safety training.

Throughout the academic year, crime-prevention sessions are
conducted in all residence halls.

> Each newly hired security officer receives a one-week indoc-
trination program. Two-week in-service training is provided
later in the first year for all new security employees. There is

yearly in-service training for all security officers in CPR

Certification and P11-24 (baton) Certification.

> Our campus is patrolled 24 hours a day.

> Escort service is provided on campus after dark.

> Free shuttle bus service to all points on campus is provided

af.er dark.

> Security surveys are conducted for buildings and grounds
with special emphasis on doors and windows, electric alarms and

access control systems, landscaping, lighting, and security

procedures.

> Security violation letters are sent to the building admin-

istrators and department heads when doors and windows are found

open by patrol officers.

>
Courtesy Crime Prevention Reminders are left also at the

location of the violation by the patrol officers. Courtesy Crime
Prevention Reminders are issued for property left unattended,
doors/rooms left open and unoccupied; articles left in sight,
unattended in vehicles, and persons walking alone in isolated

areas after dark.

> Crime alerts are sent throughout the year to faculty, staff,

students, administrators, department heads, and Campus .4atch

Captains. The Crime Alert information puts the campus community
on notice of an existing situation, theraby giving them an edge

on possibly safeguarding their areas and ;'operty.
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Stop Cards are issued to suspicious persons who ..e
challenged while on campus and required to show proof of
identity. In thwt person's presence, the card is filled out by
our securty officer. It notifies the person that the campus is
private property and that a reappearance on campus will lead to
an arrest for unlawful entry. This type of procedure is an
effective crime prevention measure. It reduces tae possibility
of individuals in the ca7,pus community becoming victims of crihes
associated with trespassers.

As you can lee, Mr. Chairman, we at The Catholic Univcrs.ty
of Amer/co art providing our students with information about
crime on campus, and about security practices and pr:eclure..
art already doing what h.R. 33411 would require us to 02. I

suspect my colleagues in other inst'tutians ac.oss the cunt:y
are doing the sale, rot because it is requi ed, but he, .use the
welfare of the members of our campus commuaities Is foremost in
our minds and nearts. Permit me to submit for the record our
Depatlent of Safety's 1989 Annual Report so that the
Subcommittee may see the comprehensive statist.cal evidence of
the remarkable security progr rp now operat.ig et The Catholic
Univercitv of America.

Additional Congressional help for preventing campus crime
would Inc' ide

Expand access to National Crimina Information Center (NCiC)
rata for the many independent colleges and universities which ao
not now have access.

Enhancec training programs fo institutions with private or
(as at CUA) "special police." Fun ng for such programs Is now
only available to state and muricioal schools.

Expand Department of Education residence hall construction
funding to pay for "security retrofitting" of e isting residence
halls, ,nclude technical assistance on security issues when
funding new residence hall consZruction.

Create funding programs ana'ogous to "energy conservation"
funds now available. These "safety conservation" funds could
help pay for costly capital item: such as upgraded security
communications systems, back-up emergency power supplies, aia the
like.

Tr,nk you again for the oppertunity to testify, I would be
happy to respund to any questions you may try,.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, F 4-her. Dr. Merriam.
Dr. MERRIAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Mary-

Linda Merriam and I am the president of Wilson College. I would
like to pay particular tribute to the distinguished congressman
from Pennsylvania, Mr. !...00dling, for championing this legislation.

I have been president of Wilson College for nine years. In addi-
tion to that, I have se-ved and am finishing a second term on the
Executive Committee of the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges
and Universities and have chaired the subcommittee on thair Gov-
erninc. tal Relations Commission, and have just completed a term
on the American Council of Education's Governmental Relations
Commission.

So, I have been very well aware of the legislation tLat has been
going forward both on the state and on the Federal ' ,vel. appreci-
ate the opportunity of being here today.

Wilson College is a small, liberal arts college fo:, women. It has
in residence 144 students, a total of 175 in our college for women,
and then another 616 part-time students. We ars located in Cham-
bersburg, Pennsylvania, which is a borou -11 of about 17,000 within
Frertidin County, which has about 112,000. So we are distinctly a
semi-rural campus as opposed to Catholic University.

I think that what has been said today is so very true, that it was
not so very long ago that we did have the bensc, all of us, that
within colleges a:kd universaies within our public transpcirtation
systems, in our high schools, in our secondary and annentary
schools that, in fact, if you were there, you wen, safe.

The regre#table situation is that that is simply no longer the
truth Wilco s happened to us? Well, there's no question that we're
a reflection of the larger society, indeed, an integral part of that
society.

At one time you were on the Wilson Coliege campus, every
person you s i, you could greet by name. That is simply no longer
the case In addition to our part-time students, and our resident
students, we had in excess last year of 8,000 visitors on campus at
one time or another.

The reality is that there are many faces that are not recogniz-
able, and, yet, we are a community, and yet we have. ,esponsibility,
for our safety and health and concern, and that responsibility
while spearheaded by the administration, I vv .-12. cx.ho what has
been said by everyone on the panel, and 'hat is, and all of the
panels, that the responsibility is a '.ared one, that the administra-
tion certainly must spearhead and be very cognizant of the things
that must be dwle in wder to help encourage safety and concern,
and make that a concern of everybody within the community.

As I look at Wilson, Noule say that as a result of the Pennsyl-
vania legislation, and it's no. so much that the initiatives that
we're doing now are different from before that legislation, because
I don't believe that they are, what is different and what has hap-
pened, and I can certainly speak particularly at Wilson, is that it is
a heightened awareness on campus, that this is an issue and it is a
problem.

Therefore, we must be sure that every student, as well as every
staff and every faculty member, understands what the problem is
and takes responsibility.

0
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Within the last thi ee years, some of our initiat. es have been up-
grading our outside lighting, trimming our shrubbery at a different
level than we used to in order to elimin.ite dark spots, improving
centraiized pai king, securing windows with new locking devices
throughout our campus, upgrading our radio communications
system, providing transportation after dark on campus to campus
buildings that are not very close to the central part of the campus.

Currently, we are replacing 22 outside daors to the buildings, in-
cluding all of the doors on our older campus dormitory buildings.
We employ, for 144 residential students, six full-time officers, and
one part-time officer.

The sad reality, though, is that even with these things being
done, and I'm sure there is more to be done, we cannot tell you
that we can guarantee security 100 percent of the time for every
person; we cannot.

What we can do, and what we must do is, again, as has been
said, encourage awareness, make sure that everybody realizes that
the responsibility they have is not only for themselves, but for
their sisters and their brothers on campus.

We are very fortunate at Wilson College because we have had
few imes, ar d even our Chambersburg has had few crimes, but
we are certain,. not immune, and we must act with vigilance, and
we must act with care.

I thank you for the opportunity of being here. I would also enter
into the record a copy of our crime if.atistics to show you the re-
porting form in compliance with the Pennsylvania Act and also our
handbook, which we have compiled on safety and security on
campus, which we pass out to every student and every employee,
and run worksi_ops, and attempt to take what measures are possi
ble to bring this information to everyone's attention.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Mary-Linda S. Merriam follows]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

my name is Mary-Linda Merriam and I am the President of Wilson

College. I have betn honored to have been in that position for

nine years. I am completing my second term as a member of the

Executive Committee of the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and

Universities and serve as the Chairman of the Subcc Atee on

Governmental Relations. I have just recently completed a four-year

term on the Governmental Relations Commission of the American

Council on Education. I very much appreciate the opportunity to

appear before you today.

Wilson College is a small, liberal arts college ?or women

affiliated with the Presbytrxian Church (U.S.A.). Ir was founded

in 1869 and is located in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, a borough of

approximately 17,000 residents located in the heart of the

Cumberland Valley in the south central porti,n of the state. We

are in Franklin County whose population is approximately 112,000

and adjacent to Adams County, population, 12,000. We would be

classified as semi-rural, surrounded by the richness of apple and

peach-growing country. 7he nearest metropolitan area is

Harrisburg, fifty miles to the north.
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Wilson College and Chambersburg, PA have been very blessed

with a reasonably low rate of crime. Wt. have not be.41 completely

immune, however, and in this last decade we have had more crime

than in the past. My mother, who will be attending her 60th

reunion at Wilson College this June, has often told me that when

she was a student, you literally could take your pocketbook and all

of your precious possessions and place them in the middle of the

college green. They would be there, intact, when you returned.

Frankly, I wouldn't recommend that course of action today.

The College was founded on the principle that honor and trust

were best taught in a community that trusted its members to live

with integrity and with the good of he entire community in mind.

I think it is fair to say that at Wilson there is a sense of

responsibility each has for the other but living under the Honor

Principle has changed, however, over the years. Laws passed by the

federal and state governments require that well-defined policies be

in place. Colleges like ou..A, whici were once in more ways than

one, isolated enclaves of learning governed largely by internal

rules are no longer isolated cz enclaves separated from the real

world. With the students we work to integrate what our or1ginal

Honor Principle and college gmernment association set as stanCards

for behavior, with rules and regulations aimed at helping to maks

our world a safer place in which to live.
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It was not that many years ago that each of us felt a high

degree of security in public schools, churches, colleges, in

groups, on public transportation. There was an expectation that in

certain places you would be safe. Just the other day a friend and

I were talking. She said that her daughter had returned home from

hign schol.,1 and in relating the events of the day said that me of

the boys in her class was found to have a gun loaAed with six

bullets tucked away in his backpacks That may ha e happened when I

was that tender age in the late 1950s, but I have no such

recollection. Chambersburg 's still a relatively safe place in

comparison, but even in Chambersbarg, PA, you must be vigilant.

What has happened to us? Toe /'s colleges and universities

are not worlds unto themselves. We are a reflection of larger

society - indeed, an integral part of that saciety. Of course,

there are many differences depending on size and location. Our

campuses are shared by students, faculty and staf° but we also have

visitors - last year, for instance, a. *iilson we had approxirately

8,000 to campus for one reason or another. Ws have residential

students and many adult part-time students. The reality is that

ther2 are many faces on campus that are not recognizable, whereas,

in earlier times you could walk across the campus ar '!. greet

everyone by name. In addition, our students come from a variety cf

backgrounds where vastly different value F/stems often conflict.
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There is not l'omogeneity and thare is not a high metal fence miound

the campus with limited ingress and egress.

At Wilson Collele - as at all of our sister and brother

institutions - health, welfare and safety are everyone's concern.

That concern is most certainly spearheaded by the administration,

but it must be shared in order to :)e effective. At Wilson the

budget for security in 1978 was $26,449; in 1988, it was 7.39,000 -

better than a five-fold increase. I k.an personally testiff that

when we make hard budget decisions at the collegk or hard policy

decisions, the first question we ask ourselves is how does th'-

decision affect the health and safety of our students. Over the

years that I have been at the college we have taken a ntmber of

steps in light of the knowledge that the times were changing and we

could no longer feel "set aside" from any possibilities of crime.

Within the last three years, some of our initiatives hate been

that: we upgraded outside lighting to eliminate dark spots: we

trimmed shrubbery and trees above and below eye level to improve

visibility across campus; we added two parking lots to centralize

parking for students and visitors; ws secured windows with new

locking devices throughout '..he campus; we upgraded our radio

communication system; we provide transportation after aark to

campus buildings that are not in the main area of the campus; and

we are currently in the process of replacing twenty-two (22)

outside doors. We employ six full-time officers and one part-time

officer on our security staff and we have 144 reside%tial students.
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Several years ago I was on a Blue Ribbor Committee to study

ways of improving life in our tm.n. When we learned that there

were some dzug-related activi.Ues in and about our area, I became

nervous about our 125-acre farm and erected gates vt all but one

entrance to the campus. These gates aro closed at midnight and

thus we have better control of the people entering and leaving the

campus. We are concerned! I am certainly concerned!

But the sad reality is that I do not believe that there is any

way to insure one hundred percent security. Each one of us has to

take responsibility. The passing of Act 73 in Pennsylvania, I

be.,.eve, did not cause us to do that many things that we weren't

doing before. It did, however, focus every person's attention on a

problem of concern to each. As a retlt of the Act, Wilson College

does now print a handbuok and parents of prospective students do

occasionally ask for it. We are fortunate in that our statistics

are favorable. We have few serious crimes - but we are not immune

from the possibility. We take more care to talk with students

about the possible dangers. We encourage them to walk in paiis at

night. Recently 911 was added to our phone system and we have

le...,eled every phone on campus with a sticker that instru n

person on how to contact security after hours in case of a

emergency.
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Students must take responsibility also. The cannot prop doors

open or take other such risks. Part of helping them NOT to do this

is through continual education without bordering on scaling them

too tech or crying wolf too often. They must know that our

campuses are a part of the world - not set apart and that they must

act with vigilance and with care. W. all must act with vigilance

and care. I thank you again for granting me this opportunity to

speak with you.

i -'4.,
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank yuu, Doctor. Let's say that from a semi-
rural campus to a urban campus, it sounds as if you both are doing
all you can to r..ake students aware of thc statistics on your indi-
vidual campuses.

Do you find your physical presence on the campus, Father, to be
helpful in regard to this issue? The campos pohcemen take their
job more seriously, for instance, when you are around?

Rev. BYRON. I'm around and I seeyou kn %. .ust I constant-
ly bump into people and questions that come up, and if there's
something Chat is just dumb, and cccasiunally you'll see dumb
things, like a propped door, you point it out, and everybody be-
comes aware ef it.

Then, you talk to people, and, of ,:Jurse, you know here in Wa:
ington, we're suffering frum problems that are off-campus, but the
projection that's out around the country that this is the murder
capItul of the world, and the other difficul ies that we have to deal
with, you talk to students and you tell them very plainly that if
you steet clear of the use, the trafficking in or anything to do with
drugs, and if you don't go uut alone at night, you've got a virtual
guarantee chat you're not going to be a victim of that kind of
crime.

But if you want to start fooling around in that kind of activity,
yuo re asking for it. But you can have those kind of conversations
in an infor,nal setting, and that's something quite different than a
memorandum going out from the president's office

Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. I obiously commend you aad your institutions IL

the positive :steps that y-Jo're taking, but I think notwithstanding
that, it's my understand.ng that we inited a number of college
presidents here today, and part of the problem is they declined to
come.

They declined to come, I would imagine, because it is not good
public relations I would imagine I am still disheart ned to hear
some of these institutions where these act: occurred that wer( told
to us by the preNious panel, that they seL m tu hae an hardened
attttude or this denial thing going on.

Heads are nodding out here in the audience, the Nictim's farm--
i.es, and the young people then ' v t b, how thet, hae had to fight
the adm listration.

I hope unit you two as being the two here befire us today will
take back to your associations and the presider+s of your associa-
tions and var, institutions that this is their r 3porsibility not
duck, and not that it's all their fault or anything, but it's their re-
sponsibility that you hae metlet's assume that you have met
itthat all higher education is going to have to meet.

This business about, "I don't want tu talk about it because it
gies Us 31 bad image,- I would in.agine the image is a lot worse, in
my mind, about Cornell, and about Tulane, t ad about Syracuse be-
cause they have deni t, than it would be if they had come for-
ward and tried to help these people today.

So, just a little word to take back to your colleges
Mr POSHARD. Thank you, Mr Coleman Mr. Goodling
Mr GUUDLING Thank you, Mr. Chairman We :specifically

Nkanted to ha. colleges P"d unnersities represented to get their

1
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response in relatior. .p to the legislation that's introduced and
how they feel it would effect them.

I must say, as my colleague, Mr. Coleman, said, I was very disap-
pointed when some of those who were invited declined to appear. I
think they would be sending a far better message to those who are
on campus if they had appeared because the students would have
again been reminded that these problems do happen, and they
would be more conscious of that possibility.

I specifically want to ask you both, does this legislationwe were
told, for : isLance, by some nc the urban universities and colleges
that this would be terrible legisl..tion for them, and that it's pick-
ing on them, zeroing in on them, et cetera.

Do either of you find this legislation too onerous for you to carry
out as leaders on your campus?

Dr. MEIUUAM. I would certainly say that particularly with some
of the suggestions that have been made, that I would certainly be
very much in support of the legislation.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
Rev. BYRON I'd say it's not onerous. We're doing everything that

the legislation would call for already with the one exception that
we don't file with the FBI, but we file it with the local law enforce-
ment jurisdiction, and you might consider that in a sense. that's
perhaps strategically a better way to go because it's in cooperation
with the local law enforcement jurisdiction that you're going to be
more effective in crime pre7ention o: crime reduction, and certain-
ty in the pursuit of perpetrators.

We've a very close relationship with not only the metropolitan
police in Washington, but also the transit police because we have a
Metro stop there, and, Mr. Good ling, it was pointed out to me that
Tulane has agreed to submit testimony for the record.

As you know, it is often impossible on relatively short notice to
be here personally. I have no idea what the problem was there, but
I was told they will submit testimony.

Mr. GOODLING. I thank you for those comments. We think that
filing both places is very, very important.

Rev BYRON. I guess the que3tion that would concern all of us,
and has been raised before, would be the definitional categories
and the Uniform Reporting.

We would be very happy to work with you throug'i, the associa-
tions or individually, and with your staff as you work these defini-
tional problems out. If it's consistent, I don't think anybody is
going to resist.

Mr. GOODLING. We want to work those out. We've been trying to
work very closely with the colleges and universities, because we
feel that it's extremely important to have on the Federal level also
all the statistics and not only have them, publish them, so that the
news does get out, and that's why I think the dual approach is
probably very good, and we'll work very closely to make sure that
everything is meaningful because the legislation is worthless if it
really doesn't do something to improve the situations on the college
campuses throughout this country.

Thank you for testifying.
DT. MERRIAM. Thank you, sir.
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Mr. GOODLING. I might add that Dr. Merriam is a constituent d
my colleaf,rue next door, Mr. Shuster, since she's just over my line,

and gets into Franklin County.
Mr. POSHARD. Well, redistricting is only a year away, Mr. Good-

ling.
[Laughter.]
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Goodling, and you're to be con-

gratulated for bringing forth what obviously is a very useful bill,
and we thank all of you again for appearing before our committee
today and for your useful testimony.

Thank you very much.
Dr. MERRIAM. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned].
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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SUMMARY

This report describes programs and policies that will enable colleges
and universities to reduce the incidence of sexual assaults on their
campuses and respond effectively to the victims of these crimes.

In a recent survey of over 6,000 students from 32 colleges across the
country, one out of every six female students reported being a victim of
rape or attempted mpe during the preceding year. One out of every
fifteen male students in the survey reported committing rape or
attempting to commit rape during that same period. Thus, it is evident
that rape and other forms of sexual =auk pose a maior threat to
college students.

When these incidents occur on college campuses, the crime is referred
to as "campus rape." Although some of the assaults are committed
by strangers, the mafority are perpetrated by someone the victim
knows, often a fellow student These non-stranger mimes are called
"acquaintoce rapes."

One of the most tragic outcomes of sexual mulls on campus is that
most victims do not seek the help they need fmm family, friends, or
authorities. A national survey of college students found that 90
percent of the victims never reported their assaults to the police.Silent
victims suffer profound and long-lasting changes in their livesthey
are affected psychologically, socially, academically, and develop-
mentally. Moreover, because most colleges are not really pmpared to
help the victims who do have the courage to come forward, these
people are often revictimized by the system to which they turned for
aid and understanding.

ibday, as more and more caePs of cImpus rape are being reported.
colleges are recognizing the criticil need to develop policies and
programs that will be responsive to this crime and its victims. There

011010110
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are makv compelling reasons for initiating programs to deal with the
rising epidemic of sexual assaults on campus. Students have difficulty
!earning in an environment where they feel unsafe. More important,
without new policies. many students will not come forward to receive
the help thPv need to recover from the profound trauma of sexual
assaults: most assailants will not be brought to justice; and the
number( nipus rapes will continue to malate.

This mport provides colleges with crucial informafion about campus
rape. It presents examples of recent soma assaults that have occurred
on college campuses across the country It describes the impact of
these crimes on the victims. It documents the prevalence and
incidence of rape and the underreporting of this crime to law
enforcement authorities. It also discusses the growing legal respon-
sibility and potential liability of colleges in sexual assault cases, as
well as the programs that some schools have implemented to respoi
to this crisis.

The report concludes with a set of recommendations regarding
specific poL ies, progams, and procedures that can be implemented to
mount an effective campaign against sexual assaults on campus.
These reconunendations are summarized below:

Develop and send to every student a written policy con-
demning rape and ocher sexual assaults and emphasizing
that these crines will no' be tolerated en campus. The
policy statement should locus on acquaintance rape. which
is particularly prevalent.

P Revise the code of student conduct to specifically prohibit
rape and other sexual assaults on campus.

Include certain victims' rights in student codes, such as the
right to have someone accompany the victim throughout
the disciplinary process; the right not to have irrelevant
past sexual history discussed; and the right to deliver a
victim impact statement or suggest an appropriate penalty
if the accused rapist is found to have violated the code of
student conduct.

vi
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1. Establish an immediate hearing procedure or informal
method to modify living arTangements in.cases where the
victim and the accused live in the same dormitory or
rousing complex.

Institute comprehensive campuswide educational pro-
grams on sexual assault to inform students, faculty, and
staff of its frequency and to teach prevention strategies.
This information should be distributed at student
orientation and faculty meetings. as well as through course
material, pamp',iets, college newspaper articles, and
special college-sponsmed programs for dormitories,
sororities, fraternities, a id campus athletic organizations.

Establish an effective program to assist the victims of
sexual assaults. The program should include:

1. Written protocols describing exactly how college staff
should respond to these cases.

2. Immediate medical treatment.

:3. Referral to free, trained therapists.

4. The services of a campus-sponsored Victim Advocate.

5. A brochure informing victims %bout sexual assault.,
and available options.

C. Extensive training for all college personnel who
might interact with sexual assault victims.

7. Proceoures for coordination with !ocal police
agencies in responding to assaults.

Adopt procedures that will encourage victims to report
sexual assaults to college staff and facilitate the gathering
of crucial information about these assaults.

-
V11
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o Disseminate detailed information regarding campus crimes
so that students; &cult% and staff will know how and when
sexual assaults are likely sto occur and can be prepaied to
take appropriate preventive steps.

o Implement security meatures that will reduce the
likelihood of sexual assaults, such as increased lighting,
safe landscaping patterns, effective dormitory security
devices, self-locking doors on residents' roums, and evening
escort services.

o Establish a task force of students, faculty, and staff that will
be responsible for reviewing crimes on campus, imple-
menting ways to prevent dangerous situations, and
providing appropriate cam for victims.

These recommendations are inexpensive, yet effective. Their
implementation can yield major benefits by providing a far safer
environment for students, faculty, and stiff; diminishing the growing
risk of civil liability faced by educational institutions in campus sexual
assault cases; and ensuring that these victimized once by an assailant
will not be victimized a second time by an unresponsive or ,nsensitive
system.

27-929 0 - 90 - 5
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Statement by
Eamon M. Kelly, Preaident of Tultne University

To be Submitted for the tecord
Subcommittee on Postsecondar, Education

March 14, 1990

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to make a statement about security on
CAM college campuses. The issue is important, complex, and one which
sometimes lends itself to misinterpretation. We ate an urban,
residential campug a, Tulane. We are committed to providing the best
security possible to our 11 _00 students, including advising the half
of our student body who li._u off-campus abou, selecting and securing
an apartmont. We rely on education, prevention, reporting and
counseling as the main weapons in our anti-crime arsenal. They are
effective ones: the campus is -.:irtua._,P zee of violent crime, and is
the safest area in the city. I'd like to outline for you, if I may,
some of the specific things we do for our students.

=CATION:

-- During orientation, security staff discuss crime and crime
prevention with our new students. They talk about specific incidents
that have happened in the past, pass out material about our crime
prevention programs, and offer suggestions on how not to be a victim.
We also sponsor a question-and-answer program for parents as part uf
orientation.

- - One Tulane staffer's primary duty is crime prevention through
education. She makes frequent visits to the residence halls to share
crime prevention tips with rdents.

- - Since many of our students choose to live off-campus after
their freshman year, we oUer a program on how to find a safe
apartment, including a handout with step-by-step guides on what to
look for -- security locks on the doors, clear view of entrances not
bloe.red by landscaping, etc. Our crime prevention officer also offers
educational programs for off-campus students.

-- We have a continuing, high-profile program to encourage people
to rtmort all incidents and suspicious activity. Efforts have incluied
"Repoit It to Stop It" stickers on all telephones, and a popular
poster of the university president as bicycle thief, designed
specifically to get community members to pay attention to the
description of suspicious ',persons.
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PREVENTION:

-- The security office is well-ataffed with professional
officers. There are 33 full-time commissioned officers, or 3.5 per
thousand students. All commissioned offir cs are academy-trained and
meet the requirements of the Louisiana Pe..ca Officer Standards of
Training.

- - Security also employs about 100 students as student marshals,
acting as additional eyes and ears for ua. They are equipped with
two-way radios for instant communication.

- - Patrol on campus is primarily by foot, rather than vehicular,
thus giving our officers greater visibility, more interaction with
members of the Tulane community, and a better grasp of what's
happening on ve--Ipus.

-- Our security office aponsors a personal escort service,
available by request.

We also have a ahuttle service to help ensure safety at night.

The campus is well-lit, with lighting checked at least once a
week. We also have emergency telephone cominently located; they are
checked twice a week. Any problems with building hardware or
landscaping are repoited daily.

-- Every year, faculty, staff and students receive a campus
walk-aboLt map, which highlights the locations of our eme,,,,,cy phones
and recommends preferred routes of travel about campus.

-- When new construction projecta are slated, the aecurity office
has an opportunity to review the plans and offer sugguations %boot
building security, alarms, lighting and landscaping.

- - Our security officers work closely will the New Orleana Police
Department, to discuas incidents occurring off-campus but in c-ose
proximity to our perimeters and to look at issues 00 mutual concern.

REPORTING AND COUNSELING:

-- All major offenses which occur on campus are reported to local
law enforcement authorities, after victims have given their consent.

- - Our reporting shows us that, in 85 percent of our
burglary/larceny cases, a student left an area or a property
unsecured. Host of our vandalism cases come from freshman students in
our residence halls.

-- A copy of each written incident report is sent to appropriate
administrative officials, and a report of incidents occurring on
campus is compiled each month a.id sent to tht president, senior
administrators, and the student media.

We offer victim assistance programs through our security
department and through other volunteer support groups on campus.
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For a campus like ours, however, the legislation under discuusion
presents some possible problems.

1) It could lead to duplication of incident reporting, since all
major crimes are already reported to law enforcement.

2) ":urruntly, our reporting system is client-based, catering to
our students. One student, for example, repotted a burglary fram a
residence hall room. When our officers investigated, two ounces of
hand lotion turned out to be missing -- but it is on our campus
reports. To change our system to match the Uniform Crime Report
fotmat, we wr'uld have to make drast r! cLanges that would make our
saourity department less *user-friendly.*

Thank lau for your consideration and for the opportunity to bring
this matetial beiore you. We would be hippy to work with you and with
representatives of other universities to share our experience and our
programs.
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IF HE W,,S A POSSIBLE WRONG-DOER,

Could you describe this man?

Accurately reporting a crime helps
prevent another one.

Tulane
CAMPUS POLICE

Emergencies
x5200 or x6777

Routine
x5381
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Mr. Chairman My name is Frank Carrington, I reside at

4530 Oceanfront Avenue, Virginia Beach, VA 23451, (804) 422-2692.

1 am an attorney at law. I present this Statement in my capacity

as Legal Counsei for Security on Campus, Inc., 618 Shoemaker Road

(#105), Gulps Mills, PA 19406, (215) 768-9330.

Briefly, by way o background, I received a Bachelor of Laws

degree from the Universit, .:',f Michigan (1960), and a Master of

Laws degree (in Criminal Law) from Northwestern University (1970).

I am a member of the Bars of the Supreme Court of the United

States, and the States of Virginia, Tllinois, Colorado and Ohio

(tne latter three being 'Out-of state, Inactive' memberships).

My practice is confined to legal isSUE6 involving the rights

and needs of victims of crime. I also serve as the Executive

Directo.- of the Victims Assistance Legal Organization, Inc. (VALOR),

Virgin a :1:-.cn, VA. and 1 am Legal Consultant to the National

Victim .e%tec, Fort Worth, TX.

: have served as a member of the President of the United

States' Task Force on Victims of Crime (1982), Lae Attorney

General of the United States' Task Force on Violent Crime (1981);

Member, then Vice Chairman, Advisory Board, National :nstitute of

Justice, United States Justice Department (1982-84), and as

Member, Vice Chairperson, and Chairperscn of 0-,e Victims Committee

of the American Bar Association (1976-current).

My books on victims legal issues include. The Victims, New

Rochelle, Arlington House t1975), School Crime and Violence.

Victims' Rights, Malibu, CA, Pepperdine University Press (1986J
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(co-author with James Rapp and George Nicholson); and, Victims'

Rights: Law and Litigation, New York, Matthew Bender Company

(1989), (co-author with James Rapp).

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this Statement is to supplament

the testimony of my clients and close frie-ds, Howard and Connie

Clery, the founders of Security on Lampus, Inc., who will be

speaking before this Honorable Subcommittee today in support of

H.R. 2344. From them you will hear of the tragic, preventable

rape, torture and murder of their daughter, Jeanne, in her dormi-

tory room ac Lehigh University in April of 1986; of the subsequent

conviction and capital sentence imposed on Jeanne's slayer, a

fellow student at Lehigh, of their lawsuit against Lehigh Univer-

sity for inter alia, failure of security on the campus and failure

to warn students of foreseeable criminal activity, which lawsuit

resulted in a settlement with Lehigh University; and, finally, of

the founding of Security on Campus, Inc. I will not reiterate

their story. Thei: own testimony will speak for itself. In order

to place my statement in perspective, I attach, as Exhibit #1 tc

this Statement, a copy of an article; "After Their Daughter Is

Murdered at College, Her Grieving Parents Mo..nt a crusade for

Campus Safety," by Ken Gross and Andrea Fine, People Weekly,

Febr ry 19, 1990, which describes the Clery's ordeal and subse-

quent crusade.

This Statement will deal with the legal and policy issues

that und_rlie the Clerys' initiatives on behalf of campus safety:

1) the instant legislation, H.R. 3344, 2) the neceaity for such

legislation, 3) how the bill's "awareness" provisions ? critical

-2.-
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to the enhancement of campus safety and security, 4) arguments

that have been advanced for and against this type of legislation

and our response thereto; 5) the current status rc litigation

being brought against colleges and universities ..ad its impct on

campus safety and security in the context of H.R. 3344.

The legislation under consideration, H.R. 3344, the Crime

Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1989, was introduced by

Congressman William F. Goodling (R.-PA) on September 26th, 1989.

H.R. 3344 is similar in language and intent to Act 73, the College

and University Se...urity Information Act, introduced by Pennsylvania

State Representative Richard T. McCiatchy, passed unanimously by

both houses of that State's Legislature, and signed into law by

Governor Robert P. Casey on May 26, 1988. Similar legislation has

passed in Florida, Tennessee and Louisiaua and has been introduced

in some form in at least 13 othe. states.

Mr. Goodling, in remarks in the Congressional Record,1

stated that he had introduced H.R. 3344 at the request of

Howard and Connie Clery, and that: "Their goal, as is the goal

of the bill that I am introducing, is to pre,ent the recurrence

of suca avo,dable tragedies (as Jeanne Clery's death).2 He

pointec out the need for awareness on the part of college students

and employees of the incidence of crime and violence on their

campuses and noted the current lack of crime and campus security

information:

We know that 80 parcent of camput, crimes are
committed by a student against another student, and
that 9f) percent lf violent crimes are alcohol or drug
related. Unfortunately, nc co-prehensive data on
campus crimes are avbilable. Less than 4 percent of

3-
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our institutions of higher education voluntarily
provide campus crime statistics through the FBI's
Uniform Crime Report-352 out of roughly 8,000 institu-
tions participating in Federal ffnancial aid programs.3

H.R. 3344 requires institutions of higher education, Ls a

precondition to receiving federal funding, to prepare, publish a.1

distribute to all current students and employees, and, upon

request, to applicants for enrollment or employment, an annual

report on statistics for the past three years of e incidence of

campus crimes (with heavy emphasis on violent crimes and drug and

alcohol abuse), and on campus security policies. Campus crime

statistics must also be reported to the FBI's Uniform Crime

Reports.4

Senator Arlen Specter (R. PA) has introduced S. 1925, iden-

tical to H.R. 3344 in the Senate, and Senator Albert Gore (D. TN)

has introduced S. 19,0 of similar import. This is indicative of

the bipartisan nature of the instant legislation.

H.R. 3344 also has a bearing on uhe Bush Administration's

Drug Free Campus initiatives. It is undisputed that about 90 to

95 percent of violent campus crimes are drug and alcohol rt!sted.

Because the bill requires reporting of statistics and establish-

ment of policies with regard to drug qn6.alcohol abuse it will

give the National Office on Drug Control Policy a statistical

picture or arrests and convictions for drug and alcohol abuse

violations which will be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of

drug and alcohol control pulicies at colleges und universities.

The Clerys were invited to the White House on September 5,

1989, for a special briefing, by the President and Mr. Bennett,
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for a group of persons who were concerned with various aspects of

the drug problem. A special White House Briefing for Security on

Campus, its members, supporters and victims (or survivors) of

campus crime is scheduled for later this Spring.

Mr. Chairman, the instant legislation, H.R. 3344 is vitally

necessary for the protection of students and others legitimately

on the premises and in the environs of our colleges and univer-

sities. This is, indeed, the central premise of the "findings"

of the Congress in Section 2 of H.R. 3344: "The Congress finds

that--(1) the reported incidence of crime on some college campuses

has steadily risen in recent years, particularly violent crimes:".

This is borne out by recent studies and compilations of

crime and security data. Si as was noted in Mr. Goodling's

introductory remarks to H.R. 3344 ir the Congressional Record,

less than 4 percent cf our colleges and universities voluntarily

provide campus crime da*a to the autt-o:ities and their students,

information ab3ut the incidence of crime and drug and alcohol

abuse institutions of higher learning must be collected from

other urces. Fortunately, such soures exist and they present

a startling picture.

On October 4, 5, and 6th, 1988, U S Today published a

comprehensive,long-overdue series, "Crime on Campus"5 which chron-

icles and analyzes the current escalation of violent criminal

offenses committed against .4tiat is rapidly becoming a new sub-

c1Pcs of victims, students, aad others, at our colleges and

universities. The series ccnulusron "The sad trutn is serious

crime is rampant."6
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Data for this series--"never before ava'lable even to the

F8I"--7 was collected through an e-haustive program of nationwide

interviews with students, security officers, campus administrators,

biculty and others knowledgeable about the ,,roblem. It documents

a dramatic rise in campus violence which puts to rest the long-

cherished notion that colleges and universities are somehow

cloistered enclaves, sanctuaries far removed from the threat of

crime chat haunts all the rest of us.

The U S A Today staristics are appalling. Violent crimes on

campuses during 1987 increased by 5 percent over the predous

years. There were:

- at least 31 homicides
- more than 1600 armed robberies
- '3,000-plus physical assaults
- and 600 reported rapes. (The general consensus

among criminal justice statisticians is that only
one rape in ten is reported to che authorities,
which would bring the true figurg for chat crime
into the neighborhood of 6,000.)°

In addition, U S A Today reported that there were 22,170

burglaries and 144,717 thefts.4 The burglary numbers have their

own significance for ConTiLe and Howard Clery, their daughter was

murdered in her dormitory room by a burglar who killed her because

ee might be able to recognize him. Interestingly, U S A Today

notes tnat ratios oi crime statistics vary little among campuses

in cities, suburbs or small towns.

In January of 1990, the Center for the Study and Prevention

of Campus Violence at Towson State University, Towson, Maryland

reported the results of an extremely comprehensive study, just

-6-
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completed, on the relationship between campus crime and alcohol

and drug abuse. Two thousand college students, nationwide, were

interviewed. Regarding cadpus crime generally 36 percent of the

respaxknts er one in three) ieported that they had been a

victim sometime during their uni/ersit; exptrience.11 The Report

notes that, for the 3-year period 1986, 1987, 1988, 80 percent of

all campus violence was perpetrated by students.12

Focusing on sexual assault alone, a study published in April

of 1987 in the Journal of Consulting and Clinical 2sychology re-

ported that of 3,187 college women surveyed, 28 percent had been

victims of rape or attempted rape since age 14, many of which

involved the use of drugs or alcohol by the perpetrator to lowti

the victims resistance.13

These are but a few examples of the undeniable fact that

college and university campuses are increasingly dangerous places

for people to be. Equally undeniable is the fact that college

students who are unaware of the danger of criminal harm on a given

campus are, by definition, more vulnerable than those who are

aware and able to take self-protective measures.

This point is plicitly recognized in che "findings" of

H.R. 3344: "The Congress finds that--(5) students and employees

of institutions of higher education should be aware of the occur

rence of crime on campus and policies and procedures to prevent

crime or to report occvrrences of crime."

Mr. Chairman, my clients, 4oward and Connie Clery, did not

embark on their crusAe to prevent recurrences of Jeanne's tragic

death with a motivation to cause unnecessary paper work or expense

to college and u..versity administrations. They are doing what

-7-
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they are doing in order to save lives and to reduce where possible

student victimization at the hands of violent criminals.

rationale is st-raight-forward. "Forewarned is forearmed."

Connie Clery expressed this when interviewed by the Washington

Post, in April of 1988, about the campus security initiatives that

she and Howard were spearheading. In the resultant article,

"Crime on the Campus: How Safe are Students/", written while the

Clery's lawsuit against Lehigh University was still pending, the

interviewer, Ms. Debbie Goldberg, wrote abcp.t a mother's reflec-

tion on her daughter's death:

Jeanne Clery's murderer got into her dormitory
because several entry doors were propped open with
tissues, and her own room door was unlocked, Connie
Clery said. But she holds Lehigh accountable for ht.,
daughter's death, saying the university didn't warn
students about potential danger and didn't try to
alleviate the known problem of propped doors.

"If the students are not forewarned, how can
they be forearmed" Connie Clery asks. Jeanne and
her roommate, she said, "felt they were in a very
idyllic situation. If they knew that there was a
dangerous person on campus, or dangerous incidents,
I think they would have taken care tto lock their
oor)."14

Two of the nations foremost experts on campus security have

echoed the Clery's contention that awareness f danger is the

cornerstone of campus safety and security. Both are former

Presidents of campis security's professional association the

International Association of -ylls Law Enforcement Administrators

(IACLEA).

Asa Boynton, Director of Puhlic Safety of the University of

Georgia phrased the issue succinctly in the U S A Today series

-a--
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"Crtme on Campus," noted above. "How is the student going to

avoid the rapist if she doesn't ..:,ow the rapist is out there?"15

Mr. Arnold Trujillo( Director of Se,Jrity at the University

of Colorado was Prvsident of IACLEA while U 3 A Today was preparing

the "Crime on Campus" series. In an in dep.h interview he was

asked about the crime awareness factor:

U S A Today: Pennsylvania passed a reporting
law that will take effect in November. Do you
think it is a good law?

TRUJILLO: Yes, it is because it states that
it will address the crime trend on a particular
campus. It will also alert the campus community
as to what occurred on their campus the last year,
and hopefully it will educate people that they
should take precautions when they arri-e on campus.

U S A Today: Would you support a federal law
to require colleges to disrlsz.c crime statistics?

TRUJILLO: I would support it, and I think
most of my colleagues would also support it. It
would assist us in reporting what is actually hap-
ptning on college campuses, and it would enhance
the crime-prevention movement on our campuses.
(Emphasis supplied.)16

The suggestion that there Is a correle-ion between awareness

of danger and p-(vention of victimization is borne out in practice.

As one example, consider ,he University of Washington at Seattle.

An annual report on crime statistics is published in the stujent

newspaper The Daily of the University of Washington. The report

lists all crimes for the past eight years. It deals with the

crime picture forthrightl), expressing satisfaction that felonies

against the person decreased, while repor-ing factually on two

homicides (the first in eight years) caused by an illt i alien.

The :-tport is simple and was proly printed at little or no cost

to the university.

-9-
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The University of Washington Police Department goes further,

however, and publiales Student Follies A Cam us Newletter Con-

cerning Crimes and Crime Prevention on Campus. This publication

reported to the students that,
in 1989, violent crimes (murder,

rape, robbery and aggravated
assault) decreased by over 50 percent,

and "...much of the credit goes to the Immunity's increased

awareness of crime." Copies of these two Reports are attached

hereto as Exhibit #2.

In addition to the pure
common sens, embodied in the "Fore-

warned is forearmed"
rationale, we submit the.- the experience of

the University of Washington--crime awareness equals crime preven-

tion--which can and should, be duplicated on thousands o. college

campuses nationwide, is the clearest and most significant

evidence of the absolute necessity for the passage of H.R. 3344.

Further on the "forewarned"
issue, H.R. 3344 contains another

provision of extreme importAnce.
This is in Sec. 3 (e)(2):

Each institution participating in any program
under this title shall make interim reports on
crimes described in paragraph (1)(E) that are re-ported to campus security or local law enforcement
authorities. Such report hall be distributed
through appropriate publications and media to
students and employees in a manner that is timely
and that will aid in the prevention of similar
occurrences.

,
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This provision takes the awareness concept once step further.

Annual reporting will give students a much-needed overall picture

of campus crime and forearms them to take the necessary general

precautions for their own protection (e.g. avoiding certain areas

at night, travelling with others, using escort services, lockilig

doors, etc.). The interim reports deal with specific areas of

danger which may arise from time to :ime and whic1, are reporud

to campus security. This very reasonabl,; requirement simply calls

for supplemental forewarning as it becomes necessary.

A case decided by the Supreme Court of California in 1984

demonstrates the importance of interim warnings. Peterson v.

San Francisco Community College District, 685 P.2d 1193 (Cal. 1984).

The court stated the facts:

On April 25, 1978, plaintiff, a student at City
College of San Francisco, was assaulted while
ascending a stairway in the school's parking lot.
An unidentified male jumped from behind "unreason-
ably thick and untrimmed foliage and trees" which
adjoined the stairway and attempted to rape her.
The assailant used a modus operandi which was
similar to that used in previous attacks on the
same stairway.

The defendants were aware that other :s

of a similar nature had occurred in that area and
had taken steps to protect students who user' the
parking lot and stairway. Plaintiff relie ln

this increased protection.

Plaintiff had been issued a parking permit
by the college in return for a fee. Defendants

nor publicize the prior incidents or in any
way warn the plainLiff that she was in danger of
being attackec; ,11 that area of campus. Plaintiff
sustained phy6ical and emotional injuries and
econom_c loss as a resultof the assault.

The court, in a unanimous decision, held that the Community

College District could be held liable for failure to warn of

dangerous condlt1ot.s. The language in %.111ch rhat hclding was

a
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couched is instructive for all involved: potential campus crime

victims, administrators and, in the instant case, for legislators

considering questions of campus security and security personnel,

The essence of the courts holding is that:

In the closed environment of a school campus
where students pay tuition and other fees in
exchange for using the facilities, where they
spend a significant portion of their time and may
in fact live, they can reasonably expect that the
premises will be free from physical defects and
that school authorities will also exercise reason-
able care to keep the campus free from conditions
which increase the risk of crime.

*

Plaintiff was lawfully on the campus and was
attacked in broad daylight in a place where school
officials knew she and others as well as the
assailant might be- Further, the warnings sought
here would not result in preventing the students
from using the campus or its facilities, only in
alerting them to unknown dangers and encouraging
them to exercise more caution.

An exmination of the policies discussed in
Rowland v. Christian, supra, 69 Ca1.2d 108, 70
Cal. Rptr. 97, 443 P.2d 561, and other cases com-
pels the conclusion that the defendants did in
fact owe the plaintiff a duty of care. First,
the allegations, if proved, suggest that harm to
the plaintiff was clearly foreseeable. In light
of the alleged prior similar incidents in the same
area, the defendants were on notice that any
woman who might use the stairs or the parking lot
would be a potential target. Secondly, it is un-
disputed that plaintiff suffered injury. Third,
given that the de endants were in control of tne
premises and that they were aware of the prior
assaults, it is clear that failure to apprise
students of those incidents, to trim the foliage,
or to take other protective measures closely
connects the defendants' conduct with plaintiff's
injury. These factors, if established, also indi-
cate that there is moral blame attached the
defendants failure to take steps to avert the
foreseeable harm. Imposing a duty_under these
circumstances also turthers the_policy of pre-.
ven ng faure harm. Finally, th duty t re does
not pface an intolerable burden on the d .endants.
(Emphasis supplied.)18
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This statement, from one of the most prestigious courts in

the country, precisely aums up the points ve have made above with

regard to the "awareness principle. It also raises another

major issue in the debate over campus safety and crime informa-

tion legislation, one of particular importance to college adminis-

trators: legislatite requirements the:. tudents be warned uf

dangerous conditions on campus, if complied with, can materially

assist in avoiding tte kind of liability that was mandated in the

Peterson case.

The court's emphasis on the fact that the defendant college

failed to warn of known dangers, which caused liability, carries

with it an explicit correlary that, if ctie campus authorities had

warneri the student body of the prior crimes in the area, and of

the consequent danger in that parking lot, there is the greatest

likelihood that no liability would have been found to exist.

Assume that H.R. 3344 had been in effect during the time that

che events in the Pe,._rson case transpired. Assume further that

the college authorities, complying with the interim report provi-

sion quoted above, had made timely warning to the student body"...

distributed th ough appropriate publications and mic.ia to students

and c-mployer.s..." As a victims' rights attorney, I sC,mit that

the Califot.ta Supreme Court 'and, by implication, other courts)

would have ruled precisel, the opposite to the way it did in

Peterson, and wou'd not have held the Community College liatle.

I (an envision tn court saying something to this effect "This

was a dangerous area, the college knew it was a dangerous area,

the law required the college to take reasonable steps to warr

-13-
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s.udents and employees; the college did warn students and

employees; what more could we Jemand that the campus officials

do?"; No liability.

Gen rally speaking, the law holds that when persons and

institutions are required by law to take steps for the protection

of a certain class of persons a, i sJch steps are, in fast, taken

in reasonable good faith, then those required to so act will not

be held liable if someone in the protected class is injured des-

pite the precautions taken. Thus, requirements such as the

"interim reports" in H.R. 3344 can serve as guidelines not only

for the prevention of student victimization, but also, sic.;nifi-

cantly from the viewpoint cf campus administrators, as gidelines

for the prevention of liability. (A subsequent section of this

SCatement will discuss in more detail the issue of college and

university liability for failure to protect and failure t) warn

in the context of legislation such as H.R. 334.

Mr. Chairman, as counsel to the Clerys, . have worked with

them for the past twc years in their efforts to secure passage by

the Congress and Lhe legislatures of the Several States of the

kind of crime awareness and campus security legislation that is

embodied in H.R. 33t.4. Di.ring that period we have advanced a

number of reasons in favor of such legislation, and we have been

confronted witb a number of opiections, or a least questions, that

have arisen over tne same legislat on. I wi) l br'efly summarize

our po. ition and our response to objections and questions.

Our position that this legislation has the pot.ntial to save

lives and protect the safety of students across the cowitry has

-14-
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been developed above and needs no further elaboration. Other

benefits . H.R. 3344-type legislation include'

1. Reporting will force college administrators to come to grips

with the problem of campus crime, and drug and alcohol abuse.

This is imporcant because in any situation it is necessary for

responsible parties to recognize that there is a problem before

anything constrJctive can be done about it.

2. Security policy and crime statistics reporting requirements

will assist schools in their long-range planning of ways and means

to deal with campus violence. They will also he of assistance

with regard to the making of informed judgmerts about effec-

tiveness of on-going campus security programs and p ds.

3. Reporting by all scnool.s (receiving federal assis:ance) will

create a nationwide uniformity of statistical knowledge about

campus crime, as opposed to the ourrenc syz- .neTeL some schools

report while the majority do --'

4. Reporting crime statistius and security can create a bond

among college administrators and the students. For example,

colleges in Pennsylvania, woere the first "Clery law" was passed,

have devised and disseminated brochures fur distribution, per the

Pennsylvania Act, that preseat not only the -aw statistics of

campus crime, but, in additicn, excellent explane.ions of security

policies and procedures. These br, hures describe how manimum

efforts are being made to ensure safety and solicit the coopera-

tion of all on the cempus to work for the common goai of security

and safety. We submit that these initiatives on tb ?art of the

-15-
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colleges can only impress the students with the sincerity of the

administraions efforts and engender a desire on the students'

part to respond in kind.

A copy of one exemplary brochure, published by the Thomas

Jefferson University of Philadelphia, PA, (together with a trans-

mittal letter to the Clerys from Dr. Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr., Presi-

dent of Thomas Jefferson Universityi, is attached as Exhibit #3.

The most common objections to H.R. 3344-type legislation,

and our responses to them, are as follows:

1. The Cost of Assembling_and Distributing Crime Statistics and

Campus :2ecurity Policy Information Will Be Prohibitive.

Resporse, First, any campus whose security agency or depart-

ment is not already collecting statistical information in the form

of daily logs (or similar records) does not have a "security

system" at all. Most, if not all, campus security departmerts

keep such records, and it does not create an enormous finarcial

burden to tabulate the information for reporting purposes.

Second, evidence so far does not indicate that cispropo.-

tionate costs will necessarily accompany the requiremer.ts of

H.R. 3344 and similar legislation.

Dr. Lewis W. Bluemle, JR., President of Thomas Jefferson

College in Philadelphia, whose campus security brochure is

attached hereto as Exhibit #3 wrote tu the Clerys about the cost

of the brochure:

27-929 0 - 90 6
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The cost for publishing this document was
approximately $8,500 which included printing 15,000
copies, photographs, typesetting, and design. Other
institutions could approximate their individual
costs based on their population.

When it is considered that we are measuring dollars and cents

costs against the possibility, even probability, of death or

great bodily injury of students, this does not appear to be a

prohibitive amount. This is particularly true when the cost is

also compared to the amounts now being spent for schools self-

promotional materia:s: catalogues, handbooks, schedules,

brochures, and so on.

2. Crime Statistics are Misl_ading Because There Is a Tendency_to

Compare Schools and Statist s Do Not Lend Them:elves to Comparison.

Response: Statistics . a vacuum may not lend themselves to

comparisons; however, the objection presupposes that parencs,

prospective students and other interested parties will make

invidious comparisons based on statistics alone without seeking

further information. This is highly unlikely. Anyone who has

sufficient intelligence to be accepted by a college (or to ae

able to kiford to send a child to college) will almost assuredly

have enough common sense to request clarification of any questions

based on statistical data. Indeed, Lehigh University, in complying

with the Pennsy.vania Act' provision requiring colleges to furnish

crime !tatistics to prosp ctive students on request, replies to

each person so requesting with a forn letter explaining that.

"Raw data, such as those provided in the UCR, need to be viewed

in perspective." -he letter then goes on to explain how, in
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Lehigh's opinion, such data should be viewed. A copy of Lehigh

University's form letter is attached hereto as Exhibit #4.

When the concept of H.R. 3344-type legislation first appeared

on f-:ie Academic s-..ene, there were fears that the reporting of raw

statictics would "scare off" some stud,?nts. This apparently has

not come to pass. A New York Times article, "Drive for Data on

Campus Crime Is Pressed," appearing in November of 1989, describes

the Pennsylvania law and concludes:

What does seem to be c 1r in interviews with
campus officials in Pennsylvdnia is that the legis-
lation has not frightened off prospective students,
which was feared.19

Finally, the fact that 80 percent of violent campus crimes are

committed by students themselves would lead to a "levelling off"

of statistical crime rates, by college, that might otherwise be

misleading.

3. Reporting Raw Crime Statistkcs to the FBI or State Authorities

Ts All That Should_Be Re,ired of Colleges --d flniversities.

Respsnse. This is basically an objection to requirements for

publishing ari disseminat.ng crime statistics and campus securicy

policies to current and prospective students and employees. A

campus security representative from a sCate university in Mary-

land testified that his school reported to the FBI Uniform Crine

Reports and that students could thus look up crime in -mation for

themselves.

This defeats the entire purpose of the legislAtion and its

prevention-through-awareness effect. H.R. 3344 and similar legis-

lation is premised on the fact that schools have a duty to furnish

sufficient information About crime and security so that students

and others can take appropriate self-protective action. Students
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should not be required to go and 'research' their own

safety.

4. It Is Unfair To Require Schools To Publish "Negative

Information" About Themselves.

Response: In our consumer-oriented society 'full disclosure"

has become the rule rather than the exception. There is hardly

another type of institution or business in the country that is

not required to publish or furnish information about potentially

unsafe conditions, hazardous locations and equi,ment, etc. Label-

ling has reached a point where hazards and side-effects of many

products must be prominently displayed on packages. As was noted

above, colleges and universities are no longer protected

"sanctuaries." Crime has come to the campus with a vengeance,

and its dangers should be report._ to its 'consumers" just as

elsewhere.

Additionally, attention is directed to Exhibit #3 appended

to this Statement, the campus securit/ brochures of a

Pennsylvania university. These brochures are not in the least

"negative." They legitimately emphasize the protective steps

being taken by their security departments, solicit students'

cooperation in maintaining secure campuses, and overall present a

very positive image.

S. Requiremants of H.R. 3344-type Legislation d1l Increase The

Numbers of Lawsuits Against Colleges and Universities and Will Be

Grounds lo: Increased Liability.

Response. Culiege and university administrators ana their

legal counsel are gravely concerned about lawsuits against their
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Supreme Court case, Peterson v. San Francisco Community College

District, noted above, is only one example of successful litiga-

tion against postsecondary schools for failure to warn, or for

some other aspect of failure to prevent crime and to protect

students.

U S A Today's "Crime on Campus" series cited fears expressed by

officials of and legal counsel for the American Counsel on

Education:

Colleges have a "duty to warn" students about
the dangers on their campuses and it could be
expensive if they fail, says Sheldon Steinbach,
lawyers for the American Council on Education.

Courts have issued "a pretty clear legal
mandate," he says, that colleges must inform
students about campus crime and where it is likely
to happen.

"There is a con...urrent re,,ponsiblity on students
to exercise reasonabie care for the own protection,"
says ACE's Steinbach.

ACE President Robert Atwell says some "very
scary cases" have held college officials Liable
for attacks on uninformed students. In a letter to
college presidents, Atwell says the most important
development in Olose cases is "the concept of a
duty to warn."20

Lawsuits of this 4,nd are increasing in number and in the

size of awards. Security on Campus, Inc., founoed by Connie and

Howard Clery after their daoter's murder, maintains the only

database in the culntry devoted specIfiLally and exclusively tu

litigation by victims of campus violence, drug and alcohol abuse,

or other criminal injury related to college and university life.

The datahase pro.pct, whL-11 ,<ept current )r a weekly bosis,
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consults with roughly 25 campus crime victims, and their lawyers

per month. Case law and other information from the database is

made available co anyone with a legitimate interest in campus

safety and security 21

In recent years, state supreme and appellate courts, and

federal courts have found colleges and universities liable for:

failure to warn (California)22, failure to supervise (Arizonan,

Florida24), failure of security in housing (New York)25; failure

of security on campus grounds (Massachsetts 26, Michig,an27;

Ohio28), alcohol related offenses (Pennsy,vania 29; New Mexico30),

and employment-related cases (louisiana31). Trial court cases

which are not appealed or which are settled before trial (like

the Clery's ease), are, of ourse, far mere numerous than casec

such as tho'2 noted ab.,.e, whieh have reached the appellate courts

level.32

Imus, colleges and universities have good reason to be

worried about civil liability, however, the assumption thai the

enactnt of H.P. 3344-type legislation would suddenly lead to a

deluge 4 las- ' and increased grounds fur liability is without

foundat on. Indeed, cf, nuted above, crime awareness and car,ous

security legislation may even assist in the psevention of liability

by 1.1 making administrators ard security officials more aware

of the fact that ,-iime preventicn and liability prevention go

hand in hand, 2) maki,', tudents ard others on campus mcre aware

of danger so that they can pr.:teet themselves, and, 3) in in-

sttnces sich a, the " -terim rerorts ni dang!r" relui-ements, or
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the mandating of drug, alcohol, and weapons abuse policies, giving

the campus officials specific guidelines which, if followed in

good faith, would constitute a defense to allegations of failure

to warn or failure to provide security.

Reporting requirements ,an cause an increase in potential

only if I) such requirements are wilfully ignored, 2) security

is promised, per the requirements, with no intention ot following

through on such promises, 3) defendarts eng_ge in cover-ups or

attempt to conceal their own misooing. In all other instances

liability will be determined whether or not the fficials were

operating under a statutory mandate such as H.R. 3344.

Consider this in the cuntext of the Peterson case described

above. The college was found liable failing to warn the sexual

assault victim of the dangers in that particular parking lot.

Liability was based on common law negligence p.inciples: I) a

duty to warn, 2) a breach of that duty, 3) which proximately

caused the injury. If a H.R. 3344-type statute had been in effect

liability might have been based on the same Ccmmon law negligence

principles, or on the breach or a statute, )r both, but the fact

that there was a statute woulu not have created liability in a

situation where there would have been no liability without the

statute.

Note also that thc Interim reportS section of H.R. 3344 re-

quires that prior ,lulations must have been reported to security

officials before the requirement becomes operativv. Continuing

with the Peterson examOe hnoeully sun,- reporting to sncul-ity
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ald have triggered a warning to the students who would then

have stayed away from that particular area for travelled with

others while in ,.he areal so that the injury and consequent

liability in tne Peterson case need not have occurred.

Perhaps it is worth stating one more time that the bedrock

purpose of ILA. 3344 is to prevent victimization through awareness

of danger wherever and whenever possible. This will, by defini-

tion, prevent civil liability land the unfaiorable and unwa,ited

publicity such as was generated by the Clery case) which will

make the jobs of campus administrators and security officials,

and their isial counsel and defense torneys all that much easier.

Mr. Chairman, On behalf of my clients and myself, I respect-

fully urge the passage of H.R. 3344.

Respectfully submitted,

ank Carring on
Attorney at Law
Counscl for Security on Campus

k
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company, bepn by preps:mg a question
nue for parents and prospettive stu
dents Weave to schools. It requests mkt
motion on campin-ctim4 tuts. security
precedents. dormitory path. alarm and
lock swam drug and alcohol policies
and more 'Seri xrcent the cnmes
ccommed on eellete campuses are cora
nutted by students.' saysHoward.
"Schoch have got to do some:Jung."

So far. mom than 150403 reques.3 For
Otry's questionnaire have been received
at the Secunty on Campus headquinen
in GuIgh Mins. Pa- The organualmn.
which has three paid staff members and
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STUDENT FOLLIES
A Comp= Newsletter Concerning Crimes and Crime Prevention on C January 1990

1989 Crime Statistics

Statistics from 1989 show a
significant drop in the overall
number of incidents. This h the
se n a row that we've
had a dee . This is very encour-
aging and much of the credit goes
to the community's increased
awaturnisRcrime, In 1990,
Continue to stay intoemsel show
szkac. It vTherro na_ll_tedsstedor

ilof.utizholi.mansIzariclithe
University. If you are usterested us
the comkte crime statistics. call
t.agi 541933lior write to thuver.
siry Police,Crune Prevenuon Unit

[ HE-10.

POLICE BEAT
Perwavr Lowe on

Report all suspicious persons
by calling 911.
oily informed about cram us
your work sreas as well as tr,
your neightomood.
Read the POLICE BEAT.

1989 Crime Statistics \v.

In reviewing tbe 1989 crime
statistics, it was pleasant to find
that the number of overall inci-
dents had declined from 1,271 in
1988 to 1,103 in 1989. Violent
crimes also fell by over 50%
(violent crimes include mutter.
rape, robbery. and a ggravamd
assault). Dming 1988, 37 total
violent crimes wme reported, 18
were reponed for 1989. Though
the numbers may seem small, they
arc significant because of the se-
verity of the crimes.

The total number of thefts
dropped from 885 to 793. This is
alto encouraging but leaves mom
kr Improvement. We need to
continue tusking life difficult for
thieves who care to our campus.
'Ms can be accomplished by cell-
ing about sumicious persons and
eliminating oppvnunities for
thieves by locking up our prop-
erty.

For Emergencies
call 911 or 9-911
Rom c-nipus

hones.

UW POI= Dryt Ovne Prereocon Unit. 1117 NE Boat Si.. Staide, Ws 93105 HE 10. 543-9333
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Tnomas
Jefferson
University

January 12. :990

Mr. an! Mrs Howard Clery
618 Shoema er Road
Gulph Mills, PA 19146

Dear Mr & Mrs Clery.

S
Otke Of the P7466:764 PA POW
ortuient 215 926 6617

Understanding the importance of House Bill *1900 Moines
Jefferson University supports your efforts regarding this legislation

Enclosed is a brochure describing a number of our Security
Depsrtment's policies and progr...ms designed to help ensure the safety of
Jefferson's population You may use this brochure as a model to assist
you in your efforts.

The cost for orblishing this document was approximately $8,500
which included printing 15,000 copse:, photographs, typesetting, and
design Other institutions could approximate their individual costs based
on their population.

We applaud your successful efforts in seeking a safe campus
environment for all students and employees throughout the nation You
may be assured of our continuing assistance in your ongoing work

LWE/gr
Enclosure

6,01 tOlu

Sincerely,

fr)(1AAMi&OlrLewis W. Bluemle, Jr.. MD
President

con. 1 *flys, ,hs.yesity .0$4,4 CON% of Co.duatt Shocks Cofnt o A..0..81%540,1.

J. t') .1)
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Security at your service
Jefferson places a high priority on your personal
safety That is why our security department is
well-traincd, well-staffed and Is supported by
statto(he-art security technology

While on the Jefferson campus as an employee.
faculty member, student. patient or visitor you
can be assured that our security department
as working to kzep you safe

Jefferson's security
department is welt-
trained, well-stsffed
and is supported
by state-of-tbe-ert
security technology.

Organized under ihe Lniversiry s vice president
for administration and finance the Jefferson
security department is staffed by 104 individ-
uals These ro(essionas either have extensive
training and expe-ence 13 police officers Or

"Maw

have been trained under State Act tiegssla-
son that defines the training and responsibilities
of pnvate security officers) To become Act 235
r,mtified, offfixra receive 40 hours of training In
addition, they receive abotit 150 hours of recruit
and in-service training and have opportunities
for additional optional training

Jefferson Security SteLlAtz

Administration
Supennsion
Investigators
Officers - Other Poxs/Building Patrols

Thud

9
12

6

104

Our security department works closely with
the officers of the Philadelphia Police Depart-
ment In addition to extensive patrols, the
department offers a variety of preventive
programs

Percenzase of Securft)Assfsnments
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Our population
During 19e8, Jefferson admitted 24,000 patients,
arid provided services over 700,000 Ines for
patients who were not admitted. It had 889
graduate medical students, 123 graduate Ph D.
On dents and enrolled 707 undergraduates. About
695 individuals live in on-campua housing In the
Orlowitz. Buringer or Martin buildings In
addition, Jefferson employs 6,736 MI-time
employees in its administrative, patient care,
academic and research programs. In 19H8, the
Jeffesson campus hosted over 1 millk visitors
including sales representatives and vendors

Our statistics
07Ith so many individuals passing through our
-ampus every day, it is no surprise that occasion-
ally we Stave incidents that require our security
department's experise. In keeping with a new,
state-wide program on uniform reports, we are
now publishing information related to the Ind-
Jents. These categories are for your use in
ccmpartng Jefferson data that of other
institutions.

Ti )

1988 1987 1986

Burglary 1 1
Robbery 0 3
Arson 0 I
Other Ma;cr Crimes

(Rape, Homicide, Etc.) 0 0
Minor Azsult 6
Administrative/Physician

Office Thefts 42 60
Patica Rom/Emergency

Rccm The Pis 76 39
Other Ctmpui Thefts 61 66
Residence Hal Thefts/

TresPessin3 9 4
Trespassing 60 56
Off-campus incidents 13 9
MLnor Assault,/

Discrdely Conduct 6 5
Bomb Threats, Elf 0 1

Vandalism 3 2

Peek:Mart (Estiel MAI)
By &Jai:Meg

1988

Hospital Bulbs Des
5ccutity incidems

per Ir0 nrol Vlso 7.8

/987 1986

1.800,0e0 11:0,0e0

9(1 8 7

1,sitverxIty Admin./
Anodemk Mkt" 1.300,000 1.150.000 1,200.000

set onq Int Kiel*.
per 1000(11 ' ...a. 7 6 6

sectincy irkxklm.

) 5 7 4,

ltoldencr Halts 456,000 436.000 536,600
tionly IntInkw
per Wm) e.41. 1 I 0 o

coax Ira Wm,
fro Nodrni,

0 3 c
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On Campus Housing
On-campus housing is in single or double occu-
pancy residence hall rooms (Martin). or efficiency
1. 2, or 3 bedroom apartment.s (Orlowitz and
Bamnger) All hous.ng is available to under-
graduate/graduate or mamed/single students
Although the -esidence hall is co-ed, individual
floc ,. lre not.

Any reque.ts for a change of housing are made
through the Housing Office and are assessed on
the basis of neeu Bec-use of Jefferson's concen-
tracon of graduate programs, and the fact that a
portion of our residence halls are made available
for families of hospital patients, there are no
seasons when housing occupancy is um.. ,ly low

Jefferson maintains a ,,ariety of programs and
policies to help ensure the safety of our resit' ,nts
They include

24 hour a day front-desk staffing.
requinng Photo Ith. ,ufication Badges
for access

Automated front and fire door
locking devices which prevent
unauthorized entry, but allow
safe, easy exit in case of a fire

Seminars on personal protection
and -,fety procedures

Off-campus hcusing is offered through a referral
list, but we do not inspect or secure these units

Jefferson maintains
a variety of programs
and policies to help
encure the safety of
our residents.

.i '.., .
i il



Itealernber the *toothy choperunent
roods your help to perform He work
effectively,

Our policies
Various polides are established for .he safety of
everyone on ow campus They ate summarized
here with the full ten available In the security
drparunent.

ACCC*0 tojeffersou MI employees, students
or regular visiton to the campus are required to
wear a photo Identification badge while on cam
pus. Security officers regularly check for oils
Identification at buikling ent:ances and around
campus

Sale or Use of Illegal Drugs Jefferson complies
with all feckral and state law. which prohibit
the use, possession and sale of illegal drugs
The Unive .dty will not shield any student,
faculty member, employee, patient or visit,
from action by civil authorities

Bak or Use of Akoholic Beverages Jefferson
complies with all fede.al and state laws which
tegulate the sale and use of alcohol The
University neither condones. nor shiekis from
prosecution. a../ Individual found in violation
of the Pennsylvania liquor control la-ds The
University does provide alcoh ' beverages
on campus, for certain events

Weapons No student, employee, patient, visitor
Or faculty member is allowed to carry a lethal
weapon, white on Jefferson property This
includes the storage Or trallSpon Of such weap-
ons by residents of campus housing Although
secunty officers are trained in the use of fire
arms, they sto not carry them

Crime Reporting and Arrest Procedures
Every Jefferson employee, student, faculty mern
bet, patient or nsitor who observes a security
Incident or pro stem should notify the secunty
department Ju dial 928-8888 at any time to
make a report A special, confidential number
9253678 can be used, if It is not an emergency
situa.mn

168

The secunty department is charged with the
responsibility for apprehension, follow-up and
resolution of any Incident, under the authority of
the re pectIve oivistorial University official, In-
cluding University Counsel. Any Incident occur
ring off-campus or requiring an arrest will be
traasferred to the iuritIcticm of the Philadelphia
Police, and reported in the annual uniform crime
rrdort

If you see a problem or need 'subsume.
speak directly to a uniformed officer on
campus. You car. also reach our ofnCeP
24 hours a day by calling "11-8888. For
additional Information 0. d you have any
questions. cut the dlr.tor of security at,
928-7940.

Const.vhoWN IMMO% maiinon AV* 40 memos
wir oksis otrrent On both mothvon.,4 Ulna

This newsletter Li provided in compliance with House CU! .15:00 (Clery Legislation)
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Lehigh University

Vnt,t,100 Ctse 10
&WA*, P.4,,,y1ronal IlOIS

11 IS) ISA 4156

Data

Pear

I am writing in response to vou recent request fvr Crime statisticsat Lehigh University. The enelossd tabl. Contains a statistical summary ofcrimes over the past three years. In reviewing this information you should
understand hov the statistics are compiled and how to interpret the dataprase ted.

Lehigh police have repotted criminal activity on campus tn the
Pennsylvania State Police since 1981, according to the guidelines
established for the Uniform Cri'i Report (OCR,. As a matter of policy.
Lehigh generat,s such reports tor police purposes, not public relations
purposes and thereto,* the categories and definitions used are those used'ny law enforcement agencies.

Raw data, such as those provided in tha UCR, need to be viewed inperspective. An increase in reports nt certain type may be reflective of
an actual inc ease in the problem and yet it may also represent inernased
awareness and/os effectiveness by the campum police. uhen comparing UCR
data among college campuses, one must aiso consider whather the carpna
employs police officers with full arrest powers or merely security gcards.
At Lehigh, our campus pollee have full police tra'ning and Authority.

A review of the table show that the most common problems over the
past three years at Lehigh have been theft and vandalism. In 1988 andagain in 1989, offensee involving the abii.e of alcohol, reflecting our
increased effort to combat undetage drinking, constitute a third general
category. These three ttegories combined account for over two-thirds of
the crimus reported during the past two years.

If you have question* about campus safety in general or the statistics
provided with this letter, I would welcome inquiries either by telephone ocmail.

Sincerely,

Joha O. S:eaton
Asst. V.P. for Student Affairs

rneict,;(0
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WILSON COLLEGE, located on 270 acras in Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania, has an enrollment of approximately 665
full-time and part-time students. Residents number
between 120 and 145. The College has 33 flill-time and
24 part-time faculty members with a sup staff of
114 _embers full-time and 20 part-time. belief in
the Honor Principle of Wilson College by the ent.re
College community helps to promote safety and sr,curity
on the campus.

SECURITY DEPARTMENT

Policies and Procedures

The Wilson College Security Department maintains
security coverage 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Contact with department personnel is by way of the
switchboard which is open 16 hours a day on a normal
basis and 24 hours if necessary. When the switchboard
is closed, Security can be reached through a 24-hour
telephone r mLer. Resident Advisors have radio contmct
in the evening and during emergencies. Security checks
the campus on foot and in mobile patrols. All outside
doors of the dormitories are locked at night by
Security, checked by House Presidents, then rechecked
by Security. Members of the Security Department do not
enter the dorms unless requested to do so by the
students. Outside areas around the campus are well
lighted and consideration is given tc security with
regard to planting and trimming shrubs and trees.

An Mmergency Contingency Plan is distribute by the
Director of Operations to all members cr! the Wilson
College community. The Plan lists both procedures and
telephone numbers of persons to contact.

Personnel

The Security Department cons 3ts of six officers, two
of whom are certified with full arrest powers.
Security checks by both SCate Police and the FBI are
done on all new officers. They receive on-the-job
training and, after one year in the Department, are
given required training in the use of lethal weapons
(Act 235). The Department maintains good working
relations with both the Chambersburg Police Department
and the Pennsylvania State Police. The Chambersburg
Police Department is called for assistance on
investigation of crimes and criminal information is
exchanged as required.

1
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All incident reports are kept on file ir the Security
Office. Chambersburg Borough and State Volice receive
copies of reports when they assist Wilson Security in
the incident.

The Security Department conducts a workshop for
Resident Advisors and House Presidents during the first
week of classes to present and update security
information. House Presidents conduct house meetings,
especially during the first week of classes, to present
infornation to resident students and to update security
information.

Access to Wilson Colle e Facilities

All classroom buildings are open from 7 AM to 10 PM.
After hours, a person must have permission from the
department head to use the facilities and keys are
signed out at the switchboard. Outside groups must
make arra ements for the use of space on campus
through the Conference Office.

Policy on Firearms

Security officers are not armed but are State
certified to carry lethal weapons. No firearms are
allowed on campus with the exception of studants who
are participating in shooting sports. These 4eapons
must be kept in the Security Office.

Policy on Criminal Records

Records concerning any criminal convictions on the part
of students or employees after they are on campus are
kept on file in the Security Office.

HOUSING

For the 1988-89 school year, there are 136 students in
student housing. The Residence Life Director, who has
formal training in counseling, 2PR and crisis
intervention techniques, also resides in one of the
dormitories. Wilson College provides each student with
three visitation options (7-day visitation, weekend
visitation or non-visitation) and residence halls are
so designated. Single, double 3nd triple housing
arrangements are available in the residence halls.
Pesidence Hall regulations are concerned with the
application of Wilson College's Honor Principle. Nll
regulatit.rs regarding dorm visitation op:ions, hours,
quiet hours, etc.. as well as penaltiea

2
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infractions, are discussed in the Wilson College Blue
Book/Student Handbook. There is no housing avail=
in the residence halls for married students a their
husbands.

All students except those designatri day students are
required to reside in College housing and participate
ia the College board plan. Special authorization to
live off campus must be obtained from the Office of
Student Affairs.

Securing Doors and W.ndows

All student dorm windows have locks and the doors have
a night latch and dead bolt. Students are encouraged
to keep rooms locked at all times.

It is the responsibility of the House President to lock
the residence hall at night, including locking windows,
turning out lights and checking the sign-in boxes.
Each student is issued a key to the residence hall and
their room.

Dorm rooms are selected by room drawings as described
in the Student Handbook. Freshmen are assigned rooms
and roommates :Jr MIT first semester on campus. Room
changes are made by application to the Dorm Advisory
Council in the first few weeks of the semester.

Emergency Protocol

An Emergency Protocol Manual is distributed to
Resident Advisors and Student Afairs staff. Detailed
procedures to be followed in all cases of emergency,
including notifications ard contact pers 1, are
described in this manual.

Alcoholic Beverages Nic: Illegal Druos

Wilson College students and their guests are expected
to comply with the Pennsylvania State laws and the
Wilson College Honor Principle concerning the use of
alcoholic beverages. Sections 675, 676 and 67 of the
Pennsylvania State laws are printed in the Blue
Book/Student Handbot..k. The policy and procaUe with
respect to ilLegIT7Fugs and drug abuse is clearly
deiim.d in the Wilson College Blue Book. The College
stands ready, through its mediEWT7Fla-Fsychological
services, to render assistance to students uho may need
help in coping with the dangers inherent in drug
abuse.

3
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Utilization of Facilities

The Director of Cdnferences is responsible for
scheduling cf campus facilities. During the academic
year, Prentis and Disert Halls ire available for
outside group rentals. On an occasional basis, when
not in use by the College community, kther facilities
are available to outside groups. During the summer
months, all spaces except faculty offices are available
for conference rentals.

Safety, security anc residence hall regulations for
outside gr ups using the facilities are written intc
the contract for use of the building.

The Dorm Advisory Council is responsible for the
designation of public and private rooms on campus.
Requests are coordinated by the Resident Advisors,
House Presidents and the Dean of Student Affairs.

Crime Statistics

Statistics arc avai2able upon request from the
Security Departrarmt.

February 1989
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